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Solid-liquid interfaces play a key role in many processes, such as biomineralization, 
crystal growth, and electrochemical energy generation and storage, but often lack 
characterization at spatial resolutions relevant to these processes. Additionally, many 
techniques used currently require the sample to be washed and dried, which can 
significantly alter the structure and chemistry of the interface. Finally, chemically 
reactive materials are present at solid-liquid interfaces in many devices, such as 
batteries, which makes preparation, storage, and characterization of these materials in 
an unaltered state challenging. In the work presented here, we describe cryogenic 
electron microscopy techniques that allow us to study the structure and bonding of intact 
solid-liquid interfaces and reactive materials at high resolution. We introduce a paired 
cryo-focused ion beam/scanning electron microscopy technique designed to enable the 
native structure and elemental composition of natural and engineered interfacial layers 
tens of nanometers thick to be characterized on surfaces in devices. Additionally, we 
describe a cryo-focused ion beam technique for extracting and preparing solid-liquid 
interface cross sections for high-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy 
with the liquids intact, including a method for precisely localizing features of interest 
without labels, even those below the sample surface in some cases. Finally, we combine 
these techniques to study electrode-electrolyte interfaces processes at the nanoscale in 
lithium metal batteries, which are promising candidates to replace lithium-ion batteries, 
but which are currently limited by processes that occur at these interfaces. We find that 
 two types of dendritic lithium structures are present at the lithium anode-electrolyte 
interface, one which has an extended interphase layer on its surface, and the other which 
is composed of uniform lithium hydride, which has not been observed before. These 
lithium hydride dendrites may contribute disproportionately to the significant capacity 
fade observed in lithium metal batteries, and our findings allowed us to propose 
potential methods for inhibiting these dendrites, which initial experiments support. The 
development of the cryogenic techniques described here has thus not only allowed us to 
reveal never-before-seen features of solid-liquid interfaces at the nanoscale, but has 
enabled practical pathways toward improving lithium metal battery performance to be 
proposed.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The modern world relies on energy storage to power devices in locations not physically 
connected to energy sources, or at times after the energy was generated. One form that 
has become nearly ubiquitous in our society is electrochemical energy storage, in the 
form of batteries. Today, rechargeable batteries power nearly all portable electronic 
devices such as cell phones, laptop computers, etc. Additionally, in a little over a decade 
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), and electric 
vehicles (EVs), all of which use large battery packs to provide some or all of the 
vehicle’s energy, have grown significantly in popularity [1]. With the continued push 
towards cleaner and more efficient transportation, the proportion of battery-powered 
vehicles is likely to continue to increase steadily into the future. In parallel with this 
change of energy storage in transportation is the transition of electricity production from 
fossil-fuels to renewable energy sources, such as solar energy [2], that is beginning. 
Many renewable energy sources are inherently intermittent, and therefore require 
energy storage to match the fluctuating supply to demand, and many types of batteries 
are being proposed for this purpose as well [3]. Clearly, batteries play an important role 
in society today and will play an increasingly pivotal role in the future. Many 
applications, however, require increased energy density compared to current lithium-
ion batteries, which have dominated the market since their introduction nearly thirty 
years ago [4].  
The operation and performance of batteries is highly dependent on nanoscale 
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processes at interfaces between materials within them, commonly solid-liquid interfaces 
between electrodes and liquid electrolytes [5]. A characterization technique capable of 
probing the nanoscale structure and chemistry of solid-liquid interfaces is therefore 
necessary to fully understand and control these processes. Additionally, many of the 
materials used in batteries are highly chemically reactive and sensitive to air and/or 
moisture, such as lithium, and techniques to accurately characterize these materials are 
needed as well. Finally, these processes occur within macroscopic batteries, so 
techniques that can bridge the size gap between the devices and the nanoscale processes 
at the interfaces within them are essential. 
When paired with focused ion beam (FIB) techniques, electron microscopy allows 
high-resolution structural, elemental, and bonding information about materials and 
interfaces within large devices to be obtained. Pairing FIB with scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), for example, allows surface and cross-sectional structures and 
elemental compositions to be imaged and mapped by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
spectroscopy down to the nanoscale [6]. To obtain atomic-resolution structural and 
bonding information about the sample, the FIB can be used as a sample preparation tool 
for extracting electron-transparent cross-sectional lamellas from devices for subsequent 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and aberration-corrected scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) paired with electron energy-loss 
spectroscopy (EELS) [7,8]. 
All of these techniques are routinely used to study solid materials, but to enable 
characterization of solid-liquid interfaces by traditional methods, samples must be 
washed and dried to remove the liquids. While this does provide some information about 
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the interface, the harsh sample preparation necessary for these traditional electron 
microscopy techniques can significantly alter the structure and chemistry of the 
interface by removing liquids and soft or brittle materials, as well as potentially allowing 
reactive materials to interact with a foreign environment [9]. 
To address these issues and enable high-resolution characterization of fully intact 
solid-liquid interfaces and unaltered reactive materials, in the work described here we 
adapt standard room-temperature microscopy techniques for use with samples at 
cryogenic temperatures, a principle similarly implemented in biology for studying 
frozen-hydrated specimens by cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) [10]. By 
rapidly cooling the sample to liquid nitrogen temperature, liquids and structures present 
at solid-liquid interfaces are preserved in a near-native state. In addition to this 
preservation, the cryogenic sample temperatures also dramatically reduce the rate of 
chemical reactions that occur, allowing reactive materials to be characterized in an 
unaltered state. 
Before presenting the details of these techniques and the results they have produced 
thus far, I will first provide a general background on the basic physics behind battery 
operation, a history of batteries leading up to the lithium batteries studied in this work, 
a brief discussion of common materials used in lithium batteries, and details on the 
potential and remaining challenges for the lithium metal batteries that I have focused on 
in much of my work. After this, I will discuss the theoretical and practical details of 
EELS relevant to this work, since this is the technique that allows us to obtain the highest 
resolution elemental and bonding information. A discussion of the challenges associated 
with performing EELS on typically beam-sensitive battery materials is also included. 
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1.1 Electrochemical Energy Storage by Batteries 
 
1.1.1 Basic Physics of Battery Operation 
A battery consists of two electrode materials with different electrochemical potentials 
separated by an ionically conducting and electronically insulating electrolyte material. 
The electrochemical potential of a species i with charge 𝑧" in a phase a is [11]:  
 𝝁𝒊𝜶 = 𝜇"( + 𝑧"𝑒𝜙( (1.1) 
where 𝜇"( is the chemical potential of the species (defined as the change in Gibbs free 
energy of the system with addition of a single particle of species i), 𝑒 is the fundamental 
unit of charge, and 𝜙( is the inner potential of phase a. A difference in electrochemical 
potential between two materials establishes a driving force for movement of particles 
from the phase with higher electrochemical potential to the phase with lower 
electrochemical potential. In a battery, the electrode materials with higher and lower 
electrochemical potential are termed the “anode” and “cathode,” respectively. The 
electrical driving force between the electrodes can be measured as the open-circuit 
potential of the cell, given by 𝑉-. = (𝝁0 − 𝝁.)/𝑒, where 𝝁0 and 𝝁.  are the anode and 
cathode electrochemical potentials, respectively [12], as shown in Figure 1.1. 
To maintain charge neutrality while current is flowing through a battery, ions must 
be exchanged between the electrodes to compensate for the electronic charge 
movement. Electrochemical reactions therefore occur in the electrodes during 
charge/discharge. For the battery to produce useful work, however, the ionic and 
electronic flows must be separated, and the electronic flow channeled through an 
external circuit. Electrolyte materials are ionically conducting but electronically 
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insulating, which allows this separation to be established. Electrolytes are therefore 
placed between the electrodes to form a functional battery. Since the electrolyte is 
electronically insulating, this also allows energy to be stored long-term, since in 
principle no current should flow between the electrodes when not connected to an 
external circuit. If the electrode reactions are reversible, this spontaneous flow of 
particles can be reversed by application of a sufficiently large voltage that opposes the 
natural flow, which “recharges” the battery and enables it to be used multiple times. 
 
1.1.2 A Brief History of Rechargeable Lithium Batteries 
Though there is some discussion of whether an electrochemical device may have existed 
around two-thousand years ago, called the “Baghdad Battery” [4], the first undisputed 
design for an electrochemical device that generated electricity was published by 
Alessandro Volta in 1800 [13]. An original schematic and an example of one of these 
Figure 1.1 Schematic displaying the electrode electrochemical potentials and the cell 
open circuit potential, as well as the electrolyte highest occupied and lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital energies. Reproduced from [12]. 
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devices, known as a voltaic pile, are shown in Figure 1.2. These original voltaic piles 
utilized alternating zinc and silver plates to generate a potential difference, and were 
separated by a cloth soaked in a salt solution to allow ions to flow between the plates. 
It took nearly sixty years after Volta’s original design for the first rechargeable battery 
to be invented. In 1859, Gaston Planté developed the lead-acid battery, and despite the 
basic chemistry of this type of cell being known for over 150 years, these batteries are 
still very common today. For example, lead-acid batteries are still being used to start 
internal combustion engines (ICEs) in the vast majority of personal vehicles. The next 
major step forward for rechargeable batteries was the discovery of the Ni-Cd battery 
chemistry in 1901, which allowed significantly higher energy densities to be achieved, 
with up to 50 Wh kg-1 or more and 200 Wh l-1 (compared to 10s of Wh kg-1 and up to 
100 Wh l-1 for lead-acid batteries), as displayed in Figure 1.3 [5]. Since the market for 
Figure 1.2 The voltaic pile, designed by Alessandro Volta, was the first device for 
producing electricity electrochemically, and consisted of alternating stacked zinc and 
silver plates separated by a cloth soaked in a salt solution to enable ionic conductivity. 
(a) shows a schematic of one type of pile displayed in Volta’s original publication, and 
(b) shows an example of an actual pile. Reproduced from (a) [13], and (b) from [4]. 
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portable electronic devices did not exist at this time, these batteries were sufficient for 
the applications of the time, and no major advances occurred during many subsequent 
decades.  
As the need for portable power increased, however, researchers sought new battery 
chemistries that allowed even higher energy densities. One material that began to attract 
attention was lithium, since it is the lightest metal and has the lowest potential, in theory 
making a highly energy-dense anode [5]. Though the initial lithium batteries were non-
rechargeable, Stan Whittingham demonstrated a rechargeable lithium metal battery 
(LMB) in 1976 that utilized a reversible TiS2 cathode material [14]. Unfortunately, the 
“simple” metal electrodeposition process that occurs during charging of a LMB resulted 
in issues that limited these batteries, such as formation of lithium growths that protrude 
from the anode surface, called “dendrites” [5]. These dendrites can grow across the 
electrolyte and contact the cathode, short-circuiting the battery and resulting in safety 
Figure 1.3 Approximate volumetric and specific energy densities of various battery 
chemistries. Reproduced from [5]. 
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hazards. In addition to the safety concerns, early electrolyte materials continuously 
broke down on the anode surface, and combined with the fact that dendrites can become 
disconnected from the anode during cycling, this resulted in a battery capacity that faded 
rapidly from its initial value. As a result, efforts were focused on finding solutions to 
these problems through modifications to the anode and electrolyte materials [4]. 
While many approaches were attempted, the problems with a lithium metal anode 
were never completely overcome. In 1989, an alternative anode material was 
demonstrated that still utilized lithium ions shuttled between the electrodes, but which 
nearly completely eliminated the risk of dendrite formation. These anode materials were 
composed of carbon and enabled insertion of lithium ions between layers of the material, 
as opposed to metal deposition on the surface [15]. The addition of non-active mass to 
the anode did significantly reduce the energy density of this material compared to 
lithium metal, but the reversibility of the battery was greatly improved, the safety risks 
were minimized, and the energy density was still a large improvement over Ni-Cd 
batteries. Consequently, both the research community and commercial interests shifted 
away from lithium metal to these materials in subsequent years.  
While these carbon materials brought lithium ion batteries much closer to 
commercialization, the anode potential was still sufficient to cause continuous 
breakdown of the organic electrolytes in use at the time. In 1990, however, Jeff Dahn’s 
group discovered that use of ethylene carbonate (EC) in the electrolyte resulted in the 
self-limiting formation of a passivation layer on the graphite anode surface, rather than 
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generation of soluble or gaseous products as with other organic liquids [16]. Reduction 
of EC on the anode therefore produced a conformal surface layer that blocked further 
flow of electrons to the electrolyte and limited further decomposition. This enabled 
reversible cycling of the battery after initial formation of the passivation layer. 
Finally, while this work on the anode and electrolyte materials was being performed, 
progress was also made on improving the energy density of cathode materials. In 1980, 
John Goodenough’s group produced a lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) cathode material 
[17] that alongside a graphite anode became the basis of the first commercial Li-ion 
battery, released by Sony in 1991 [18]. These batteries had significantly improved 
energy densities compared to lead-acid and Ni-Cd batteries, and rapidly became 
commercially successful, allowing smaller and more powerful portable electronic 
devices with longer battery lives to be developed. Today, the lithium ion battery 
dominates the battery market, with billions of cells produced annually, as displayed in 
Figure 1.4 [4]. 
While Li-ion technology provided a great improvement in energy density over 
Figure 1.4 Number of Li-ion cells manufactured for different applications in five year 
intervals from 2000 to 2015. Reproduced from [4]. 
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previous batteries and essentially enabled the modern portable electronics market, the 
emerging EV market is putting a strain on their capabilities. In order for the average 
range of EVs to match that of vehicles powered by ICEs, an energy density increase of 
around five times is needed while keeping the battery pack size constant, as shown in 
Figure 1.5 [19]. Li-ion batteries have an inherent limit to their energy density due to the 
mechanism of lithium storage, and even pushing them to their theoretical limit cannot 
give the range required to make EVs competitive with ICE powered vehicles while 
using reasonably sized batteries [20]. An additional challenge is reducing the price of 
the batteries used in EVs so the total vehicle price becomes comparable to that of an 
ICE powered vehicle. As a result, new battery materials and chemistries are needed to 
simultaneously enhance the energy density beyond what can be achieved with Li-ion 
batteries and reduce the overall cost. In the following section, I will briefly discuss 
various types of materials currently used in lithium batteries, and those being sought in 
Figure 1.5 EV, PHEV, and gasoline-powered vehicle ranges for model year 2016 
vehicles. Reproduced from [19]. 
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order to increase the energy density beyond Li-ion. Subsequently, I will describe in 
more detail the particular promising system that I primarily studied, including the 
challenges involved and the approach used here to address these. 
 
1.1.3 Overview of Common Lithium Battery Materials 
The chemical reactions that occur in the electrodes of lithium batteries can typically be 
divided into three categories: intercalation, alloying, and conversion reactions [5,20,21]. 
Intercalation compounds are the most mature and commonly used, and are the basis of 
the wide-spread Li-ion battery, shown in Figure 1.6. Intercalation involves ions entering 
and diffusing through the electrode to come to rest at specific sites within the lattice. In 
Figure 1.6 Schematic of a typical Li-ion battery with carbon anode and lithium metal 
oxide intercalation cathode. Reproduced from [3]. 
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these electrodes, the ions do not form strong bonds with the surrounding material, and 
typically exhibit very little volume change during charge/discharge, resulting in a high 
reversibility. Intercalation compounds typically contain many atoms in the supporting 
lattice for every ion that can be intercalated, however, which limits the storage capacity 
of these materials compared to alloying and conversion reaction materials.  
Alloying compounds are typically used as anode materials, and often exhibit 
significantly higher capacities than graphite [5,21]. For example, silicon and tin can 
react with up to approximately four lithium ions per silicon or tin atom. While this 
allows high capacity, the high uptake of ions leads to massive volume expansion, up to 
hundreds of percent. As a result, these materials tend to disintegrate upon cycling, 
leading to significant capacity fade. To address this, nanostructured electrode materials 
are being designed that allow the material to accommodate the dramatic expansion and 
contraction without permanently altering the structure [22]. 
Materials that react chemically with the mobile ions to form different compounds in 
the charged/discharged states are referred to as conversion reaction materials, and are 
generally used for cathodes. For example, one of the most promising conversion cathode 
materials is sulfur. These cathodes convert sulfur S8 rings to Li2S through a multi-step 
process, and provide the potential to significantly increase energy density compared to 
current cathode materials [20]. Conversion materials are similar to alloying materials in 
that they experience significant expansion and contraction during cycling, and have 
additional challenges to overcome as well, such as dissolution of intermediate 
polysulfides into the electrolyte in the case of sulfur. Many solutions are being sought 
to address these issues, such as yolk-shell structures that encapsulate the sulfur and 
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provide room for expansion, for example [23,24]. Conversion-type cathode materials 
are often paired with a metal anode since they do not contain the energy storage ions 
before construction of the battery, as intercalation compounds do. Metal anodes can also 
offer an order of magnitude larger energy density than graphite anodes, but have a host 
of challenges associated with them, as mentioned previously and discussed further in 
the following section. 
Several types of electrolyte materials are also used in batteries, and these generally 
fall into the categories of liquid or solid electrolytes [25]. Some of the most important 
electrolyte properties are ionic conductivity and chemical/electrochemical stability 
against the electrode materials. The stability window of the electrolyte is represented by 𝐸5 in Figure 1.1, and is defined by the energies between the highest occupied and lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO/LUMO) of the electrolyte molecules.  If the 
electrochemical potential of the anode lies above the LUMO or the cathode 
electrochemical potential lies below the HOMO of the electrolyte, it can react with these 
materials. As mentioned previously, some materials break down to form a new self-
limiting passivation layer on the electrode surface that protects from further breakdown, 
known as a “solid-electrolyte interphase” (SEI) layer. While liquid electrolytes typically 
have good ionic conductivity, the stability windows of the most commonly used 
solvents in lithium batteries, organic liquids, are usually not large enough to prevent 
reaction. Certain organic solvents, such as EC, form a stable SEI layer in Li-ion batteries 
though, permitting their use. These materials are still not ideal, however, since they are 
flammable, among other drawbacks. Additional problems arise when these materials are 
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used with metal-anode batteries, which will be discussed further below. Many solid 
electrolytes, on the other hand, have large stability windows and are not flammable like 
organic liquids. While ionic conductivities of solid electrolytes are generally lower than 
liquids, some materials have been identified that have ionic conductivities similar to 
organic liquids. Major challenges remain for batteries utilizing solid electrolytes though, 
including loss of electrode-electrolyte contact during cycling and high interfacial 
resistance. These issues, among others, have limited the performance of ambient-
temperature solid-state lithium batteries thus far [26]. 
 
1.1.4 Lithium Metal Batteries 
One of the anode materials considered most promising for next-generation batteries is 
lithium metal, the same material used in early LMBs, before focus shifted towards the 
Figure 1.7 Practical energy densities of Li-ion and LMB cells compared to gasoline. 
Reproduced from [29]. 
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graphite for Li-ion batteries. While the challenges associated with these anodes were 
not overcome in the past, the search for materials with significantly higher energy 
densities has caused a resurgence of interest in lithium metal, since its theoretical 
capacity is an order of magnitude larger than graphite (3860 mAh g-1 vs. 372 mAh g-1 
for graphite) [5,27,28]. As mentioned previously, lithium metal anodes also open up the 
possibility of using cathodes that are not compatible with graphite anodes, which 
initially contain no lithium. These anodes are thus frequently paired with conversion-
type cathode materials, such as sulfur, to form batteries with practical cell energy 
densities beginning to approach gasoline, as shown in Figure 1.7 [29]. Many of the 
cathode materials these anodes are paired with are composed of abundant and cheap 
materials as well, such as sulfur again, which results in lower battery costs [20]. 
While these anodes have the potential to enable cheaper EVs with ranges 
competitive with ICE powered vehicles, the same issues that limited LMBs in the 1970’s 
are still present and need to be resolved before these batteries can be commercialized. 
First, an SEI layer is formed on the surface of the lithium metal, like its counterpart on 
the graphite anode in a Li-ion battery [30], but the formation mechanisms are not as 
well understood, and it plays a more important role in the LMB. Rather than forming 
during the initial cycle like on a graphite anode, the electrochemical potential of lithium 
metal sits outside the stability window of commonly used organic electrolytes (refer to 
Figure 1.1) and therefore reduces the electrolyte at any state of charge. Consequently, 
the electrolyte reacts spontaneously upon contact with the anode surface. The formation 
of this layer is not homogeneous, and preferential deposition of lithium occurs in regions 
with increased ionic conductivity [31]. The expansion caused by this localized 
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deposition can break the SEI layer, exposing the underlying anode surface to the 
electrolyte and initiating a fresh set of reactions. Reduction of the electrolyte material 
also consumes lithium, and this repeated breaking and reforming of the SEI contributes 
to the capacity fade observed in LMBs [27]. 
In addition to this continuous breaking and reforming of the SEI, the inhomogeneity 
of the related lithium deposition contributes to another process behind the safety 
concerns associated with LMBs [32]. Due to a variety of processes, deposition of 
lithium is not stable, and protrusions from the surface tend to grow, rather than be 
suppressed [27,33]. This results in uncontrolled localized deposition that forms 
extended structures. Various types of structures can form and there is some 
inconsistency in the naming convention, but we will refer to them collectively as 
“dendrites.” The previously discussed SEI processes and the related nucleation of these 
types of dendrites are represented in Figure 1.8. 
Dendrites have two major detrimental effects on LMBs. First, during cycling these 
structures can become isolated or disconnected from the anode. This results in lost active 
material, and contributes to the capacity fade of LMBs. Additionally, dendrites can 
Figure 1.8 Schematic of lithium deposition, SEI layer breaking, and the related 
nucleation of a dendrite. Reproduced from [32]. 
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penetrate the separator between electrodes and cross over to the anode. Upon contact, a 
short-circuit is produced and the resulting high current locally heats the lithium to very 
high temperatures. The organic liquids commonly used as electrolyte solvents are 
flammable, and therefore these dendrite-induced short-circuits can result in fires or 
explosions. These safety concerns, as well as the rapid capacity fade, are the remaining 
major barriers to commercialization of LMBs, and therefore must be overcome to 
provide significantly improved battery energy densities. 
Despite the interest these anodes have attracted both in the 1970’s and recently, the 
processes that occur at the electrode-electrolyte interface are not fully understood, due 
in large part to the difficulty of accurately characterizing solid-liquid interfaces in 
devices. The two biggest obstacles are the scale of the SEI layer, and the fact that the 
interface of interest falls between two condensed phases of matter. First, the SEI is 
generally regarded as on the order of tens of nanometers thick, with spatial variations in 
materials within the layer on an even smaller scale [34]. As a result, gaining a full 
understanding of SEI layers requires characterization techniques with at least nanoscale 
resolution. Additionally, the position of the interfaces between a solid and liquid 
complicates characterization of the interface, since many probes cannot penetrate these 
materials [35]. Sample preparation methods typically used to expose the interface can 
significantly alter its structural and chemical properties [9]. Therefore, in order to 
accurately characterize the interface, techniques are needed that provide high resolution 
and access to the interface, as well as circumvent alteration during preparation. 
Most techniques used to characterize the SEI thus far have lacked the spatial 
resolution necessary to reveal its finest features. In fact, many techniques used lack 
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spatial resolution altogether. For example, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has 
been commonly used to characterize the chemistry of solid-liquid interfaces for decades 
[36]. While XPS enables elemental and bonding analysis of samples, it provides no 
spatial resolution and is surface-sensitive. As such, it is commonly paired with argon-
ion sputtering to provide a pseudo depth-profile of the materials present at an interface. 
This results in data such as that shown in Figure 1.9. The results provided by XPS about 
SEI layers and reactive battery materials may be questionable though. In addition to the 
fact that materials sputter at different rates, Ar-ion sputtering has been shown to be 
capable of altering the chemical composition of materials at the interface [37]. Other 
techniques have been used over the years to characterize SEI layers with increased 
spatial resolution, such as time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) 
[38], but the majority have not been able to provide spectroscopic data with the spatial 
Figure 1.9 Representative data from characterization of an SEI layer by XPS paired 
with Ar-ion sputtering. (a) C 1s spectra of the surface of lithium metal soaked in LiAsF6 
+ propylene carbonate electrolyte, as a function of sputtering time. (b) The evolution 
of the spectra from different elements can then be plotted together, and (c) a depth 
profile of materials can be proposed. Reproduced from [36]. 
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resolution needed to gain a full understanding of SEI layers.   
 One technique that does allow resolution down to the atomic scale and has been 
applied to battery materials is STEM. When paired with EELS, this technique can 
provide nanometer scale or better compositional information about battery materials, 
such as SEI layers, as shown in Figure 1.10 [39]. Unfortunately, although TEM 
techniques can provide very high resolution, they are limited by the presence of liquids 
in samples, like many other techniques. Standard sample preparation techniques for 
TEM and other high-vacuum techniques often involves washing and drying the sample 
surface to remove the liquid electrolyte. This can alter the structures and chemistry at 
the surface [9,39], leading to inaccurate results. In fact, it has been shown that simply 
displacing the liquid from the electrode surface collapses the SEI layer and causes 
lithium deposits to agglomerate [40], suggesting that alterations due to washing and 
drying are likely severe.  
These washing and drying steps could potentially be circumvented by either 
Figure 1.10 (a) Bright-field TEM image and (b) corresponding EELS Li-concentration 
map demonstrating nanometer-scale resolution of an SEI on a lithiated graphite anode. 
Reproduced from [39]. 
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isolating or immobilizing the liquids while in the instrument. The former is known as in 
situ TEM, and allows liquids to remain present by encapsulating them between two thin 
silicon nitride windows, preventing contact with the vacuum [40–45]. Using in situ 
techniques, it is possible to study dynamic processes as well, for example growth of the 
SEI layer on an electrode immersed in electrolyte, such as shown in Figure 1.11 [44]. 
Despite the ability for in situ TEM to examine solid-liquid interfaces with the liquids 
present, the technique is limited by the small sample size and large cell thickness. Since 
the sample must fit between the silicon nitride windows, this limits the technique to 
small samples such as nanoparticles or microelectrodes. Additionally, the cell is more 
than an order of magnitude thicker than, for example, solid samples prepared for atomic-
resolution characterization. This limits both the resolution and spectroscopic 
capabilities of in situ techniques [41,45]. A complementary technique is therefore 
needed to enable high-resolution characterization of thin intact-solid liquid interface 
samples taken from large devices. 
In this work, I will describe how cryogenic electron microscopy and focused ion 
beam techniques can be utilized for this purpose, detail the steps necessary to achieve 
Figure 1.11 Tracking of SEI layer thickness on a graphite electrode by in situ TEM. 
Reproduced from [44]. 
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this, and report initial findings from applying these techniques to LMB systems. I will 
first describe the physics of inelastic interactions between fast electrons and matter and 
how it relates to EELS, however, and discuss radiation damage mechanisms that occur 
in beam-sensitive battery materials. Additionally, I will briefly outline the basic 
principles of sample freezing, and what cryogenic electron microscopy techniques have 
been used for previously. Finally, I will conclude by outlining the content of the chapters 
in this thesis. 
 
1.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
In a transmission electron microscope, electrons are extracted from a source and 
accelerated down the instrument column by tens or hundreds of kilovolts. Magnetic 
lenses manipulate the electron beam to arrive at the sample in a range of different 
orientations, from a broad and parallel beam in a TEM, to a convergent beam focused 
to a sub-Ångström spot in a STEM. As the beam electrons pass through the sample, they 
interact with the nuclei and electrons inside through various physical mechanisms, and 
these interactions can be measured using appropriate detector configurations. This 
allows atomic resolution structural, elemental, and bonding information to be obtained 
from favorable samples.  
The first transmission electron microscope was built by Ernst Ruska and Max Knoll 
in 1931, for which Ruska was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986 [46]. Electron 
microscopes rapidly achieved spatial resolutions far better than optical microscopes, as 
shown in Figure 1.12 [47]. In 1936, however, Otto Scherzer showed that a fundamental 
resolution limit exists for rotationally symmetric magnetic lenses such as those used in 
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electron microscopes, due to the unavoidable spherical aberration that they generate 
[48]. In 1947, however, he outlined methods for circumventing this limit by violating 
various assumptions used for his previous work, including the use of non-rotationally 
symmetric lenses [49]. As a result, aberration correction using various combinations of 
non-rotationally symmetric lenses has been sought over the years [50,51]. The addition 
of extra lenses with multiple poles significantly increases the number of variables 
involved in properly aligning the instrument, however, and manual alignment proved 
infeasible. As a result, aberration correction was not successfully implemented until the 
1990’s, when computing power had advanced enough to assist the alignment procedure 
[51–55]. The achievable resolution using aberration-corrected instruments has 
continued to improve, and today commercial aberration-corrected STEMs are capable 
of routinely achieving sub-Å resolution, as shown in Figure 1.13. In addition to allowing 
Figure 1.12 Maximum microscope resolution achieved over the past two centuries. 
Reproduced from [47]. 
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sub-Å resolution, aberration correction permits the use of larger objective apertures 
which block less of the beam and provide higher beam currents. This increased beam 
current allows EELS mapping to be achieved [8], which was pivotal for obtaining full 
two-dimensional maps of elemental concentrations and bonding environments at intact 
solid-liquid interfaces in this work.  
In the following sections we will discuss the physical mechanisms that give rise to 
energy losses in two different regions of the electron energy-loss spectrum, and how we 
can most effectively use these regions to characterize battery materials. 
 
1.2.1 Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy 
Fast electrons that pass through a material can undergo a variety of inelastic processes 
that result in a change of the electron’s kinetic energy. Electron energy-loss 
Figure 1.13 An annular dark-field STEM image of the perovskite oxide LSMO taken 
on Cornell’s FEI Titan Themis at 300 kV with a resolution of 0.67 Å. 
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spectroscopy allows these energy losses to be directly measured, revealing many 
properties about the sample, some of which will be discussed below. To accomplish 
this, electrons that pass through the sample are deflected by a magnetic prism, dispersing 
them onto a detector as a function of kinetic energy. The result is a spectrum of counts 
detected over a range of energy losses, as shown in Figure 1.14 (left). Combined with a 
focused and scanned STEM probe, EELS can provide maps of composition and bonding 
with up to atomic-resolution by integrating over a particular energy-loss range in each 
spatial pixel acquired, as shown in Figure 1.14 (right). Here, we will discuss two regions 
of the energy-loss spectrum where different types of interactions take place and how the 
information these regions provide can be utilized to characterize battery materials. 
1.2.1.1 Low-Loss EELS  
The “low-loss” region of an EELS spectrum extends up to an energy loss of 
approximately 50 eV, and contains information about a wide variety of sample 
properties from outer-shell excitations. At the very lowest energies, generally less than 
Figure 1.14 Examples of an EELS spectrum and elemental mapping. Left, an EELS 
spectrum produced from YBCO (log scale). Right, atomic resolution EELS maps of an 
LSMO/STO multilayer, showing the (a) La M-edge, (b) Ti L-edge, (c) Mn L-edge, and 
(d) a composite map of the three. Left, reproduced from [56] and right, from [8]. 
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a tenth of an eV [56], collective excitations of the lattice occur in the form of phonons. 
The typical spread in energies of electrons emitted by a Schottky or Cold Field-Emission 
Gun (FEG) is a few tenths of an eV or more [57], and phonons therefore fall within the 
“zero-loss peak” (ZLP) in most microscopes and cannot be detected. Monochromation 
can reduce the spread in the beam electron energies, however, and the latest 
monochromation technology has recently begun to provide information about phonons 
at high spatial resolution [58]. At slightly higher energies, from eV to tens of eV, 
interband transitions can be detected, which involve transitions across band gaps in 
insulators and semiconductors, or potentially within a single band in a conductor [56]. 
These energy losses fall in the energy range of photons in visible light, and can thus be 
utilized to measure optical properties, for example the optical gap of liquids [41]. 
Finally, collective oscillations of the valence electrons in the sample can be detected in 
this energy range as well, and are known as plasma resonances [56]. These resonances 
were the primary interaction utilized in the low-loss region of the spectrum for the work 
presented here.  
While the valence electron oscillations that define plasma resonances can be 
described classically by longitudinal waves, excitation of these waves must be described 
quantum mechanically, and occurs by generation of pseudoparticles called plasmons 
with discrete energies given by 𝐸6 = ℏ𝜔6, where ℏ is Planck’s constant and 𝜔6 is the 
frequency of the oscillation (rad/s). While intuition may suggest that these waves should 
only be generated in materials with free electrons, i.e. metals, the plasmon energy is 
essentially carried by a single electron at any particular instance, and can therefore exist 
in any material with electrons capable of transferring energy among themselves [56]. 
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This is consistent with plasmons being excitations of valence electrons, since these 
electrons extend further away from the atomic nuclei than core electrons, so valence 
electrons from neighboring atoms therefore have more interactions than core electrons. 
 Independent inelastic scattering events follow a Poisson distribution, which results 
in a probability for 𝑛 scattering events to occur while passing through a sample of 
thickness 𝑡 equal to [56]: 
 𝑃< = 1 𝑛! 𝑡 𝜆 <𝑒@A B, (1.2) 
where 𝜆 is the inelastic mean free path of the beam electrons in the sample material. The 
resulting distribution of the intensities for zero to two scattering events, as a function of 𝑡 𝜆, is shown in Figure 1.15a. Since plasmons are discrete inelastic events, the total 
energy loss a beam electron experiences due to plasmon excitations, 𝐸6,< = 𝑛ℏ𝜔6, is 
just a function of the number of interactions which occur. As seen in Eq. 1.2 and shown 
in Figure 1.15a, an increased number of interactions occurs in thicker samples. As a 
result, thin samples generally have a single plasmon peak observable at ℏ𝜔6, but thicker 
samples produce peaks at integer multiples of this value as well. As shown in Figure 
1.15b, the integrated intensity of the plasmon peaks fits well to a Poisson distribution in 
practice [59]. Since thick samples produce plasmon peaks with higher energies, this 
means that thin samples are essential for measuring low-energy core-loss edges (to be 
discussed in the next section), since higher-order plasmon peaks will overlap with these 
edges. This is particularly important for studying lithium battery materials, since the 
lithium K-edge is ~55 eV. Fortunately, the lithium metal plasmon is only ~7.5 eV, so 
only a very thick sample will cause overlap between the plasmon peaks and the K-edge. 
However, lithium compounds such as lithium oxides have plasmons with energies on 
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the order of 20 eV or more [60], so significantly thinner samples are therefore needed 
to avoid overlap in these materials. 
 By treating the valence electrons as nearly free, the plasma resonance frequency 
gives a plasmon energy of [56]: 
 𝐸6 = 28.82	eV 𝑧𝜌 𝐴 L/M, (1.3) 
where 𝑧 is the number of free electrons per unit cell (or molecule), 𝜌 is the density of 
the material (g/cm3), and 𝐴 is the atom (molecular) weight of the unit cell (molecule). 
While this provides a reasonable first approximation to the plasmon energy, as shown 
in Figure 1.16, other effects can influence the peak locations as well. First, some 
damping of these “free” electrons occurs in real materials, which causes a broadening 
and shifting of the plasmon peak to lower energies. If the amplitude of the oscillation is 
damped by a factor of 1/e in a time 𝜏, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the 
Figure 1.15 Poisson statistics and multiple plasmon scattering. (a) Poisson statistics 
govern the probability of a certain number of independent inelastic events occurring in 
a sample as a function of thickness in inelastic mean free paths, 𝑡 𝜆⁄ . (b) In thick 
samples, multiple plasmon excitations occur, and thus form many peaks at multiples of 
the single plasmon energy. The integrated intensities of these peaks follows a Poisson 
distribution. Here, a 20 kV electron beam was incident on a 208 nm thick Al film, 
producing many higher-order plasmon peaks. (a) reproduced from [56], and (b) from 
[59]. 
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energy-loss function is broadened by a factor of ∆𝐸6 = ℏ 𝜏, and is generally in the 
range of tenths of an eV to multiple eV [56]. The corresponding downward-shifted peak 
energy is given by: 
 𝐸QRS = 𝐸6M − ∆𝐸6M 2 L/M. (1.4) 
In addition, if large collection angles are used (semi-angle not ≪ 𝜃VWM , where 𝜃VW =𝐸6 𝛾𝑚Z𝑣M	and 𝛾, 𝑚Z, and 𝑣 are the Lorentz factor, electron rest mass, and velocity, 
respectively) momentum transfer from the incident electron to the plasmon can occur, 
increasing the plasmon energy according to the dispersion relation: 
 𝐸6 𝑞 = 𝐸6 + 𝛼	(ℏM 𝑚Z)	𝑞M (1.5) 
where 𝛼 = 3 5 𝐸` 𝐸6, and 𝑞 and 𝐸`	are the momentum transfer and Fermi energy of 
the material, respectively [56]. 
In contrast, if the valence electrons are bound to the nuclei of the sample, such as in 
semiconductors and insulators, an additional term enters which shifts the plasmon 
Figure 1.16 Plasmon energies calculated by the free electron model (Eq. 1.3, hollow 
circles) compared to values measured by EELS (filled circles). The agreement is 
generally good, with the exception of materials with core-loss edges in the low-loss 
regions (such as transition metals). Reproduced from [56]. 
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energy upwards. If the bound electron has a natural frequency 𝜔a, then the plasmon is 
shifted to an energy: 
 (𝐸6a)M ≈ 𝐸6M + 𝐸5M (1.6) 
where 𝐸5 is the band gap of the material [56]. For materials with large band gaps, this 
can result in a shift of an eV or more. For example, is we assume 1 valence electron per 
Li and H atom in LiH, Eq. 1.3 gives 𝐸6 =	12.7 eV for LiH. If we include a 7 eV band 
gap, based on experimental values that range from ~5-9 eV [61], the plasmon energy 
becomes 𝐸6a ≈ 14.5 eV according to Eq. 1.6. This is an increase of ~1.8 eV, and 
estimates the peak energy closer to the experimentally measured value of ~15 eV (see 
Chapter 4). Finally, interband transitions above or below the plasmon energy can also 
shift it to lower or higher energies, respectively [56]. 
While plasma resonances generally do not carry chemical information, they can 
often be used effectively to map the spatial distribution of materials with low electron 
doses, since plasmon excitations are the dominant inelastic scattering mechanism for 
many materials [56], as in the spectrum shown in Figure 1.14. For example, if the 
plasmon peaks of materials in a sample are distinct, and the materials can be identified 
by another means like core-loss EELS (to be discussed in the next section), the plasmons 
can often be used to map the distribution of the materials at lower electron doses than 
mapping with core-loss edges would require (or with higher signal-to-noise at the same 
dose). In principle, the plasmon peaks should be more delocalized than core-loss edges, 
which provide atomic-scale information, but this delocalization is typically less than 1 
nanometer [62] and does not impose a limit on dose-sensitive samples such as battery 
materials. 
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In Chapter 4 we use this to our advantage to map lithium and LiH materials in two 
distinct types of dendrites formed in a LMB coin cell. Summing the lithium K-edge over 
large areas produced high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) spectra that could be used to 
identify the materials. The signal in individual pixels was low, however, resulting in 
low SNR maps. The corresponding lithium and LiH plasmons had much higher 
intensities than the K-edges, and were distinct at 7.5 eV and 15 eV, respectively. This 
allowed us to generate high SNR maps of the two materials within the dendrites by 
mapping the plasmon peaks. 
1.2.1.2 Core-Loss EELS 
As the electron beam passes through the sample, excitations of individual core electrons 
to higher energy orbitals can occur as well. Core electrons often fall hundreds of eV or 
more below the Fermi level of solids or the HOMO of molecules, and inelastic scattering 
of the beam provides the required energy to excite these electrons to available states 
above these levels [56]. Core-loss EELS thus involves measuring the energy losses due 
to these excitations, which typically result in much higher energy losses than the 
plasmon peaks discussed previously (as shown in Figure 1.14). An important exception 
for studying battery materials is the lithium K-edge, or 1s to 2p excitation, which occurs 
at ~55 eV and can overlap with plasmons if samples are not thin. Since each element 
has unique orbital energy levels, there are characteristic energies for various excitations 
that can be used to identify the elements present, as long as no overlap between edges 
occurs (for example, between excitation from a lower level in a light element and a 
higher level in a heavier element). In this case, multivariate statistical analysis may still 
be able to identify and separate the two components if multiple spectra are acquired 
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(such as in a line profile or spectrum image) [57]. In addition to the characteristic energy 
of the edges allowing elemental identification, the local environment of the measured 
element affects the structure of the edge, which allows bonding information to be 
extracted as well. This can be used, for example, to measure the valence state of 
electrode materials at different states of charge [63], identify which compounds of an 
element are present (such as metal, oxides, or hydrides), or examine the bonding 
environment of SEI layers compared to an electrolyte (see Chapter 4). 
The theoretical underpinnings of EELS involve collisions of “fast” electrons with 
matter, defined as electrons with a velocity much greater than the orbital velocity of the 
atomic electron with which the interaction occurs [64]. Niels Bohr was the first to work 
out a theory of the interaction of fast electrons with matter [65,66], but quantum 
mechanics was not established at the time, and thus some effects could not be calculated. 
In 1930, Hans Bethe applied quantum mechanics to these interactions [67], laying the 
theoretical groundwork behind modern core-loss EELS. 
To a first approximation, core-loss excitations can be approximated by an 
interaction between the incident electron and a single atom in the sample [56]. 
Additionally, in the regime of fast electron collisions, the effect of the incident electron 
can be approximated by a “sudden and small external perturbation” [64], and as such 
can be treated using the first Born approximation, using only the lowest order interaction 
term between the incident electron and the target atom [64,67]. In this case, the 
differential cross section for a non-relativistic electron to excite an atom from a 
particular initial state 	𝑖	  to a final state 	𝑓	  can be written: 
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 𝑑M𝜎"g𝑑Ω	𝑑𝐸 = 𝑀2𝜋ℏM M 𝑘′𝑘 𝑓 𝑉𝑒("m∙o) 𝑖 M, (1.7) 
where Ω represents the solid angle and 𝐸 represents energy, 𝑉 is the interaction potential 
of the incident electron with the target atom, 𝑀= 𝑚p𝑚R 𝑚p +𝑚R  is the reduced 
mass of the system where 𝑚p and 𝑚R are the incident electron and target atom mass, 
respectively, 𝑘 and 𝑘′ are the incident and scattered electron wavevectors, respectively, 𝑞 = 𝑘 − 𝑘′ is the scattering vector, and 𝑟 represents incident electron coordinate. Up to 
an incident electron energy of around 300 keV [56], a Coulomb potential can be utilized 
for the interaction of the electron with the atom: 
 𝑉 = 	 𝑍𝑒M4𝜋𝜀Z𝑟 − 14𝜋𝜀Z 𝑒M𝑟 − 𝑟g ,ugvL  (1.8) 
where 𝑒 is the elementary charge, 𝜀Z is the permittivity of free space, 𝑍 is the atomic 
number of the target atom, and 𝑟g are the positions of the electrons in the atom. The first 
term represents attraction to the nucleus, and the second term represents repulsion from 
each of the atomic electrons. Inserting this into Eq. 1.7 gives 
 𝑑M𝜎"g𝑑Ω	𝑑𝐸 = 12𝜋𝑎Z M 𝑘′𝑘 𝑓 𝑒("m∙o)𝑟 − 𝑟gugvL 𝑖 M, (1.9) 
since the atomic electron states are orthogonal wavefunctions (and hence the nuclear 
term in the potential integrates to zero). As a result, inelastic scattering events involve 
only the electrons of the atom, not the nucleus. An additional simplification was made 
using 𝑎Z = 4𝜋𝜀ZℏM 𝑚p𝑒M, where and 𝑎Z is the Bohr radius (and 𝑀 ≈ 𝑚p, since 𝑚p ≪𝑚R). Bethe showed that the integral over 𝑟 could be evaluated by substituting: 
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 𝑒("m∙o)𝑑𝑟𝑟 − 𝑟g = 4𝜋𝑞M 𝑒("m∙ox). (1.10) 
Additionally, only single electron-electron interactions are typically considered for 
core-loss events, since multiple interactions are considered significantly less probable 
[68], so we will take 𝑟gg → 𝑟z, now a single atomic electron coordinate. The cross 
section is also relativistically corrected for by addition of a Lorentz factor [69]. 
Combined, these result in a differential cross section of: 
 𝑑M𝜎"g𝑑Ω	𝑑𝐸 = 2𝛾𝑎Z M 𝑘z𝑘 𝑓 𝑒("m∙o{) 𝑖𝑞M M. (1.11) 
Due to the strong 𝑞 dependence, small momentum transfers dominate, and typically a 
small angle (𝑞 ∙ 𝑟′ ≪ 1), or dipole, approximation can be taken by expanding 𝑒("m∙o{) 
and keeping only the linear term (the lowest-order constant term goes to zero, due to the 
orthogonality of the atomic wavefunctions) [56,70]. Additionally, if the scattering angle 
is small and the beam energy is much greater than the energy transferred during 
scattering, 𝑘z ≈ 𝑘 as well [71]. As a result, the differential cross section becomes: 
 𝑑M𝜎"g𝑑Ω	𝑑𝐸 = 2𝛾𝑎Z M 𝑓 𝑞 ∙ 𝑟z 𝑖𝑞M M. (1.12) 
An additional consequence dipole transitions is that these core level excitations must 
transition to a final state with angular momentum one step higher or lower than the 
initial state, i.e., 𝑙 → 𝑙z = 𝑙 ± 1. In general, both 𝑙 ± 1 transitions should be considered, 
however in some instances, such as excitation from an s state, only 𝑙 + 1 can occur, and 
some transitions strongly favor 𝑙 + 1 over 𝑙 − 1 [72].  
EELS edges are labeled based on the principal quantum number of the initial state, 
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starting with “K” for 𝑛 = 1, “L” for 𝑛 = 2, and so on. As a result, K-edges are the 
highest energy edges for a particular element, and decrease through L, M, etc. The 
energy of each edge also increases with the target atom’s atomic number, since the core 
electrons sit in deeper potential wells around larger nuclei, and combined with the 
energy range typically detected in EELS experiments (up to around 2000 eV), this 
means K-edges are often utilized for light elements, and L- or M-edges for heavier 
elements.  
While each element has well-defined energies for different excitation edges, which 
can be used to identify the elemental composition of a sample, details about the edge 
including small shifts in energy and its particular form can provide more information 
about the sample. In the simplest picture, the entire edge can shift in energy due to a 
change in charge on an atom. This could be due, for example, to variations in the 
electronegativity of neighboring atoms, causing a change in the number of electrons on 
Figure 1.17 An example of the importance of core-hole effects in the spectra of some 
battery materials. Here, theoretical core-level excited spectra including (red) and not 
including (black) core-hole effects are shown for the lithium and fluorine K-edges of 
LiF, a material commonly found in lithium batteries. The experimental spectra are 
shown above in the dashed line. Reproduced from [76]. 
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the target atom and therefore the screening of the nuclear potential. This then changes  
the energy needed to excite an electron to a higher energy orbital further from the 
nucleus, shifting the edge by up to a few eV [56]. While this often provides a good 
intuition, the situation can be more complicated and the chemical shifts do not always 
behave in this way [73]. Additionally, by examining Eq. 1.12, we see that the density of 
accessible final states around the edge onset energy will define the exact shape of the 
edge, and this can result in significant modulations of the edge known as its “fine 
structure.” This fine structure can reveal electronic structure, bonding, and 
crystallographic information about the sample. 
The fine structure of EELS spectra can be related to the density of states of the 
material [56,72]. As discussed above, transitions occur between a core level and empty 
states above the Fermi level, and also obey the dipole selection rule. The density of 
states probed by EELS is therefore an angular-momentum-resolved unoccupied density 
Figure 1.18 An example of the formation of molecular orbital energy levels in a model 
system containing up to six atoms with only a single atomic orbital (i.e. hydrogen). The 
size and contrast of the circles represent the magnitude and phase of the orbitals at those 
locations. Reproduced from [78]. 
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of states. Additionally, since core electrons are localized to a particular atom, the density 
of states measured is therefore a local property. This can be used to map bonding states 
in materials at atomic resolution, for example [8,74]. Finally, the density of states can 
be modified from its ground-state form by the presence of the core-hole left behind by 
the excited electron. The importance of this core-hole varies by material, and can often 
be ignored (for example, in metals) [72]. However, core-hole effects tend to be 
important for ionic materials, particularly for the cation, and have been found to 
significantly affect the calculated spectra of some battery materials, such as Li2O and 
LiF [75,76]. An example demonstrating this effect for LiF is shown in Figure 1.17. 
In materials where electrons are more localized, such as in organic or ionic 
materials, a tight-binding or linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approach 
can be useful for understanding the available states that give rise to the spectra produced 
by these materials [72,77]. For every pair of atomic orbitals from neighboring atoms 
combined, a pair of molecular orbitals is formed. The lowest energy molecular orbital 
Figure 1.19 Spectra for various allotropes of carbon and nanometer-scale mapping of 
bonds in these materials. Left, C K-edge spectra for diamond, graphite, and amorphous 
carbon, showing diamond contains no 𝜋∗ orbitals. Right, mapping of diamond on a 
silicon substrate with an amorphous carbon layer in between. The distinct 𝜎∗ and 𝜋∗ 
bond peaks were separately mapped, and the diamond region extracted by subtracting 
the sp2 contribution from the 𝜎∗ map. Left reproduced from [79] and right from [80]. 
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has no nodes in the phase between the atoms. This is known as a bonding orbital, and 
the electrons reside here in the ground state. When a node in the phase exists between 
the atoms, this results in a higher-energy state known as an antibonding orbital. These 
general principles can be extended to larger molecules as well [78], where an increasing 
number of nodes gives a higher energy state, as shown in Figure 1.18. Bonding and 
antibonding molecular orbitals that are rotationally symmetric about the axis connecting 
the atoms are called 𝜎 and 𝜎∗ states, respectively. Non-rotationally symmetric bonding 
and antibonding orbitals are denoted 𝜋 and 𝜋∗. The energy levels of the 𝜎/𝜎∗ orbitals 
tend to split to a larger degree than the 𝜋/𝜋∗ orbitals since they tend to contain atomic 
Figure 1.20 Mapping of bond orientations in a multi-walled carbon nanotube. The top 
spectrum is the average over the whole nanotube, and the second is the first component 
extracted from a principle component analysis, showing an increased intensity in the 𝜋∗ peak and a decreased intensity in the 𝜎∗ peak. The contrast in the adjacent map 
shows this corresponds to an increased number of these bonds oriented perpendicular 
and parallel to the incident beam, respectively, at the edges of the nanotube, and vice 
versa in the center. Reproduced from [84]. 
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orbitals that overlap more significantly, and therefore the lowest unoccupied state is 
often a 𝜋∗ state. This allows the bonding state of organic materials to be determined by 
EELS, even when they are composed of a single element. For example, various carbon 
allotropes such as diamond, graphite, and amorphous carbon, have different carbon-
carbon bonds. In particular, diamond contains only 𝜎 and 𝜎∗ bonds, while graphite and 
amorphous carbon contain a combination of 𝜎/𝜎∗ and 𝜋/𝜋∗ bonds [79], as can be seen 
in the EELS spectra shown in Figure 1.19. Since the energy levels of these types of 
bonds differ, the ratios of the corresponding peaks in the C K-edge can be used to map 
the location of different carbon materials with subnanometer resolution [80]. For 
example, the 𝜎∗ and 𝜋∗ C K-edge peaks were mapped in amorphous carbon and 
diamond and used to locate the diamond region in Figure 1.19. In addition to providing 
information about allotropes of a material, bonds between elements with different 
electronegativities result in shifted fine structure peaks, and as a result, EELS can be 
used to differentiate between bonded atoms as well [81,82]. This allows, for example, 
the local bonding environment of organic materials to be determined and mapped. In 
Chapter 4, we use this to identify the composition of an intact extended SEI layer formed 
on a lithium dendrite. Finally, since many of these orbitals are directional, the 
orientation of these bonds can be detected in anisotropic materials according to Eq. 1.12, 
within the tight-binding model [71,83]. This enables the orientation of these materials 
to be mapped as well, as shown in Figure 1.20 [84,85]. 
One final important point to note for core-loss spectroscopy is that sample thickness 
impacts the data acquired, which is of particular importance for spectroscopy of beam-
sensitive battery materials. Since only a limited dose can be applied to materials that 
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damage easily under the beam (the mechanisms of which will be covered in the 
following section), the attainable SNR will therefore be lower than for more robust 
materials. Optimizing the sample to obtain the maximum SNR possible is then 
important for beam-sensitive samples. For traditional STEM, very thin samples, on the 
order of 10-20 nm thick [8], are typical and allow multiple scattering to be avoided and 
high-quality atomic-resolution spectral images to be acquired. For beam-sensitive 
samples, however, thicker samples may be beneficial. Thicker samples generate more 
signal as the beam passes through them, while the damage per unit volume remains the 
same [86]. While very thin samples may increase the signal to background ratio (SBR) 
since less multiple scattering is present, the number of counts detected is also decreased, 
and the SNR is correspondingly decreased due to the increased proportion of shot noise. 
The background beneath the edges due to single-electron inelastic scattering events 
Figure 1.21 Signal-to-background and signal-to-noise ratios of carbon and silicon K-
edges as a function of sample thickness. (a) For low-energy edges, the SBR decreases 
monotonically, while the SNR has a maximum at an intermediate value. (b) For higher-
energy edges, the SBR can also have a maximum at an intermediate value, due to 
contributions to the background from the spectrometer. Reproduced from [56]. 
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from valence and lower-energy core electrons also increases with sample thickness, 
however, and multiple scattering effect begin to come in to play. There is therefore an 
optimal sample thickness for maximizing the SNR of data acquired from beam-sensitive 
materials. These trends are displayed in Figure 1.21. 
 
1.2.2 Damage Mechanisms in Electron Microscopy 
Two of the primary sources of radiation damage exhibited by materials exposed to high-
energy electrons are knock-on damage, an elastic collision with an atomic nucleus 
sufficient to cause displacement, and radiolysis, an inelastic collision with the sample 
electrons where the excited system does not return to its initial state, and therefore 
breaks bonds [87]. Specimen charging and heating can also be important in specific 
instances. Here, we will discuss the details of the most important damage mechanisms, 
how damage limits imaging and spectroscopy of battery materials, and how cryogenic 
sample temperatures can help reduce sample damage. 
1.2.2.1 Knock-on Damage 
Knock-on damage is considered the only type of damage that occurs in conductive 
materials. This is due to the fact that the high density of mobile electrons enables filling 
of the hole left by the excited electron in <1 fs, while breaking of bonds requires the 
hole to be present until the affected nucleus can travel away from its original location, 
which happens on the timescale of atomic vibrations, ~100 fs [88]. As a result, physical 
displacement by a transfer of momentum to the atomic nucleus is the only mechanism 
for damage in conductive materials. The energy transferred to a nucleus by a fast 
electron through an elastic collision is given by: 
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 𝐸 = 𝐸QRSsinM 𝜃 2 , (1.13) 
where 𝜃 is the scattering angle of the incident electron, and 𝐸QRS is the energy 
transferred when the electron is backscattering exactly opposite of the incident direction. 
This value depends on the atomic mass, 𝐴, of the target nucleus, and the incident 
electron energy, 𝐸Z (in keV): 
 𝐸QRS = 1.1 𝐴 2 + 𝐸Z 𝑚p𝑐M 𝐸Z, (1.14) 
where 𝑚p𝑐M = 511	keV is the rest mass energy of the incident electron. For most 
scattering events detected in the standard TEM diffraction regions, 𝐸 < 𝐸QRS/300, and 
very little energy is transferred and the atoms are not displaced [88]. As a result of this 
maximum energy transfer, there is a threshold beam voltage below which displacement 
of atoms by knock-on damage cannot occur. If an energy 𝐸 (in eV) is required to 
displace an atom in a material, the threshold beam energy for displacement can be 
conveniently written: 
 𝐸ZA = 511	keV 	 1 + 𝐴𝐸 561	eV L M − 1 . (1.15) 
Since this threshold energy depends on the energy required to displace an atom, less 
strongly bound atoms at the surface of a sample will typically be displaced more easily 
than those in the sample interior. If this occurs on the bottom surface of the sample, 
atoms can be sputtered out of the sample and mass loss can occur. For most materials, 
the threshold for knock-on damage is above 100 keV, and for many materials it is 200 
keV or greater. Thresholds for surface sputtering, however, are often below 100 keV 
[86].  
While a beam energy below these threshold values can be chosen to prevent atomic 
displacement in many materials, this may not be true for those used in batteries. Since 
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high energy density is a goal for many batteries, light materials are often sought for 
electrodes, such as lithium metal. It is clear in Eq. 1.15 that for a given displacement 
energy, decreasing the atomic mass of target atoms will decrease the threshold beam 
energy, making it difficult to eliminate knock-on damage of light atoms. For example, 
the threshold voltage for preventing sputtering from the lower surface of lithium is just 
above 5 kV, and therefore any TEM voltage used will inevitably cause some mass loss 
[86]. While many organic materials, such as electrolytes commonly used in batteries, 
contain light elements as well, knock-on damage typically contributes significantly less 
to overall damage of these materials than radiolysis (discussed below), with a cross 
section up to 105 times smaller than inelastic events [88]. Hydrogen in these materials, 
however, may be more strongly affected [87,88]. In organic materials, the C-H bond 
energy is generally ~3.5-5.5 eV [89], and combined with hydrogen’s low mass, the 
resulting threshold energy for displacement is very low, at around 2 keV according the 
Eq. 1.15, and knock-on damage is thus increased. For example, the cross section for this 
type of knock-on damage is less than 103 times lower than values of radiolysis in copper 
phthalocyanine [88]. Combined with the fact that not all inelastic events break a bond, 
knock-on damage of hydrogen may contribute appreciably to damage in organic 
materials.  
1.2.2.2 Radiolysis 
In contrast to knock on damage in conductors, radiolysis is the most prominent 
source of damage in insulating materials. This is especially true for organic materials 
and alkali halides [86], both of which are important for batteries as electrolyte and SEI 
layer materials [90–93]. Since insulating materials do not contain free electrons like 
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conductors, the system may not relax to its initial electronic state before the nucleus has 
had time to physically move. When this occurs, the system relaxes to a new state and 
the affected bond is broken, causing damage. As mentioned previously, the cross section 
for radiolysis in these types of materials can be up to 105 higher than for knock-on 
damage, though not every inelastic excitation results in a broken bond, so the relevant 
value would be lower than this [88]. Radiolysis is generally still considered the 
predominant damage factor for insulating samples, however. 
The rate at which radiolysis occurs can vary widely between different organic 
compounds, but is typically more rapid for aliphatic than aromatic compounds, likely 
due to the stability of the ring structures that contain 𝜋-electrons with a high resonance 
energy [87]. Additionally, loss of hydrogen is known to be particularly quick compared 
to many other elements in organic materials [87]. This may result from the fact that 
hydrogen can only form one single-bond, and its increased sensitivity to knock-on 
damage.    
Damage can typically be characterized by a “critical dose”, at which some measure 
of the sample’s structure begins to appreciably degrade [86], and different critical doses 
can be defined for different structural or electronic changes that occur within the sample 
[87]. The critical dose for reducing the long-range order of a sample, measured by 
damping of diffraction peaks, is typically the lowest. This initial structural change may 
be due to loss of hydrogen from the sample, since hydrogen is known to be particularly 
prone to mass loss as discussed above. As evidence for this, it has long been known that 
substituting other elements for hydrogen in organic molecules significantly decreases 
their dose sensitivity. For example, substituting the peripheral hydrogens with halogen 
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atoms in the organic molecule Cu-phthalocyanine increases its critical dose by an order 
of magnitude [59]. At higher doses, notable mass loss begins to occur, as other elements 
begin to be liberated as well. The corresponding change in sample thickness can be 
monitored by a reduction in the magnitude of the signal recorded by various techniques 
(such as annular dark-field STEM, EELS, or EDX). Appreciable changes in short-range 
molecular order due to a high number of bond breakages typically require the most dose, 
and can be observed by changes in the fine structure of EELS edges [87,94]. In order to 
accurately characterize the bonding environment of battery materials, it is necessary to 
keep the applied electron dose below this final critical value, which we have measured 
on the order of 103 e-/Å2 for the organic electrolyte material used in Chapter 4, and an 
order of magnitude or more higher for the lithium compounds tested, which are 
considered “beam-sensitive” compared to traditional STEM samples [95].  
1.2.2.3 Benefits of Cryogenic Techniques for Damage 
In addition to preserving the native structures and liquids at solid-liquid interfaces, 
cryogenic sample temperatures can reduce the critical dose for damage observed in 
materials. Cooling the sample to liquid nitrogen temperature has been observed to raise 
the critical dose by a wide range of factors, often 2-3 times, but up to a maximum of 102 
for some materials [87]. This can be explained by the decreased atomic velocities and 
diffusion rate in the sample, likely resulting in fewer broken bonds by radiolysis, since 
the atoms move away from their equilibrium sites more slowly, and constricting their 
movement after the bond is broken, preventing mass loss. In fact, it has been shown that 
mass lost does occur after warming samples exposed to the beam back to room 
temperature, with no additional beam exposure, since the ability for the atoms with 
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broken bonds to diffuse out of the material is restored [96]. Additionally, coating TEM 
samples with thin layers of different materials, typically carbon or metals, has also been 
shown to decrease mass loss in samples by up to a factor of around five, possibly by 
forming a barrier to diffusion of light elements out of the sample [87]. At cryogenic 
temperatures, thin amorphous ice layers can be deposited on the sample surface from 
trace water contaminants in the vacuum, and these may act as protective barriers and 
increase the critical dose of the sample as well. 
Finally, while not technically a damage mechanism, the composition of reactive 
materials can become altered during preparation, transfer, or in the microscope itself, 
due to reactions with the atmosphere or trace molecules in the vacuum, and is often 
accelerated by the electron beam. For example, lithium is known to react with trace 
water or oxygen molecules in the TEM column under exposure to the beam at room 
temperature, forming lithium oxide [60]. This has significant implications for both the 
ability to characterize many battery materials and the accuracy of the results produced. 
Use of cryogenic techniques can enable highly air sensitive materials to be characterized 
in their native state without compositional changes as well. For example, by utilizing 
cryogenic sample preparation and transfer techniques we were able to study the 
lithiation processes in monolayer MoS2 at the atomic-scale, as shown in Figure 1.22. 
Due to the highly reactive nature of the lithiated materials, preparation and transfer at 
room temperature would have compromised the structure and chemistry of the samples. 
To gain an intuition for why cryogenic temperatures provide this protection against 
chemical reactions, we will briefly discuss the mechanism for the slowing of reaction 
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rates at low temperature. In order to react, two atoms must cross an energy barrier 
separating them, with a height defined as the activation energy [11]. Assuming 𝑁 is the 
frequency of atomic interactions and the kinetic energies of the atoms follow a 
Boltzmann distribution, the rate of interactions between atoms with energy sufficient to 
cross the barrier should be 𝑁𝑒@V , where 𝐸R is the activation energy and 𝑘 is 
Boltzmann constant. This is, in fact, the form of the empirical Arrhenius Equation, 
which governs the rate constants of chemical reactions [11]. The change in reaction rate 
as a function of temperature is highly dependent on the activation energy of the reaction, 
dramatically increasing with increased activation energies.  
As an example, we can choose a relatively low activation energy of 0.25 eV 
(appropriate for 2Li + 2H2O → 2LiOH + H2, for example [97]) and do a back-of-the-
envelope calculation to compare the time for the full sample surface to react. By 
Figure 1.22 Atomic-scale study of lithiation processes in a monolayer MoS2 cathode 
material. (a) Annular dark-field cryo-STEM image of a pristine MoS2 monolayer, with 
0.78 Å resolution, and the corresponding fast Fourier transform and averaged structure. 
(b) Annular dark-field cryo-STEM image of a transition region in a lithiated MoS2 
sample. In the unreacted region the MoS2 layer can still be observed. In the transition 
region, individual Mo atoms are present, and in the fully reacted region the material is 
converted to Mo and Li2S nanoparticles. Images were acquired with a 120 keV beam. 
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normalizing the Boltzmann distribution (to 𝑒@V  𝑘𝑇, where 𝐸 is the kinetic 
energy of the atoms), we see the probability of an atom having a kinetic energy higher 
than the activation energy is ~10-4 at 300 K and ~10-13 at 100 K. The kinetic theory of 
gases says that the frequency of gas molecule collisions with a surface, per unit area, is 𝑓 = 𝑛 𝑣 4, where 𝑛 and 𝑣  are the density and average velocity of the particles in the 
gas, respectively. Combining this with the ideal gas law, 𝑃 = 𝑛𝑘𝑇, and assuming 
atmospheric pressure, an average velocity equal to the speed of sound in air, and an 
average sample surface atom spacing of 4 Å, we can estimate the time for every surface 
atom to be impacted by a gas molecule, on the order of a nanosecond. Assuming any 
atom in the gas with sufficient energy to react (the probabilities of which were estimated 
above) will do so upon contact with a gas molecule, we can finally estimate the time 
necessary for every surface atom to react. At room temperature (300 K) and 100 K, this 
is on the order of 10 milliseconds and 104 seconds, respectively. While the situation is 
undoubtedly more complicated in reality, this simple model illustrates clearly how 
cryogenic sample temperatures can significantly reduce reaction rates and enable 
transfer without significant compositional changes. Additionally, since the pressures in 
the FIB and STEM are nine orders of magnitude or more lower than atmosphere [7,98], 
the reaction times would be correspondingly reduced after transfer. Finally, by reducing 
the average kinetic energy of the atoms in the sample by cooling, the fraction of elastic 
collisions that transfer sufficient energy to cause a reaction is reduced as well. We have 
observed that reactive materials such as lithium can withstand exposure to fairly high 
doses with little reaction, in agreement with other recent studies [95,99]. As part of 
Chapter 4, we carefully characterize the critical doses for EELS fine structure changes 
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in a variety of lithium battery materials at cryogenic temperatures, such as lithium metal, 
hydride, and oxides. 
 
1.2.3 Cryogenic Electron Microscopy Techniques 
With the primary objective of preserving structures and chemistry at solid-liquid 
interfaces for high-resolution characterization, and with the added benefit of reducing 
sample damage, the work described here involves applying cryogenic electron 
microscopy and focused ion beam techniques to systems that contain such interfaces. In 
this section, we will introduce the basic physics of vitrification, or rapid sample freezing 
to preserve a liquid in an amorphous state, describe some common techniques that 
enable vitrification, and outline previous applications of cryogenic techniques used to 
enable electron microscopy of biological specimens.  
1.2.3.1 The Physics of Sample Vitrification 
While water molecules are attracted to each other due to their dipole moments, thermal 
motions at room temperature are sufficient to prevent large-scale crystallization, and the 
water remains a liquid. As the temperature of the water is decreased, small clusters of a 
few molecules form, which may then nucleate formation of larger crystals [100]. 
Molecules on the interior of these crystallites contribute negatively to the free energy of 
the structure, and assuming this structure is spherical with radius 𝑟, this contribution is 
proportional to 𝑟. Molecules on the surface of the crystallite are less stable, however, 
and contribute positively to the free energy of the structure, proportional to 𝑟M. Since 
the total free energy of the structure is the sum of these two factors, the small crystallites 
that form are not stable, as shown in Figure 1.23. In order for the crystallite to grow, the 
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size must cross a certain threshold where the 𝑟 factor becomes larger than the 𝑟M factor, 
and increasing the size of the crystallite becomes energetically favorable. Since small 
crystallites are not stable, crossing the threshold size is due solely to statistical 
fluctuations, and does not occur frequently. As evidence for this, up to ~109 water 
molecules can be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature fast enough (around one 
millisecond) to be frozen without crystallization. This means every one of the billion 
molecules has time to move between roughly one billion positions, but no nucleation of 
large crystals occurs [100]. Once nucleation does occur, however, the crystallite will 
grow until the liquid fully crystallizes into a solid. 
Once the critical cluster size is achieved and nucleation of crystallization begins, the 
Figure 1.23 Free energy of a crystallite in a liquid. Molecules on the interior contribute 
negatively, proportional to 𝑟, while molecules on the surface contribute positively, 
proportional to 𝑟M. The total free energy is therefore only negative above a critical size, 
and small crystallites are not stable. Crossing the threshold size results from random 
statistical fluctuations and does not occur frequently, but once above the critical size it 
is energetically favorable for the crystallite to grow, solidifying the liquid. Reproduced 
from [100].  
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growth rate is self-limiting. As molecules are added to the growing crystal, they deposit 
energy into the structure, and this added energy can be sufficient to raise the temperature 
of the crystal, as can be seen in Figure 1.24 [101], resulting in a maximum rate of crystal 
formation that depends on the rate of cooling. By cooling more rapidly than a critical 
rate, however, the molecules don’t have time to nucleate and crystallize, and the result 
is an amorphous solid. This process is known as vitrification, and for pure water requires 
a cooling rate of around 104 K/s or more to achieve [102]. Thus, when cooling to liquid 
nitrogen temperature (77 K) from room temperature, the full temperature drop must be 
achieved in on the order of 10 milliseconds or less. Since heat must be conducted out of 
Figure 1.24 Theoretically calculated temperature of water as a function of time for 
different cooling rates. The heat of crystallization can warm the growing ice crystals, 
up to a critical cooling rate, where energy is removed sufficiently fast to enable 
vitrification. Reproduced from [101]. 
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the interior of a sample during this process, larger samples have reduced cooling rates, 
and this limits the physical size of a sample that can be vitrified to around one micron 
thick water layers or droplets of a few microns in diameter [100]. Additionally, while 
the heat transfer near the surface of samples may be greater than the interior, there has 
been no conclusive evidence that even surface layers on larger samples can be vitrified, 
likely due to heat released in the interior devitrifying the surface layer [100]. While 
vitrification of pure water is limited to layers around one micron thick, this can be 
increased by methods such as introducing a solute or increasing the pressure during 
cooling [100,102]. 
Vitrifying a sample preserves it in nearly its native state, which is critical for 
accurate characterization. In order to maintain a sample in a vitreous state, however, it 
is not sufficient to simply keep the temperature below the melting point. Vitreous ice is 
metastable, and sufficient thermal motion of the atoms can enable them to reorient into 
small crystals, a process known as devitrification, which occurs in pure water around 
140 K [100]. Once devitrification has occurred, the nucleation sites can result in large-
scale ice crystal growth, or recrystallization [102]. Devitrification and recrystallization 
can cause structural damage to samples, and are therefore important to avoid. As a 
result, frozen-hydrated samples must be maintained below approximately 140 K during 
preparation, storage, transfer, and experiments. 
1.2.3.2 Sample Vitrification Techniques 
A common method for vitrification of thin samples is plunge freezing, where a sample 
is “plunged” into a liquid cryogen, typically on a holder accelerated by gravity or a 
spring. Thin liquid layers up to around one micron thick on copper TEM grids can be 
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vitrified by this method [102]. While liquid nitrogen is usually used to cool the region 
where samples are frozen, it does not provide a sufficient cooling rate to do the sample 
vitrification itself due to the Leidenfrost effect, or formation of an insulating gas layer 
around the sample. This is because the liquid nitrogen is at its boiling point, so any heat 
added immediately boils the liquid. As a result, other cryogens, typically liquefied 
organic gases such as propane or ethane, are used [102]. These liquids have a higher 
boiling point and are cooled by the liquid nitrogen, and therefore don’t form an 
insulating gas layer upon contact with the sample. Unfortunately, these materials also 
solidify above liquid nitrogen temperature, and in pure form require heating to use. A 
mixture of these materials has a melting point below liquid nitrogen temperature [103], 
however, so this mixture is commonly used for vitrification of thin aqueous solutions 
on TEM grids by plunge freezing. 
It has been shown, however, that organic cryogens dissolve or etch organic liquids 
in the process of vitrification [104–108], which we have observed as well. As a result, 
these preferred cryogens cannot be used to vitrify many common lithium battery 
electrolyte materials. Fortunately, many organic liquids require significantly lower 
cooling rates for vitrification than aqueous solutions [105,108], and alternative cryogens 
can be used. For our battery work, we have chosen to vitrify samples using slush 
nitrogen, which is a mixture of solid and liquid nitrogen at its melting point, 63 K, 
produced by vacuum pumping on liquid nitrogen. Since this nitrogen is not at the boiling 
point the cooling rate is increased [102], and we have found that this allows organic 
electrolyte layers on the surface of large samples such as metal battery electrodes to be 
vitrified (see Chapters 2 and 4). 
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As mentioned previously, increased pressures during freezing allow larger sample 
volumes to be vitrified. An additional technique used for vitrification is therefore called 
high-pressure freezing, and involves subjecting the sample to a room-temperature jet of 
liquid propanol at up to approximately two-thousand times atmospheric pressure, 
followed milliseconds later by a jet of liquid nitrogen, which cools the sample [102]. 
This allows vitrification to a depth of around ten microns in pure water, but up to 
hundreds of microns in other hydrated samples, such as tissues. While this technique 
was not used for the work presented here, if microbatteries with liquid electrolytes could 
be produced, we could envision utilizing high-pressure freezing to vitrify the device 
without disassembly, which would allow, for example, preparation of cross sections 
containing the full width of the battery cell by cryo-FIB lift-out (see Chapter 3). 
1.2.3.3 Previous Applications in Biology 
Use of cryogenic techniques in electron microscopy is not a new concept. In fact, it has 
been used since the 1980’s to image small biological molecules in thin aqueous 
solutions vitrified on TEM grids, such as the T4 bacteriophages as shown in Figure 
1.25a [10]. Today, great strides have been made in cryo-TEM, and “single-particle” 
techniques now allow the 3D structure of biological molecules such as proteins to be 
reconstructed down to nearly the atomic scale, as shown in Figure 1.25b [109]. In fact, 
cryo-TEM has become such an integral tool for structural biology that three early cryo-
electron microscopists recently won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for “developing cryo-
electron microscopy for the high-resolution structure determination of biomolecules in 
solution” [110]. While these cryogenic techniques have been very successful for 
studying the structure of small molecules in their native environment, larger biological 
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specimens, such as cells, cannot be directly imaged after vitrification on a TEM grid 
and must undergo further preparation. The traditional method for preparing thin sections 
from thicker biological materials is cryo-ultramicrotomy, which involves shaving thin 
slices from a frozen specimen with a diamond blade, but this technique is non-site-
specific and physically cutting the sample results in many artifacts [10]. As a result, 
cryo-FIB techniques have recently been developed to enable site-specific thinning of 
biological materials to electron transparency on a TEM grid, as shown in Figure 1.25c 
[111]. Additionally, initial reports of cryo-FIB lift-out techniques have now been 
demonstrated [112–114], which allow preparation of even larger biological specimens 
for cryo-TEM by extraction of electron transparent cross sections, analogous to room 
temperature FIB lift-out, which is commonly used to prepare solid samples for TEM 
and STEM [7].  
Figure 1.25 Cryogenic electron microscopy of biological specimens. (a) Since the 
1980’s cryo-TEM has been used to image small biological molecules in thin aqueous 
solution layers vitrified on TEM grids, such as the T4 bacteriophages here. (b) Today, 
techniques such as single-particle cryo-TEM allow nearly atomic resolution 3D 
reconstructions of the structure of biological molecules such as proteins, like this β-
galactosidase with its structure determined to 2.2 Å. (c) For thicker samples, cryo-FIB 
thinning techniques give cryo-TEM access to the interior structure of cells, for 
example. (a) reproduced from [10], (b) from [109], and (c) from [111]. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
While cryogenic electron microscopy techniques have been very successful in the 
biological sciences, they have thus far not contributed significantly to the physical 
sciences. In this thesis, adaptation of a variety of cryogenic electron microscopy and 
focused ion beam techniques for high-resolution characterization of intact solid-liquid 
interfaces in bulk materials and devices is described, including cryo-FIB/SEM, cryo-
FIB lift-out, cryo-TEM, and cryo-STEM/EELS techniques, and initial results obtained 
by these techniques are presented.  
Chapter 2 describes how cryo-FIB milling paired with cryo-SEM imaging and 
spectroscopic techniques allows the structure and elemental concentrations at intact 
solid-liquid interfaces in devices such as batteries to be revealed. The benefits of 
cryogenic techniques for transfer, FIB milling, and characterization of solid-liquid 
interfaces and reactive materials are demonstrated, and limitations of the technique are 
discussed. 
Chapter 3 discusses the details of a cryo-FIB lift-out technique for preparing electron 
transparent cross sections of intact solid-liquid interfaces from bulk materials and 
devices for cryo-STEM characterization. Additionally, it outlines methods for locating 
and extracting structures buried beneath the surface, and presents the first analytical 
cryo-STEM data produced from cryo-FIB lift-out samples. 
Finally, Chapter 4 demonstrates the first pairing of cryo-FIB/SEM, cryo-FIB lift-
out, and aberration-corrected cryo-STEM/EELS techniques, which were utilized to 
reveal the structure and composition of unaltered lithium dendrites and their intact SEI 
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layers in lithium metal battery coin cells for the first time. Two distinct dendrite 
morphologies are identified using cryo-FIB/SEM, and cryo-FIB lift-out is used to 
prepare dendrite-electrolyte interfaces for nanoscale structure and bonding studies by 
cryo-STEM/EELS. Using these techniques, the two dendrites types are discovered to be 
composed almost uniformly of lithium metal and lithium hydride, which has not been 
observed before. Additionally, the lithium metal dendrites have an extended SEI layer 
around 400 nm thick, much larger than previously thought, and is likely composed of 
lithium ethylene dicarbonate. Using the results obtained, potential pathways to inhibit 
formation of LiH dendrites are proposed, and proof-of-principle experiments are 
performed to verify these ideas.   
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CHAPTER 2 
NANOSCALE IMAGING AND ELEMENTAL MAPPING OF INTACT SOLID-
LIQUID INTERFACES AND REACTIVE MATERIALS IN ENERGY DEVICES 
ENABLED BY CRYO-FIB/SEM  
 
Many modern energy devices rely on solid-liquid interfaces, highly reactive materials, 
or both, for their operation and performance. The difficulty of characterizing such 
materials means these devices often lack high-resolution characterization in an 
unaltered state. Room temperature FIB/SEM routinely enables nanoscale surface and 
cross-sectional characterization of solid devices, but is limited to dry samples and non-
reactive materials. Here, we demonstrate the extension of FIB/SEM techniques to 
samples including reactive materials and solid-liquid interfaces common to energy 
devices by utilizing cryogenic sample temperatures. We show that this allows liquids at 
solid-liquid interfaces to be preserved, chemically reactive samples to be transferred 
into the instrument without reaction with the environment, and clean milling to be 
performed in materials typically problematic at room temperature, such as lithium. 
Additionally, we demonstrate the ability of cryo-FIB/SEM to achieve nanoscale 
structural and elemental characterization of reactive materials and intact solid-liquid 
interfaces in devices by performing imaging and spectroscopic mapping on cross 
sections produced in these materials. Our results suggest that cryo-FIB/SEM will be a 
useful technique for many fields where solid-liquid interfaces or reactive materials play 
an important role and could thus far not be characterized at high resolution in an 
unaltered state. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Devices that rely on solid-liquid interfaces or reactive materials are ubiquitous in 
modern society, and will continue to play an important role in the future. Examples are 
dye-sensitized solar cells for energy generation [115], fuel cells for electrolysis and 
conversion of fuels to electricity [116], and supercapacitors and batteries for energy 
storage [5,117]. Energy devices such as these, however, present a problem for 
characterization since they contain liquids and/or highly reactive materials. Typically, 
liquids are removed from such samples before characterization in high-vacuum 
instruments to prevent immediate evaporation. The associated washing and drying 
process can result in structural and chemical modifications of soft or brittle materials 
present at the sample interface, however [9]. Additionally, samples containing highly 
reactive materials, such as alkali metals, present additional challenges for 
characterization since exposed regions react quickly with air during transfer to the 
instrument or with contaminants in the vacuum during characterization, altering the 
sample’s surface chemistry [60]. 
While the devices mentioned above are macroscopic in size, the electrode structures 
and processes at the solid-liquid interfaces inside may have features down to the 
nanoscale [118]. A technique capable of bridging this significant size gap is therefore 
needed to study these features within actual devices. Focused ion beam/scanning 
electron microscopy (FIB/SEM) techniques combine the milling capability of a FIB 
with the imaging and spectroscopic capabilities of an SEM to enable nanoscale 
characterization of surface and cross-sectional structures on samples up to tens of 
centimeters in size [7]. These techniques are used commonly in both academia and 
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industry for characterization, failure analysis, and editing of solid devices such as silicon 
wafers and integrated circuits, micro-electrical-mechanical systems, and solid-state 
batteries [7,119–121]. Despite the power and versatility of FIB/SEM techniques, they 
are currently limited to solid samples due to the issues discussed above, and non-reactive 
materials due to interactions with the gallium beam. 
Here, we demonstrate the extension of these FIB/SEM capabilities to devices that 
include solid-liquid interfaces and reactive materials by adapting cryogenic-electron 
microscopy techniques traditionally used for imaging small biological molecules and 
cells [10,111]. We show that by rapid freezing and careful sample transfer into the 
instrument, liquids and soft materials present at interfaces are preserved, and exposed 
reactive materials experience minimal reactions during transfer. Additionally, the 
cryogenic sample temperature suppresses the chemical kinetics of reactive materials 
sufficiently to be milled without significant interactions with contaminants in the 
vacuum or alloying with the gallium ions, as is the case at room temperature. We 
demonstrate these techniques using bare lithium metal electrodes, lithium deposited on 
an electrode with an artificial solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer in a coin cell 
battery, and aqueous solution-solid oxide interfaces. By performing imaging and 
spectroscopic mapping on cross sections produced by cryo-FIB milling, we reveal the 
morphology and elemental composition of the unaltered materials and intact interfacial 
layers present, and demonstrate that these features can be characterized down to the 
nanoscale. We also discuss the limitations of these techniques and future developments 
that could broaden the capabilities of cryo-FIB/SEM. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 
To enable the use of cryogenic sample temperatures in our FIB it was outfitted with a 
Quorum Technologies, Inc. PP3010T Cryo-FIB/SEM Preparation System. This system 
includes a cold stage and anticontaminator in the FIB, as well as a preparation chamber 
with a separate cold stage and anticontaminator, a workstation and liquid nitrogen pot, 
and a vacuum transfer device. Frozen samples are transferred from the workstation to 
the preparation chamber via the vacuum transfer device. Once in the preparation 
chamber, techniques such as metal sputter coating can be performed. The samples are 
then shuttled into the FIB chamber through a valve connecting the preparation chamber 
to the FIB. The cold stages in both the preparation and FIB chambers maintain the 
sample near liquid nitrogen temperature, typically -165 ˚C, while the anticontaminators 
are set at -192 ˚C to preferentially adsorb contaminants in the vacuum. 
To immobilize liquids present in samples, rapid freezing in a liquid or slush cryogen 
is used. Consideration of the type of liquid in the sample is necessary for choosing an 
appropriate cryogen. If the liquid in the sample must be vitrified, or preserved in an 
amorphous state, the cooling rate must be larger than a critical value [10,102] that 
depends on the liquid being frozen. Aqueous solutions are typically frozen in liquefied 
organic gasses, such as propane, ethane, or a mixture of the two [103], since they 
generate higher cooler rates than liquid or slush nitrogen [102]. If the sample contains 
organic liquids, however, organic cryogens can dissolve this material during the 
freezing process [104,105,107,108,122]. As a result, an alternative cryogen that does 
not interact with organic liquids must be chosen for these samples. Here, we use slush 
nitrogen for this purpose, which is produced by vacuum pumping on liquid nitrogen 
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until it solidifies, and returning it to atmospheric pressure. This results in a slush 
containing both solid and liquid nitrogen, with an enhanced cooling rate compared to 
liquid nitrogen since the Leidenfrost effect is avoided. Although slush nitrogen has a 
cooling rate lower than organic cryogens, the rate necessary for vitrification of organic 
liquids is less than that of aqueous solutions [105,108]. As a result, we have found that 
organic electrolyte up to at least microns thick on the surface of large samples such as 
coin cell battery electrodes can be vitrified by plunge freezing in slush nitrogen.  
Once the sample is frozen in the workstation, it is placed on a shuttle and the vacuum 
transfer device is attached to the liquid nitrogen pot. The transfer device is then pumped 
to a moderate vacuum (approximately three orders of magnitude below atmospheric 
pressure), the shuttle is retracted into the transfer device and sealed inside of a small 
vacuum chamber, and it is transferred to the preparation chamber attached to the FIB. 
Here, the sample surface is typically coated with 5-10 nm of metal, either platinum or 
gold-palladium, to increase sample conductivity. Once this process is complete, the 
sample is transferred through a valve to the cold stage in the FIB chamber. 
In the FIB, imaging or spectroscopic mapping by energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) can be immediately performed on the sample to locate regions of 
interest. In certain cases, even subsurface features can be localized, since the 
accelerating voltages used enable the beam to penetrate below the sample surface [123]. 
The sample surface is then tilted perpendicular to the Ga+ ion beam and a cross section 
is milled site-specifically at the point of interest. Cross sections are typically ten or 
twenty microns deep and of similar width, though larger or smaller regions can be milled 
based on the material properties and the patience of the user. Milling typically takes 
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place in two steps. First, a “regular cross section” is milled at high beam current, on the 
order of nanoamps, to quickly remove a large amount of material. This milling pattern 
results in multiple passes over the defined area, with an increased number near the cross 
section surface, resulting in a trench with a depth gradient. While this removes material 
quickly, a layer of redeposited material can be left on the final cross section surface. To 
remove this material, a “cleaning cross section” is used, which makes a single slow pass 
over the defined milling area, ending with a final mill at the cross section surface, which 
leaves it free of redeposited material. This final step can also be performed with a lower 
ion beam current to reduce probe tails, minimizing the “curtaining” effect that produces 
a rough final cross section surface. Some materials, however, produce redeposited 
material that cannot be effectively removed by such a final cleaning step. In this case, a 
single cleaning cross section must be used to mill the entire trench, including the final 
surface, in one pass. 
To further increase the quality of the final cross section surface when milling frozen 
soft or liquid samples, deposition of a platinum material on the sample surface prior to 
milling can be used, as has been shown for biological samples [124]. Site-specific 
deposition of platinum metal is used regularly to aid room temperature preparation of 
TEM samples by FIB [7], but cryogenic sample temperatures result in the 
organometallic platinum precursor gas adsorbing to the sample surface. This results in 
an extended and non-site-specific deposition of the material. This broadly deposited 
material still has beneficial qualities for milling, however, and a deposition of around 
2-3 µm provides sufficient protection from probe tails to significantly reduce curtaining. 
Unlike platinum metal, this organometallic material is non-conductive and charges 
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under the electron beam without additional processing. To address this, a “curing” 
process is performed, where the material is exposed to the ion beam [124]. This 
exposure releases the organic portion of the molecule near the surface of the material 
while leaving the platinum behind, resulting in a conductive surface. Using these 
techniques results in a clean and smooth final cross section surface that allows accurate 
high-resolution imaging and spectroscopic mapping to be performed. 
 
2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Transfer of Reactive Materials into the Instrument 
To prepare coin cell batteries for characterization by cryo-FIB, the cells are manually 
opened, and the electrode of interest removed for plunge freezing. A schematic of a 
typical coin cell configuration is show in Fig. 2.1a. For many experiments, the reactive 
electrode surface is protected from interaction with the air during the brief transfer into 
the slush nitrogen pot by the liquid electrolyte on its surface. In order to test the 
minimum rate of transfer needed to avoid contamination under any conditions, however, 
we prepared dry coin cells with bare lithium metal electrodes inside. Electrodes that 
were removed from the cells and immediately plunge frozen in slush nitrogen showed 
no signs of contamination, as shown in Fig. 2.1b. Intentionally exposing the electrodes 
to air for approximately one minute prior to plunge freezing resulted in oxide formation 
initiating at specific locations on the surface, such as grain boundaries. An example of 
one of these oxide growths is shown in Fig. 2.1c, with the corresponding oxygen EDX 
map. An EDX spectrum of the lithium surface is also shown in Fig. 2.1d. Additionally, 
while molecular nitrogen is generally considered inert due to its strong triple bond, the 
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highly reducing nature of lithium provides the potential for a reaction to form lithium 
nitride, a potential concern for plunge freezing into liquid or slush nitrogen. We found, 
however, that the cryogenic temperature of the nitrogen and the rapidly reduced sample 
temperature prevent these reactions from occurring, and nitrogen is not observed on the 
sample surface, for example as displayed in the spectrum in Fig. 2.1d. Therefore, rapid 
plunge freezing of electrodes into slush nitrogen not only preserves liquids and 
Figure 2.1 Contamination test of bare lithium metal during transfer of electrodes from 
a coin cell battery to a slush nitrogen pot where liquids are typically preserved on the 
electrode surface. (a) A schematic of a typical coin cell used for cryo-FIB experiments, 
where the lower electrode with an interfacial layer of interest and electrolyte to be 
preserved are removed and rapidly frozen in slush nitrogen. (b) In a test of the reactivity 
of bare lithium removed from a coin cell, rapid transfer to the slush nitrogen pot results 
in minimal surface reactions. (c) Intentional exposure to air for approximately one 
minute before plunging into slush nitrogen results in formation of oxide growths at 
grain boundaries on the electrode surface. (d) Despite the direct contact with 
liquid/solid nitrogen, no reaction with the lithium to form lithium nitride occurs during 
preparation. Scale bars are 3 µm. 
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interfacial structures present, but also enables transfer into the instrument with minimal 
contamination. 
 
2.3.2 Enabling FIB Milling of Reactive Materials 
With the sample maintained near liquid nitrogen temperature in the instrument, its 
chemical reactivity is dramatically reduced. This enables FIB milling of samples that 
are typically problematic at room temperature due to interactions with the gallium-ion 
beam. For example, lithium can form alloys with gallium [125,126], and this results in 
formation of extraneous material during milling at room temperature, rather than a 
simple sputtering of the target material. Regular cross sections milled in lithium at room 
temperature therefore generate a large amount of redeposited material that covers the 
final cross section surface (Fig. 2.2a). The same milling performed with the sample at 
cryogenic temperature, however, produces a clean surface with very little redeposited 
material (Fig. 2.2c). While cleaning cross sections milled at room temperature do result 
in a clean final cross section surface, they generate large structures in the trench (Fig. 
2.2b) that are likely composed of a lithium-gallium alloy and can impede the view of 
the cross section surface. Milling at cryogenic temperature significantly increases the 
quality of the milled area, and the material redeposited in the trench appears similar to 
that of materials that don’t interact with the gallium beam at room temperature. It is also 
worth noting that the samples shown in Fig. 2.2 were loaded into the FIB using the full 
cryogenic loading technique described above, and the sample was subsequently warmed 
to room temperature for the corresponding portion of the experiment. This enabled us 
to avoid the significant oxidation that the lithium surface undergoes during the extended 
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loading period required for room temperature FIB preparation.  
 
2.3.3 The Native Structure and Composition of Deposited Lithium 
By preventing surface reactions and increasing the quality of the cross sections through 
the use of cryogenic techniques, accurate characterization of reactive materials such as 
those used in batteries is enabled. An example of this is demonstrated in Fig. 2.3. Here, 
lithium was deposited in a coin cell battery onto a copper electrode coated with a thin 
Figure 2.2 FIB milling of lithium metal with a room versus cryogenic sample 
temperature. (a) At room temperature a “regular cross section”, which removes material 
quickly by making multiple milling passes over the sample, results in formation of 
extraneous material, likely an lithium-gallium alloy, which redeposits in the 
surrounding area and on the cross section surface. (b) Likewise, a “cleaning cross 
section”, which makes a single slow milling pass over the sample to leave a clean cross 
section surface, results in formation of large structures in the trench, potentially 
blocking the view of the cross section surface. Milling (c) regular cross sections and 
(d) cleaning cross sections with a cryogenic sample temperature, however, enables 
clean trenches and final cross section surfaces to be produced in reactive materials such 
as lithium. Scale bars are 5 µm. 
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artificial SEI layer consisting of ~15 nm of alumina. Inhomogeneities in the alumina 
layer guided the deposition and resulted in formation of localized lithium deposits (Fig. 
2.3a). The cryogenic sample temperature allowed us to mill cleanly through the 
deposits, revealing their native interior structure, as shown in Fig. 2.3b. Both dense and 
porous regions were found within the deposited lithium (marked by ** and *, 
respectively), with differing contrast in the secondary electron images. In addition to 
Figure 2.3 Accurate characterization of reactive material cross sections. (a) Lithium 
was deposited on a copper coin cell electrode with a thin alumina artificial SEI layer 
~15 nm thick, resulting in localized lithium deposits. (b) Cross-sectional cryo-FIB 
milling allowed internal dense and porous regions to be identified in the lithium 
deposits (marked by ** and *, respectively). (c-g) EDX mapping of oxygen (c), carbon 
(d), aluminum (e), and copper (f), revealed no elements in the dense regions, indicating 
pure lithium deposition, but the porous regions contained elevated levels of carbon and 
oxygen, suggesting these regions contained lithium carbonates and oxides. These 
insights could not have been reliably provided by room temperature FIB/SEM due to 
sample reactions during transfer, milling, and characterization. The ~15 nm thick 
alumina layer is seen here as well. Also, note the shadowing in the EDX maps, due to 
the placement of the detector, indicated by the dashed lines. (a) scale bar is 300 µm, 
and (b-g) scale bars are 5 µm. 
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imaging of cross sections produced by cryo-FIB, EDX mapping can be performed to 
track the distribution of elements in the cross section. This is shown in Figs. 2.3c to 2.3f 
for the carbon, oxygen, aluminum, and copper signals present in the cross section 
through the lithium deposit. First, the ~15 nm thick alumina layer can be seen in the 
aluminum map, indicating that layers at least this thin can be identified by EDX in the 
cryo-FIB. This layer is thin enough that the oxygen signal is likely much weaker than 
the signal coming from the lithium deposit, and therefore not visible adjacent to it. 
Additionally, while no elements were detected in the dense deposition regions, a 
significant concentration of oxygen and carbon was observed in the porous regions. 
Since low-energy Li K-edge X-rays are undetectable by most EDX spectrometers, the 
apparent lack of elements in the dense regions indicates these are areas of pure lithium 
deposition. In contrast, the material in the porous regions is likely composed of lithium 
oxide and/or carbonate, due to the combined oxygen and carbon signals in these regions. 
This suggests that porous or dendritic type lithium deposits may involve additional 
chemistry. Here, the advantages of cryo-FIB/SEM are clear, since sample transfer, 
milling, and even exposure to the electron beam at room temperature can each induce 
compositional changes in sample. Therefore, the inherent nature of these materials 
established by the cryogenic results could not be concluded by room temperature 
FIB/SEM. 
 
2.3.4 Intact Solid-Liquid Interfaces and Interfacial Layers 
In addition to enabling accurate characterization of clean cross sections produced in 
reactive materials, the rapid freezing process preserves liquids present on the sample. 
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This allows cross sections to be produced through intact solid-liquid interfaces, enabling 
nanoscale imaging and spectroscopy of structures and layers at these interfaces in their 
near-native environment. Fig. 2.4 demonstrates these capabilities, displaying a cross 
section milled through a droplet of aqueous solution in contact with an oxide substrate, 
similar in structure to a liquid-gated field-effect transistor [127,128]. Between the 
Figure 2.4 Nanoscale imaging and mapping of an intact solid-liquid interface cross 
section. (a) A droplet of aqueous solution was rapidly frozen on the surface of a 
strontium titanate (STO) substrate, with a ~50 nm thick interfacial layer of alternating 
lanthanum ferrite/bismuth ferrite (LFO/BFO) unit cells. An organometallic platinum 
layer was deposited on the surface of the sample before milling to enable a smooth 
cross section surface to be formed. (b) SEM imaging of the interface confirmed the ~50 
thick interfacial later. (c) EDX mapping of the interface revealed oxygen present 
throughout the sample but strongest in the aqueous solution, and strontium only in the 
substrate. A strong Fe-L signal and weaker La-M and Bi-M signals were present at the 
interface. (d) An integrated line profile of the iron signal showed a strong peak centered 
at the interface, with a tilt-corrected FWHM of around 200 nm due to beam penetration 
and broadening combined with the sample tilt. This is apparent on the aqueous solution 
side of the interface, where a tail in the iron signal is present. (a) scale bar is 5 µm and 
(b) scale bar is 500 nm. 
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strontium titanate (STO) substrate and the aqueous solution is a ~50 nm thick interfacial 
layer consisting of alternating lanthanum ferrite (LFO) and bismuth ferrite (BFO) unit 
cells produced by molecular beam epitaxy. To form the small aqueous droplets on the 
surface, an atomizer was used to deposit the liquid. For this sample, approximately 2 
µm of organometallic platinum was deposited on the sample surface prior to milling to 
protect the soft aqueous material and enable a smooth final cross section surface. 
Imaging of the interface revealed that the LFO/BFO interfacial layer was easily 
resolved, as displayed in Fig. 2.4b. The tilt-corrected full-width at half-maximum 
(FWHM) of the secondary electron signal from this layer was within 20% of the actual 
width of the layer. Additionally, spectroscopic mapping of the interface was performed, 
and the resulting oxygen, strontium, iron, bismuth, and lanthanum maps are shown in 
Fig. 2.4c. While oxygen is present in all of the layers across the interface, the signal is 
strongest in the aqueous solution, and the strontium is present only in the substrate. The 
iron, bismuth, and lanthanum signals, however, are localized to the interfacial LFO/BFO 
layer, demonstrating that interfacial layers 50 nm thick or less can be mapped at intact 
solid-liquid interfaces by cryo-FIB EDX. A composite map of the oxygen, iron, and 
strontium signals is also shown in Fig. 2.4d, along with a line profile of these elements 
across the interface. While the LFO/BFO layer is ~50 nm thick, the iron line profile 
displays a value larger than this, with a tilt-corrected FWHM of ~200 nm, which will 
be discussed further in the following section.  
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2.4 Discussion 
2.4.1 Factors that Influence Resolution 
One primary factor that limits characterization of solid-liquid interfaces is the total 
electron dose that can be applied to the sample. Soft materials such as frozen liquids are 
typically much more beam-sensitive than hard materials, and this limits the total dose 
that can be applied, and consequently the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and resolution 
attainable [129]. As an example, the alumina layer present at the interface between the 
electrode and the lithium deposit in Fig. 2.3 was only ~15 nm thick, yet easily resolved, 
while resolving the 50 nm LFO/BFO layer at the solid-liquid interface shown in Fig. 
2.4 required much more optimization. This was due to the fact that the aqueous layer 
limited the total dose that could be applied, resulting in either a low SNR or damaged 
materials for conditions that were less than optimal. Assuming the probe is well-focused 
(smaller than the spacing between pixels), one method that usually allows a higher dose 
to be applied during acquisition of an EDX map is to increase the number of probe 
positions through acquisition of a high-resolution map to more evenly spread the dose 
over the sample, even if this results in lower SNR data. The resulting map can then be 
binned to a lower resolution to increase SNR. 
As stated previously, the apparent width of the LFO/BFO layer at the solid-liquid 
interface shown in Fig. 2.4 is larger than the actual thickness of the layer. Many factors 
influence the localization achievable at interfaces such as these. One of these is the 
penetration depth of the electrons that generate the X-ray signal combined with the 
geometry of the sample within the instrument. While the interfacial layer of interest for 
this work lies parallel to the sample surface, the sample can be tilted to a maximum of 
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approximately sixty degrees (for an example of the geometry of this type of sample in 
the cryo-FIB, see Figure 2.5). The surface of the sample is initially perpendicular to the 
electron beam, and therefore the minimum angle between the layer of interest and the 
electron beam is around thirty degrees. More fundamentally, interface layers that aren’t 
near the edge of a sample cannot be viewed exactly parallel to the beam unless the 
sample has a significant curvature to its surface. This is apparent, for example, if the 
sample in Figure 2.5 is tilted further to ninety degrees. While this is not an issue when 
using surface sensitive techniques, such as secondary electron imaging, it introduces 
additional challenges when using techniques that probe below the sample surface as 
well, such as EDX mapping. The characteristic X-rays generated to produce the EDX 
maps can often be excited at depths nearing the primary beam electrons’ range in the 
sample. This range can be approximated by  [6]: 
 𝑅 = 0.064𝜌 𝐸ZL. − 𝐸L.  (2.1) 
where 𝑅 is the depth characteristic X-rays can be generated from in microns, 𝜌 is the 
Figure 2.5 Geometry of a sample containing an interfacial layer parallel to the sample 
surface in the cryo-FIB. 
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density of the material the electron beam travels through in g/cm3, and 𝐸Z and 𝐸 are the 
beam and characteristic X-ray energies, respectively, in keV. For low-density materials 
such as aqueous solutions, the X-ray generation depth can be many microns deep for 
high beam voltages. For the low beam voltage of 5 kV used for Fig. 2.4, however, the 
iron L-edge can be excited approximately 900 nm into the material. At a typical sample 
tilt of fifty-two degrees, this would result in an apparent broadening of the EDX signal 
generated by a two-dimensional iron layer to maximum width of nearly 500 nm. In 
reality, the broadening is not this severe, as is apparent in Fig. 2.4, due in part to the fact 
that X-rays generated deep within the sample are attenuated before reaching the 
detector. Correspondingly, a tail in the iron signal can be observed on the aqueous 
solution side of the interface. This tilt-induced broadening is inherent to the system, 
unless a combination of instrument/sample geometry and milling location allows this to 
be overcome. For example, a pre-tilted sample may allow an interfacial layer near the 
edge of a sample to be characterized parallel to the electron beam. Even in this case a 
broadening would occur, however, since the electron beam generates X-rays in a volume 
of similar width and depth [6], resulting in the iron signal still being detected in the 
neighboring regions. Less broadening should occur for denser materials, however, 
according to Eq. 2.1. For example, if this hypothetical two-dimensional iron layer were 
placed between two STO layers the maximum broadening discussed above would be 
reduced to less than 100 nm. Interfacial layers between denser materials, for example in 
perovskite oxide superlattices, should therefore be able to be localized with more 
precision. 
One way to reduce the apparent broadening of an interfacial layer would be to lower 
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the beam voltage, thereby decreasing the beam penetration depth and the size of the 
corresponding excitation volume. There are significant drawbacks to this approach, 
however, which means its usefulness is often limited. First, the beam voltage provides 
an energy cutoff above which characteristic X-rays cannot be generated. To a first 
approximation then, lowering the beam voltage still has the potential to decrease the 
apparent broadening of elements with low-energy excitation edges. Two factors 
complicate this, however. The energy resolution of EDX detectors is generally >100 eV 
[6], and this can result in overlapping peaks in samples containing many elements with 
low-energy edges. Additionally, peaks in all but the lowest-energy region may be 
difficult to detect due to a decreased beam overvoltage and fluorescence yield. For a 
given characteristic X-ray peak energy, the cross section for an inner shell ionization is 
[6]: 
 𝑄 ∝ 1𝑈 ln	(𝑐𝑈) (2.2) 
where 𝑈 is the overvoltage, defined as the 𝐸Z/𝐸, the electron beam and characteristic 
X-ray energies again, respectively, and 𝑐 is a constant that depends on the shell being 
excited. Below 𝑈 = 1 no excitation occurs, but between 𝑈 = 1 and 𝑈 ≈ 3 there is a 
rapid increase in the cross section. Above 𝑈 ≈ 3 the cross section begins to slowly 
decline again. Therefore, very low beam voltages of 1-2 kV only strongly excite peaks 
at hundreds of eV or less, whereas a 5 kV beam, for example, strongly excites the sample 
up to nearly 2 keV. An example of these effects is shown in a cross section mapped with 
a 2 kV electron beam in Fig. 2.6. At this voltage the bismuth edge at >2 keV is not 
present anymore, and the strontium edge at 1.8 keV is only very weakly excited, 
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resulting in a low SNR. While light elements such as carbon or oxygen may have K-
edges present at hundreds of eV or less, heavier elements may also have L-, M-, or N-
edges in this range. These higher order edges may not generate X-rays as strongly, 
however. The fluorescence yield, or fraction of excitations that result in characteristic 
X-ray production, depends on both the element and the shell being excited [6]. While 
the fluorescence yield for a given shell increases with atomic number, it is significantly 
reduced for higher order shell excitations. Evidence of this can be seen in the EDX maps 
of Fig. 2.4, where the iron L-edge is more strongly detected than the M-edges of 
lanthanum and bismuth. 
Figure 2.6 Nanoscale imaging and mapping of an intact solid-liquid interface cross 
section with a 2 kV beam. (a) As in Fig. 2.4, a droplet of aqueous solution was rapidly 
frozen on the surface of a strontium titanate substrate, with a ~50 nm thick interfacial 
layer of alternating lanthanum ferrite/bismuth ferrite unit cells. An organometallic 
platinum layer was deposited on the surface of the sample before milling to enable a 
smooth cross section surface to be formed. (b) EDX mapping of the interface revealed 
oxygen present throughout the sample but strongest in the aqueous solution, and 
strontium only in the substrate. The strontium signal, above 1.8 keV, was significantly 
weaker than with the 5 kV beam, displayed in Fig. 2.4, and therefore produced a 
dramatically lower SNR map. An Fe-L signal was still strongly excited, while the La-
M was significantly weaker and the Bi-M (> 2 keV) was not present. (d) An integrated 
line profile of the iron signal still showed a strong peak centered at the interface, with 
a tilt-corrected FWHM only ~50% larger than the 5 kV case. Scale bar is 5 µm. 
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Another method for potentially reducing the broadening that occurs would be to mill 
a lamella-type structure in the material, rather than a simple cross section, by removing 
material on both sides of the site of interest, leaving a vertical cross-sectional slice. In 
theory, this method has many advantages. First, the physical thickness of the lamella 
could be reduced so that the interfacial layer would transition from a two-dimensional 
plane to a one-dimensional line in the limit of a very thin lamella. This would reduce 
the apparent width of the tilted interfacial layer. The second advantage would come 
from the ability to use higher beam voltages. In a normal cross section, high beam 
voltages cause deep penetration and large beam broadening in the sample, significantly 
reducing the localization of features at the interface. A high-voltage beam would pass 
through the lamella with little broadening before exiting the back side, however, 
enhancing the localization ability. On the other hand, this beam penetration would result 
in the electrons impacting the substrate behind the lamella, and elements from the 
substrate would be detected across the interface. If the cryo-FIB is equipped properly 
for a cryogenic lift-out procedure (see Chapters 3 and 4) [123,130], the lamella could 
be extracted from the surrounding material before mapping to remove this effect. The 
use of higher beam voltages would also allow additional characteristic X-ray edges to 
be utilized at higher energies. 
In practice, we have found that there are trade-offs to the lamella structure which 
limit the results, so we find that this type of structure may only be beneficial in certain 
cases. One reason for this is that as samples become thin, the ionization cross section 
discussed above becomes linearly proportional to thickness [6]. The result is that the 
SNR achievable before the onset of damage is much lower, since the damage per volume 
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remains constant, while the signal generated per volume decreases with decreasing 
sample thickness [86]. Therefore, in samples that are not dose-limited this may be a 
viable method for improving resolution. In addition, while high beam voltages provide 
access to an increased number of characteristic peaks, the peaks low energies may be 
more difficult to detect with high beam voltages. As mentioned above, the ionization 
cross section decreases above an overvoltage of about three, so significantly increasing 
the beam voltage can suppress excitation of low energy edges. For example, increasing 
the beam voltage from 5 kV to 30 kV reduces excitation of the silicon K-edge at ~1.7 
keV by a factor of ~2.5 [6]. In addition to this suppression of low-energy peaks, the 
SNR of the peaks is further decreased by the increased Bremsstrahlung background due 
to deceleration of the high-energy electrons. For example, the background at 2 keV due 
to Bremsstrahlung radiation is approximately an order of magnitude higher for a 30 kV 
beam than for a 5 kV beam [6]. These effects all combine to reduce the ability to use 
low-energy peaks at high beam voltages. Therefore, pairing a lamella-type cross section 
with a high beam voltage may be effective if accessing particular high-energy peaks is 
necessary, but otherwise the decreased SNR for dose-sensitive samples and the 
detrimental effects incurred on detection of low-energy peaks may offset any gains in 
resolution. 
Finally, in order for the apparent width of the remaining interface layer to be 
significantly reduced compared to the results achievable with a cross section, the lamella 
must be made very thin. For the tilt-corrected width to match the ~200 nm value 
achieved with the cross section shown in Fig. 2.4, the lamella must approach 200 nm 
thick. This can be challenging to accomplish, depending on the material [123]. An 
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example of the effects of a lamella larger than this is shown in Fig. 2.7, where a 30 kV 
beam was used to map a lamella with an average thickness of ~850 nm. The FWHM of 
the iron signal is on the order of 500 nm, indicating that little beam broadening occurred, 
but this value is much larger than the cross section result, and the SNR is already 
noticeably reduced even at this large thickness. Fig. 2.8 additionally shows results from 
a thinner lamella, <250 nm thick. The integrated line profile of the iron signal still shows 
peak at the interface, and has a FWHM approximately equal to that of Fig. 2.4, but as 
Figure 2.7 Nanoscale imaging and mapping of an intact solid-liquid interface in a 
cross-sectional lamella structure averaging ~850 nm thick using a 30 kV beam. (a) As 
in Fig. 2.4, a droplet of aqueous solution was rapidly frozen on the surface of a 
strontium titanate substrate, with a ~50 nm thick interfacial layer of alternating 
lanthanum ferrite/bismuth ferrite unit cells. An organometallic platinum layer was 
deposited on the surface of the sample before milling to enable a smooth cross section 
surface to be formed. In this case, material was removed on either side of the site of 
interest, resulting in the formation of a vertical lamella. (b) EDX mapping of the 
interface revealed oxygen present throughout the sample but strongest in the aqueous 
solution. Strontium was no longer present only in the substrate, due to the penetration 
of the beam through the lamella. The signals from the interfacial elements were 
significantly weaker than the 5 kV cross section case, due to the electrons penetrating 
through the lamella, even at this thickness. (d) An integrated line profile of the iron 
signal still showed a strong peak centered at the interface, and while the tilt-corrected 
FWHM was on the order expected assuming little beam broadening, it was much 
broader and noisier than the 5 kV beam cross section case. Scale bar is 5 µm. 
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expected, the SNR is dramatically reduced. In this case the interfacial layer can still be 
identified, but less extended features such as nanoparticles may not have been. 
Given the above considerations, we found that a beam voltage of 5 kV combined 
with a single-sided cross section produced the best results for our aqueous solution-
oxide interface sample shown in Fig. 2.4. Reducing the beam voltage significantly 
decreased the signal from many of the edges and eliminated some of the edges in the 
upper range detected at 5 kV. Producing a lamella structure decreased the signal from 
Figure 2.8 Nanoscale imaging and mapping of an intact solid-liquid interface in a <250 
nm thick cross-sectional lamella structure with a 10 kV beam. (a) As in Fig. 2.4, a 
droplet of aqueous solution was rapidly frozen on the surface of a strontium titanate 
substrate, with a ~50 nm thick interfacial layer of alternating lanthanum ferrite/bismuth 
ferrite unit cells. An organometallic platinum layer was deposited on the surface of the 
sample before milling to enable a smooth cross section surface to be formed. In this 
case, material was removed on either side of the site of interested, resulting in the 
formation of a vertical lamella. (b) EDX mapping of the interface revealed oxygen 
present throughout the sample but strongest in the aqueous solution. As in Fig. 2.7, 
strontium was present across the interface due to the penetration of the beam through 
the lamella. The signals from the interfacial elements were weaker still compared to 
Fig. 2.7 due to the sample thinness. (d) An integrated line profile of the iron signal still 
showed a peak centered at the interface. The tilt-corrected FWHM was similar to the 5 
kV beam cross section case shown in Fig. 2.4, but the profiles were dramatically 
noisier. Scale bar is 3 µm. 
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all of the edges present, particularly those at low energies, though edges at higher 
energies were then available. Since this sample was dose-limited, the decrease in signal 
per beam electron arising from each of these methods resulted in a much lower SNR, 
and the quality of the final maps was lower.  
 
2.4.2 Examples for Applications in Batteries 
While we have demonstrated the capabilities of cryo-FIB/SEM by performing 
nanoscale imaging and spectroscopic mapping of cross sections produced in a few 
example systems, these techniques will be beneficial for studying a wide range of 
phenomena in energy devices. Electrochemical energy storage, for example, often 
involves both chemically reactive materials and solid-liquid interfaces [5], and 
characterization of these materials and interfaces is therefore difficult to achieve in an 
unaltered state. The ability to directly image and map these materials and interfaces in 
a near-native state at the nanoscale will be very useful for studying processes at these 
interfaces. One area where this will be beneficial is in engineering of artificial SEI 
layers, which has been shown to be a promising method for improving the cyclability 
and safety of high-energy density rechargeable metal-anode batteries [131–134]. 
Cryogenic techniques allow the native thickness, morphology, and composition of 
artificial SEI layers to be tracked. Typically, engineering of these layers relies on ex situ 
experiments to monitor these characteristics, which could provide misleading results. 
As a result, cryo-FIB/SEM will enhance the design and implementation of artificial 
SEIs, advancing metal-anode battery technology. An additional area where cryo-FIB 
could prove useful for electrochemical energy storage is in tracking dissolution of 
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elements from electrodes, an issue that limits various promising materials. For example, 
manganese oxide spinels are cathode materials that have generated interest due to their 
low cost, low environmental impact, high rate capability, and potential for operating at 
high voltages, but their longevity is limited by dissolution of Mn2+ ions out of the 
cathode and into the electrolyte [90,135,136]. Cryo-FIB techniques may allow this 
dissolution process to be directly tracked with the electrolyte present, providing useful 
information to help circumvent this issue and enable use of these materials. Finally, 
cryogenic temperatures have also been shown to stabilize volatile solids in the 
instrument vacuum [137]. Therefore, cryo-FIB/SEM will enable accurate 
characterization of sulfur-containing materials, for example, which is not possible using 
standard high-vacuum techniques at room-temperature. Sulfur-based cathodes are 
considered some of the most promising for viable lithium metal batteries, but currently 
have performance that is limited by issues including dissolution of polysulfides into the 
electrolyte and shuttling of these materials between the electrodes [20]. Cryo-FIB 
techniques could therefore significantly aid the development of lithium-sulfur batteries 
by enabling accurate characterization of sulfur-based cathode structures designed to 
address these issues, and aid in evaluation of the effectiveness of these structures by 
tracking the corresponding polysulfide dissolution and shuttling in the electrolyte.  
 
2.4.3 Developments to Broaden and Enhance Cryo-FIB/SEM Capabilities 
While cryo-FIB/SEM allows a wide variety of experiments to be performed which were 
not possible before, additional developments will continue to expand its capabilities in 
the future. Recently, for example, Xe+ plasma FIBs (PFIBs), which allow significantly 
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larger quantities of material to be removed in a given time than traditional gallium-based 
FIBs, have been combined with SEM beams to form PFIB/SEM systems [138]. 
Development of cryo-PFIB/SEM would broaden the capabilities of cryo-FIB 
techniques. For example, the increased milling rate could enable material to be removed 
from the edge of the sample all the way to the site of interest, providing a means to 
characterize interfaces away from the edge of the sample parallel to the electron beam. 
Cryo-PFIBs would also allow larger devices, or structures further buried within devices, 
to be characterized. For example, a cryo-PFIB may be able to mill entirely though small 
batteries. This would allow structures and elements to be tracked across the entire 
distance between the electrodes, rather than just the region near a single electrode. 
An additional benefit of the cryogenic sample temperature could be enabling EDX 
of lithium over extended time periods. Due to its low energy, the lithium K-edge is 
typically not detectable by EDX. Recently though, EDX detectors capable of measuring 
the K-edge of lithium in high concentrations, such as in lithium metal, have been 
developed by decreasing the electronic noise and improving the charge collection 
efficiency of the detectors, as well as removing the vacuum window between the 
detector and FIB/SEM chamber, which absorbs low-energy X-rays [139]. Similar to 
oxidation of lithium in the TEM [60], exposing lithium metal to the electron beam in 
the SEM at room temperature will oxidize the surface of the sample, reducing the 
lithium signal over time. As a consequence, the lithium signal decreases over time for 
extended acquisitions, such as during elemental mapping. Pairing these new detectors 
with cryo-FIB/SEM, however, would minimize this effect and allow lithium to be 
mapped with increased signal over an extended period of time. 
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Finally, combining these cryo-FIB/SEM techniques with a cryogenic sample lift-out 
system enables preparation of cryo-STEM samples as well [123]. This provides a 
pathway to combining the morphological and elemental information provided by cryo-
FIB/SEM with higher resolution structural and bonding information provided by 
aberration corrected cryo-STEM techniques. This could allow, for example, dissolution 
of cathode materials to be tracked at very high resolution near the electrode surface. 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
While many devices important for current and future energy generation and storage rely 
on reactive materials and solid-liquid interfaces, characterization of these types of 
materials at high resolution in an unaltered state is often not possible. Cryo-FIB/SEM 
techniques combine the nanoscale imaging and spectroscopic capabilities of SEM and 
the milling capability of FIB with cryogenic sample temperatures, enabling unaltered 
reactive materials and intact solid-liquid interfaces from devices to be characterized at 
the nanoscale. These techniques will benefit a wide range of fields, allowing, for 
example, enhanced design and implementation of artificial SEI layers, tracking of 
material dissolution from electrodes, and accurate characterization of volatile solids 
such as sulfur. Cryo-FIB will therefore be an important tool for engineering devices that 
utilize reactive materials and/or solid-liquid interfaces, and further developments will 
continue to enhance its capabilities in the future.
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CHAPTER 3 
SITE-SPECIFIC PREPARATION OF INTACT SOLID-LIQUID INTERFACES BY 
LABEL FREE IN SITU LOCALIZATION AND CRYO-FIB LIFT-OUT  
 
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) allows atomic scale 
characterization of solid-solid interfaces, but has seen limited applications to solid-
liquid interfaces due to the volatility of liquids in the microscope vacuum. While cryo-
electron microscopy is routinely used to characterize hydrated samples stabilized by 
rapid freezing, sample thinning is required to access the internal interfaces of thicker 
specimens. Here, we adapt cryo-FIB “lift-out”, a technique recently developed for 
biological specimens, to prepare intact internal solid-liquid interfaces for high-
resolution structural and chemical analysis by cryo-STEM. To guide the milling process 
we introduce a label-free in situ method of localizing subsurface structures in suitable 
materials by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Monte Carlo simulations are 
performed to evaluate the depth-probing capability of the technique, and show good 
qualitative agreement with experiment. We also detail procedures to produce 
homogeneously thin lamellas, which enable nanoscale structural, elemental, and 
chemical analysis of intact solid-liquid interfaces by analytical cryo-STEM. This work 
demonstrates the potential of cryo-FIB lift-out and cryo-STEM for understanding 
physical and chemical processes at solid-liquid interfaces. 
 
(Originally published: Zachman, M. J., Asenath-Smith, E., Estroff, L. A. & 
Kourkoutis, L. F. Site-Specific Preparation of Intact Solid–Liquid Interfaces by Label-
Free In Situ Localization and Cryo-Focused Ion Beam Lift-Out. Microsc. Microanal. 
22 (06), 1338–1349 (2016). Reproduced with permission.) 
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3.1 Introduction 
Solid-liquid interfaces play a pivotal role in many fields, such as crystal growth in 
solution and hydrogels, which can guide crystals to unique morphologies and properties 
[140,141]; biomineralization, where biological organisms form composite materials 
through organic-inorganic interfaces [142]; and energy materials research, where 
electrode-electrolyte interfaces play a key role in the operation, performance, and safety 
of batteries [5,25]. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission 
electron microscopy (STEM) provide atomic-resolution structural, elemental, and 
bonding information about solid-solid interfaces in hard materials [47,74,143], but have 
thus far been limited in their applications to solid-liquid interfaces. This is due to the 
fact that in conventional electron microscopy these samples must be dried before 
entering the high vacuum of the microscope column, which can alter structure and 
chemistry of solid-liquid interfaces.  
Cryo-TEM is a well-established technique in the biological sciences designed to 
address this issue and allows the near-native structure of thin frozen-hydrated specimens 
to be investigated at the nanoscale [144–148]. Samples are cryo-immobilized by rapid 
freezing, which vitrifies the solution and avoids the formation of ice crystals that can 
damage the biological structure [10,149]. However, specimens that cannot be snap-
frozen directly to an electron transparent thickness, such as whole cells, must be thinned 
prior to analysis in the cryo-TEM. Traditionally, cryo-ultramicrotomy served this 
function by using a diamond blade to slice thin sections from a larger sample [150]. 
However, cryo-ultramicrotomy lacks site-specificity, and the physical cutting process 
induces unavoidable image artifacts [151]. As a result, cryo-focused ion beam (cryo-
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FIB) was developed in recent years as an alternative thinning method that addresses 
these issues. 
 Traditional FIB lift-out at room temperature is routinely used for site-specific 
preparation of high quality TEM samples from bulk materials and devices [7]. In this 
method, a focused beam of ions (typically Ga+) is used to site-specifically remove 
material around a site of interest, forming a cross-sectional slice, or lamella, which is 
extracted from the bulk sample and transferred to a TEM grid using a nanomanipulator. 
Subsequently, the lamella is thinned to electron transparency for TEM work. The first 
attempt to modify this technique for preparation of frozen-hydrated biological samples 
was made by installing a liquid nitrogen cooled stage in a FIB, which enabled thinning 
of whole frozen cells and subsequent imaging of sub-cellular structures by cryo-TEM 
[152–154]. In contrast to the traditional FIB lift-out preparation, these cryo-TEM 
samples were prepared directly on the TEM grid by milling entirely through the frozen 
specimen at a shallow angle, leaving a thin lamella nearly parallel to the supporting grid. 
While variations of this “on-grid” cryo-FIB technique have been successfully applied 
to a range of cells [111,154–158], it is limited to samples on the order of microns thick. 
Thicker samples may be too thick too mill entirely through or require longer milling 
times with increased beam currents, which can induce sample damage. For preparation 
of bulk soft materials or large samples with internal solid-liquid interfaces, such as 
hydrogels with embedded crystals or electrochemical energy storage devices, a 
technique similar to the traditional FIB lift-out method was needed, with the added 
challenge of maintaining the sample temperature below the devitrification point during 
the entire process. In recent years, developments of cooled nanomanipulators in 
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combination with existing cryo-stages have enabled proof of concept demonstrations of 
cryo-FIB lift-out of cryo-immobilized soft materials, such as frozen-hydrated 
Caenorhabditis elegans worms or hydrogels with embedded collagen fibrils 
[112,114,130,159]. In addition, cryo-FIB lift-out was recently also adapted for 
preparation of samples with buried solid-liquid interfaces for cryo-STEM analysis 
[160].  
Cryo-FIB lift-out is inherently site-specific, as the user defines the area in which the 
TEM lamella is prepared. As a result, methods are needed to localize subsurface 
structures of interest prior to milling, and to guide the sample preparation process. For 
biological specimens this issue has been addressed recently using a correlative 
approach, where fluorescent labeling of molecules and cryo-fluorescence light 
microscopy (cryo-FLM) can be used to localize structures of interest prior to cryo-TEM 
or cryo-FIB preparation [130,156,161,162]. The sample must then be transferred to the 
FIB and properly aligned by correlating in situ cryo-FIB images with the ex situ cryo-
FLM images to identify the region of interest. In addition to the inherent limited 
resolution of the light microscope used, which is worsened by thick or cryogenic 
specimens [130,161,163], this correlation process itself introduces additional 
uncertainty to the expected positions of the structures [161,164]. The result is an 
uncertainty in the final co-localized position of a structure typically on the order of a 
micron [161,165,166], though with added fiducial markers and a more involved 
correlation process this can now be reduced by an order of magnitude 
[158,164,167,168]. Additionally, the added handling and transfer steps introduced by 
such a two-instrument method increase the likelihood of compromising the sample 
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integrity through contamination or structural damage, especially at cryogenic 
temperatures. While these techniques can be used to localize labeled biological 
specimens with sufficient accuracy for cryo-FIB lift-out, alternative techniques are 
needed to localize subsurface structures that lack fluorescent labels. 
Here, we present an in situ localization technique to identify elementally distinct 
subsurface structures directly in the cryo-FIB. We use energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) mapping to identify structures embedded microns below the 
surface of a cryo-immobilized material. Using these maps as guides, site-specific cryo-
FIB lift-outs of targeted structures can be performed. We demonstrate this capability on 
silica hydrogel samples with iron oxide particles grown in their interior [169,170]. EDX 
mapping is used at various stages in the lift-out process to identify regions of interest, 
localize subsurface particles, and monitor site-specific milling.  
A lamella containing the structure of interest can then be lifted out and subsequently 
thinned uniformly to electron transparency. The high quality of the resulting lamellas 
enabled the structure of inorganic particles embedded in hydrogel to be examined at the 
nanoscale by cryo-STEM. Elemental distributions across the interfaces, as well as the 
local bonding environments of the hydrogel and particles, were obtained using EDX 
and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in the cryo-STEM. These results 
demonstrate for the first time that cryo-FIB lift-out, in combination with cryo-STEM, 
can provide access to the structure and chemistry of intact solid-liquid interfaces at the 
nanometer scale. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Sample Synthesis and Freezing 
A detailed description of the procedures used to synthesize the silica hydrogel and 
embedded iron crystals was described previously [169,170]. In brief, the silica hydrogel 
was produced by acidifying sodium metasilicate nonahydrate (0.5 M) with an equal 
volume of hydrochloric acid (1.0 M), and allowed to reach full gelation by setting for 
24 h at 30 °C.  Subsequently, iron chloride hexahydrate solution (180 mM or 900 mM) 
was added to the surface of the silica hydrogel. The iron chloride solution was allowed 
to diffuse throughout the interior of the hydrogel by setting for 24 h at 30 °C. To initiate 
the crystallization of iron (oxy-, hydr-) oxide nanocrystals within the hydrogels, the 
vessels were sealed and heated to 100 °C. The particular crystallization protocol 
employed in this work provides a well-documented pathway to the formation of iron 
oxide (α-Fe2O3, hematite) after 4 weeks of reaction, which proceeds through iron 
oxyhydroxide(s) (e.g., β-FeO(OH)) precursors that can be isolated after shorter reaction 
times, e.g., 4 h [170,171]. After cooling for 4 h at ambient conditions, specimens (~1 
cm3) were carefully extracted from the hydrogels, taking care to retain the structural 
integrity of the hydrogel.  The specimens were rinsed by soaking in de-ionized water 
for 2 h; with water exchanges (6x) to remove all soluble salts.  The specimens were 
stored under refrigeration in sealed vials until use. 
To preserve the structures in their liquid environment, small pieces of the hydrogels 
(as seen in Figure 3.6a) were removed with a razor blade and stabilized by rapid plunge 
freezing into slush nitrogen. Typically, plunge freezing of aqueous solutions can vitrify 
samples up to microns thick, while high-pressure freezing can vitrify samples up to 
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hundreds of microns thick, but is slightly more involved to perform [102]. Formation of 
small ice crystallites in the hydrogel was not deemed prohibitive for the purposes of this 
study, so the simpler plunge freezing method was used.  
 
3.2.2 Instrumentation 
To maintain the sample at a temperature below the devitrification point throughout the 
lift-out procedure a Quorum PP3010T Cryo-FIB/SEM Preparation System (Quorum 
Technologies Ltd, East Gristead, West Sussex, UK) was installed on an FEI Strata 400 
FIB (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA). The system provides a cooled stage and 
anticontaminator in the interior of the FIB, as well as a separate cooled stage and 
anticontaminator in a preparation chamber attached to the FIB. The preparation chamber 
enables platinum sputter coating, controlled sublimation, and fracturing of frozen 
samples in a high vacuum before transfer into the FIB. To cool the system, gaseous 
nitrogen is flowed through a heat exchanger in a large liquid nitrogen dewar and 
subsequently through vacuum isolated Teflon lines to the FIB and preparation chamber. 
Figure 3.1a shows the cryo-FIB stage, thermally isolated from the rest of the FIB by a 
ceramic plate, and the Teflon cooling lines. During operation the stages are maintained 
well below the devitrification temperature of the sample, typically -165 °C. The 
anticontaminators are operated at lower temperatures, typically -192 °C, to reduce ice 
contamination on the sample. To maintain the sample’s vitreous state during lift-out, an 
OmniProbe 200 Nanomanipulator (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK) 
was fitted with a cooled needle assembly, as shown in Figure 3.1b. A ceramic rod 
thermally isolates the assembly from the uncooled shaft, and a copper braid attached to 
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the anticontaminator in the FIB provides cooling. Temperature measurements using a 
Type T thermocouple soldered to the lift-out needle confirmed the minimum 
temperature is well below the devitrification temperature of water, as shown in Figure 
3.2. The cooling rate of the needle nearly parallels the other system components, which 
confirms good thermal transport through the braid and connections. 
Frozen samples are transferred into and out of the FIB on aluminum stubs placed in 
a shuttle that fits the cryo-stage. Sample stubs are loaded into the shuttle under liquid 
nitrogen in a workstation outside the FIB, and a vacuum transfer device is used to 
transport the shuttle from the workstation to the preparation chamber and back. The 
thermal mass of the shuttle ensures that no significant temperature change occurs during 
the <1 min transfer. The shuttle is further transferred into and out of the cryo-FIB 
Figure 3.1 Components essential for the cryo-FIB lift out process: (a) A stage cooled 
to near liquid nitrogen temperature by flowing dry nitrogen through a heat exchanger 
in a large dewar and subsequently through vacuum isolated Teflon lines to the stage, 
which is thermally isolated by a ceramic plate. (b) A cooled nanomanipulator needle, 
thermally isolated from the shaft by a ceramic section, and cooled below the 
devitrification temperature of the sample through a copper braid attached to the 
anticontaminator. (c) A shuttle that transports bulk samples and TEM half-grids into 
and out of the cryo-FIB. Here, a stub modified at Cornell to hold a half-grid replaces 
the normal sample stub. A custom grid, a half-grid glued to a molybdenum slotted grid 
to improve handling and loading characteristics, is held in the stub. 
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chamber through a valve connecting it to the preparation chamber. Once the final 
lamella has been prepared and the shuttle is transferred back to the workstation, the 
lamella is removed from the shuttle under liquid nitrogen, placed in a cryo-TEM grid 
storage box, and stored in a liquid nitrogen dewar.  
To attach a lamella to the cooled nanomanipulator needle in preparation for lift-out 
and subsequently to a TEM half-grid for thinning, an FEI Selective Carbon Mill (SCM) 
gas injection system (GIS) is used. The SCM introduces water vapor into the chamber, 
which has previously been shown to selectively enhance FIB milling of polymer-based 
materials at room temperature [172]. The cryogenic sample temperature in cryo-FIB, 
however, results in the water vapor depositing nearly uniformly as amorphous ice, 
enabling sample attachment. A schematic of these cryo-FIB components is provided in 
Figure 3.3a. To ease handling and storage of the final lamella, as well as prevent the 
Figure 3.2 Nanomanipulator needle cooling profile. The needle must be maintained 
below the devitrification temperature of the sample to prevent structural alterations and 
damage due to crystallization during lift-out. A T-type thermocouple was soldered to a 
cooled nanomanipulator needle (inset) and the temperature was measured as a function 
of cooling time. The approximate minimum devitrification temperature of water is 
shown as a dashed line, which the needle surpasses with under 15 minutes of cooling 
and stabilizes well below. 
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half-grid from falling through the cryo-TEM holder tip while loading under liquid 
nitrogen, we adhere the half-grid to a molybdenum slotted grid using M-Bond 610 
epoxy, providing a rigid support. The half-grid is attached such that the curved side of 
the grid is in contact with the slotted grid, ensuring sufficient clearance for the 
nanomanipulator to reach the sample attachment location without contacting the slotted 
grid. These lift-out grids are transferred into and out of the cryo-FIB on a sample stub 
modified in-house to include a small lip and cam mechanism, which secures the grid to 
the stub and allows for simple grid removal under liquid nitrogen. Figure 3.1c shows a 
shuttle with a modified grid in the cam mechanism of the customized stub.  
Figure 3.3 Schematic of the interior arrangement of the cryo-FIB and lift-out process, 
with corresponding SEM images. (a) Cryo-FIB interior components consist of a cooled 
OmniProbe nanomanipulator, an FEI selective carbon mill gas injection system (which 
provides water vapor injection), a Quorum cold stage, and electron and gallium ion 
beams, separated by 52 degrees. Steps to produce a lamella from a bulk sample include 
milling trenches on either side of the site of interest (b,d), lowering the nanomanipulator 
needle to the surface of the initial lamella, attaching the needle with water vapor, and 
cutting the lamella free and lifting it out (c,e). The lamella is then attached to a half-
grid with water vapor, the needle is cut free, and the lamella is thinned to electron 
transparency. 
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To minimize ice contamination during transfer to the cryo-TEM, samples are loaded 
into a Gatan 626 Cryo-Transfer Holder (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, CA, USA) under liquid 
nitrogen. A shield on the holder tip is closed over the sample during the brief transfer to 
the microscope. For this work, a 200 kV monochromated FEI Tecnai F20 ST (S)TEM 
equipped with beryllium cryo-blades to reduce ice contamination of the sample in the 
vacuum of the microscope was used. A high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector 
at camera lengths of 100-300 mm was used for imaging, while a Gatan imaging filter 
865-ER and an 80mm2 Oxford X-Max detector were used to acquire EELS and EDX 
spectroscopic data, respectively. 
 
3.2.3 In Situ Localization of Subsurface Structures 
Given the site-specific nature and limited throughput of cryo-FIB preparation, 
localization of subsurface structures of interest prior to lift-out is crucial for achieving 
an acceptable yield of these structures in the lamellas produced. While this challenge 
was recently addressed in cryo-FIB preparation of fluorescently labeled biological 
specimens using correlative cryo-FLM and cryo-FIB (discussed above), alternative 
methods are needed for buried structures that lack fluorescent signatures. 
Ideally, feature localization should be performed in situ, i.e. directly inside the FIB, 
as this would simplify the process compared to a correlative two-instrument approach. 
Depending on the experimental set-up, dual-beam (FIB/SEM) systems provide access 
to a range of signals, some of which can be used to detect subsurface structures. 
Backscattered electrons (BSE), for example, can escape from a moderate depth in the 
sample due to their high energy, revealing subsurface information. Additionally, 
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modern silicon drift X-ray detectors enable two-dimensional mapping of characteristic 
X-rays produced in the sample within reasonable timescales. EDX can therefore also be 
used to probe the interior of the sample. To evaluate the capabilities of these two signals, 
a model system of iron oxide particles grown in a silica hydrogel and protected by a 10 
nm platinum capping layer was chosen. We performed Monte Carlo simulations of 
electron trajectories and sample interactions using MC X-Ray [173] and CASINO 
[174], with parameters chosen to mirror our experimental set-up (discussed below). An 
example of electron trajectories in a sample without an iron particle calculated with 
CASINO is shown in Figure 3.4a and demonstrates the range of 30 keV electrons in 
water.   
To gain insight into the depth probing capabilities of different signals, electron 
scattering calculations allow for a comparison of the relative ranges of BSE and 
Figure 3.4 Results of electron scatting calculations and Monte Carlo simulations. (a) 
Example of 30 keV electron trajectories in a water with 10 nm platinum capping layer, 
calculated with the CASINO program. Blue paths signify electrons that came to rest in 
the material, while red paths indicate backscattered electrons. (b) Results from 
calculations of the Kanaya-Okayama primary electron range, characteristic x-ray 
generation range, and data for backscattered electron range, showing the useful depth 
probed by the characteristic x-ray signal exceeds that of the backscattered electron 
signal. Approximate excitation volumes of the signals are also shown, using the shape 
of total energy deposition contours from CASINO as a guide. 
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characteristic X-ray generation in a water sample. Using a simple atomic model and 
empirical data, Kanaya and Okayama estimated the range for electrons incident on a 
material, in microns, as follows [175]: 
 𝑅- = 0.0276	𝐴𝑍/𝜌 𝐸 / (3.1) 
where A is the atomic weight (g/mol), Z is the atomic number, and 𝜌 is the density 
(g/cm3) of the target material, and 𝐸 is the incident electron beam energy (keV). By 
using values appropriate for water, we can estimate the maximum range of 30 keV 
electrons in our hydrogel sample, 𝑅- ≅ 24 µm, which is well beyond the depth of a 
typical lamella (on the order of 10 µm). Assuming this energy dependence can be used 
to calculate the remaining beam energy at a particular depth (a simple continuous-
slowing-down approximation [59]), the maximum depth a primary electron could reach 
before returning to the surface is ~𝑅-/2.  Monte Carlo simulations previously 
performed on a variety of materials, however, show that this number typically remains 
below ~𝑅-/3 [6]. In comparison, the range where characteristic X-ray generation can 
occur, in microns, is given by [6]: 
 𝑅 = 0.064𝜌 (𝐸L. −	𝐸L.) (3.2) 
where 𝐸 is the energy of the characteristic X-rays generated (keV). For Fe-Kα X-rays 
generated in water using 30 keV electrons the range 𝑅 	≅ 0.73𝑅-, which exceeds the 
range for BSE by a factor of greater than two. The X-ray signal can therefore be used to 
probe deeper into the material. A schematic of the relevant depths for BSE and X-rays, 
as well as the approximate corresponding excitation volumes of these signals, is shown 
in Figure 3.4b. 
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To gain a more detailed understanding of these signals, as well as visualize the 
viability of BSE imaging and EDX mapping for localizing subsurface features of 
interest, we performed Monte Carlo simulations of electron scattering in our model 
system. We simulated a range of iron oxide particle sizes embedded in water at various 
depths and beneath a 10 nm platinum layer to assess detection limits. A 30 keV electron 
beam was scanned over a constant two-dimensional field of view centered on the 
particle, and the BSE and Fe-Kα X-ray signals were computed using appropriate 
detector configurations (MC X-Ray Microscope settings modified from the default: 30 
keV beam, 0.5 cm EDX detector radius, and 45° detector take-off angle). Figure 3.5a 
shows the BSE imaging and EDX mapping results for a 2.5 µm radius particle placed 
Figure 3.5 Results of Monte Carlo simulations calculated with the MC X-ray program. 
(a) Detected backscattered electron and Fe-Kα X-ray signals from a 2.5 µm radius iron 
oxide particle at various depths in a water sample with a 10 nm platinum capping layer, 
showing the increased depth probing ability of the characteristic X-ray signal. The 
images in each row are normalized to the maximum intensity of the 2.5 µm depth 
image. As such, an adjustment in contrast settings would allow the X-ray signal to be 
clearly visible to depths well beyond the lamella dimensions, while the backscattered 
electron signal is lost in the background noise beyond roughly 5 µm depth for this 
particle size. (b) Peak intensity recorded from simulations performed on a number of 
particle radii (with a sigmoid curve fit as a guide to the eye), showing the dependence 
of depth detection ability on particle size. In a real experiment, the maximum detectable 
range would be dependent on acquisition time and background signal as well, but these 
results show the upper limits on what should be possible. 
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at various depths in the material. Here, the depths indicated mark the center of the 
particle, i.e., at a depth of 5 µm the highest point on the particle is 2.5 µm below the 
sample surface (for proper convergence of the simulation, one additional nanometer of 
material was placed over the particle in situations where its radius equaled its depth). 
These simulation results demonstrate that while the BSE signal may detect particles of 
a high atomic number material near the sample’s surface, the depth from which 
characteristic X-rays are detected, mapped by EDX, is much greater than that of the 
BSE signal. In fact, the X-ray range exceeds the depth of a typical lamella. An additional 
benefit to using the characteristic X-ray signal is the ability to differentiate clearly 
between elements of similar atomic numbers, which is more difficult with a BSE signal, 
especially for high atomic number materials [176]. 
The effect of particle size on the detected X-ray signal is shown in Figure 3.5b. 
Particles with radii from 10 nm to 2.5 µm were simulated up to 15 µm into the material 
(beyond a typical lamella depth). As expected, the depth at which particles can be 
detected by EDX decreases with deceasing particle size. Smaller particles, therefore, 
must sit closer to the surface of the sample to be localized. Experimentally, the 
maximum detection depth will also depend on factors such as background noise 
(Bremsstrahlung radiation and trace materials present) and acquisition time. 
Nevertheless, these simulations show with a high-quality sample and long enough 
acquisition times it may be possible to detect particles tens of nanometers in size 
hundreds of nanometers into the material. 
We also demonstrate this technique experimentally for the system described above, 
and show good qualitative agreement with the Monte Carlo simulations. In situ 
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localization of embedded iron oxide particles by EDX during different stages of the 
cryo-FIB lift-out process is shown in Figure 3.6. At low magnifications, an overview of 
the distribution of elements present in the sample is obtained and used to identify regions 
of interest for milling (Figure 3.6d). At higher magnification, individual particles are 
identified by EDX and the secondary electron signal is used to distinguish embedded 
particles from those at or near the surface of the sample (Figure 3.6d, e). Once a suitable 
particle has been located, EDX mapping precisely guides the milling process (Figure 
Figure 3.6 Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy mapping for label-free in situ 
localization of subsurface structures for milling. (a) At low magnifications, electron 
images reveal very little about subsurface structures, while (d) EDX maps provide 
elemental distribution information about structures up to microns beneath the surface. 
(b,e) At moderate magnifications, secondary electron images can be compared to EDX 
maps, identifying and localizing subsurface structures with precision. (f) EDX maps 
also provide the ability to guide milling of specific subsurface structures, significantly 
increasing the yield of desired structures lifted out over imaging with electron signals 
alone (c). 
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3.6f), ensuring the final lamella contains the desired structure. As a result, this technique 
dramatically improves the yield of useful lamellas over milling “in the dark,” without 
EDX. 
 
3.2.4 Cryo-FIB Lift-Out Procedure 
Cryo-FIB lift-out is conceptually similar to traditional FIB preparation of hard materials 
for TEM. In brief, once a structure of interest has been identified, cryo-FIB lift-out 
preparation proceeds as follow: Material is removed with the ion beam from either side 
of the structure of interest in triangular-shaped trenches, leaving a vertical lamella 
between the two. The lamella is then nearly cut free from the bulk sample with the ion 
beam using a “J-cut” around the edges of the lamella, leaving a small section at the top 
to keep the lamella secure until it is attached to the lift-out needle. A cooled 
nanomanipulator needle is then brought in close proximity to the lamella, water vapor 
from the GIS is used to attach the two, and the lamella is fully cut free from the sample. 
It is then lifted out of the bulk sample, attached to a TEM half-grid, again using water 
vapor, and finally thinned to electron transparency. The frozen lamella is then removed 
from the cryo-FIB and stored under liquid nitrogen until it is transferred to the cryo-
STEM. A basic schematic of this process is shown in Figure 3.3b and 3.3c. SEM images 
of the lift-out process are shown in Figure 3.7, including final lamellas produced by the 
methods below. 
The first two steps in the lift-out process, trench milling and the “J-cut”, mirror 
traditional FIB techniques. Here, we provide details on how to optimize preparation 
conditions depending on the sample. First, the sample surface is tilted perpendicular to 
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the ion beam and trenches are milled on either side of the structure of interest. The 
trenches are milled with either a “regular cross-section,” where the milling region is 
repeatedly scanned with the beam, passing more frequently over the deep end of the 
trench, or a “cleaning cross-section,” where a single slow pass of the beam is used, 
dwelling progressively longer towards the deep end of the trench. The cross-section 
used depends on the properties of the target material. For example, materials that 
redeposit a large amount while milling generally must be milled with a regular cross-
Figure 3.7 SEM images of the lift-out process steps, performed on a bulk silica 
hydrogel with embedded iron oxide particles. (a) Trenches are milled with the ion beam 
on either side of the desired structure, a “J-cut” is performed, and the needle is brought 
in close proximity to the sample. Water vapor subsequently deposited, attaching the 
needle to the lamella with amorphous ice. (b) The lamella is then cut free from the bulk 
sample, lifted out, and positioned near a TEM half-grid bar. (c) Water vapor attaches 
the lamella to the grid, the needle is cut free, and the lamella is thinned to electron 
transparency. Final thinning reduces the lamella to a uniform thickness on the order of 
100 nm. (d) A top-down view shows the lamella thinness and homogeneity, here an 
early hydrogel lamella with a thickness of 150-180 nm. (e) A top-down image of a 
lamella created from a solid-liquid interface with protective surface layer shows 
materials in this configuration can be thinned to < 100 nm. 
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section, preventing accumulation of redeposited material in the trench. This may result 
in the surface of the lamella becoming coated with redeposited material, however. 
Cleaning cross-sections may be used to ensure the lamella surface is free of redeposited 
material, however, this milling type can result in material redepositing in the trench 
behind the slowly progressing beam. With either cross-section type, the trenches are 
typically milled five to ten microns wider than the desired lamella width, and a 
minimum of a few microns deeper than the feature of interest, ensuring room for the J-
cut to be performed. Additionally, the trench opposite to the ion beam during the J-cut 
may be milled deeper, providing extra room for material sputtered from the J-cut. The 
deep ends of the trenches are positioned towards each other, as in Figure 3.3b, forming 
the cross-sectional lamella, typically 2-5 µm thick. Beam currents used to mill the 
trenches vary widely for different sample materials. For the soft hydrogel material, 
approximately 0.5 nA to 3 nA was used, taking typically upwards of ten minutes to mill 
the trenches. Harder materials require increased current to achieve the same results. 
Once the trenches are complete, the sample surface is tilted back perpendicular to the 
electron beam, giving the ion beam access to the lamella face. A J-cut is then performed, 
milling through the lamella around the edges in an approximately 1-3 µm wide 
rectangular “J” shape, as shown in Figure 3.7a, nearly cutting it free from the bulk 
sample. A small bridge, a few microns thick, is left at the top of the lamella on the side 
opposite of where the needle approaches, supporting the lamella. Both the trench 
separation, which defines the initial lamella thickness, and the J-cut width depend on 
the sample material. As above, lamellas produced from materials that redeposit a large 
amount of material must be thin, and the J-cut must be narrow, to minimize redeposited 
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material and avoid the lamella reattaching to the sample. Strongly charging samples, on 
the other hand, benefit from a wide J-cut to avoid lamella deflection and possible 
detachment during lift-out. 
After the J-cut, the cooled needle is brought in close proximity to the lamella, as 
shown in Figure 3.7a, and attached with gas deposited from a GIS. In traditional FIB 
preparation a platinum-based organometallic precursor gas is injected into the chamber 
and “cracked” with the ion beam, depositing platinum metal locally and effectively 
“welding” the lamella to the needle. At cryogenic temperatures, however, many gases 
freeze on the cold surfaces, and as a result, a suitable gas must be chosen for cryo-FIB 
lift-out attachment. While various options have been suggested for this purpose 
[112,130,177], the following considerations led us to choose water vapor. First, the low 
atomic numbers of the elements in water minimize the effect of any remaining material 
on imaging in the cryo-STEM. Additionally, the use of water avoids introducing 
artificial carbon, which is crucial for samples where carbon characterization is key. 
Finally, attachment by water deposition happens on a timescale that minimize the effect 
of thermal drift of any component during attachment, while allowing the deposition to 
be monitored in real time through imaging with the electron beam, enabling the proper 
thickness to be selected. We typically deposit water vapor for ~10 seconds, which 
results in under a micron of amorphous ice on the cold surfaces and provides sufficient 
stability for attachment of the needle to the lamella. Once the needle is attached, the 
remaining small bridge is milled away, freeing the lamella from the bulk sample. If a 
long water deposition time or narrow J-cut are used, it may be necessary to briefly 
“clean” the J-cut of deposited ice using the ion beam before lifting the lamella out. Once 
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the lamella is free, the nanomanipulator is then used to lift it out of the sample on the 
needle and transport it to a half-grid, as shown in Figure 3.7b. Here, it is attached to the 
grid with a second water vapor deposition, and the needle is detached with the ion beam. 
To minimize multiple scattering in the cryo-STEM, the lamella should be thinner 
than one mean free path, and thus requires further thinning. For example, the inelastic 
mean free path of 200-300 keV electrons, typical of the instruments used for cryo-TEM, 
is a few hundred nanometers in amorphous ice [178,179]. The goal for the final lamella 
thickness should then be on the order of 100 nm or less. To accomplish this thinning, 
the lamella is tilted back to the same orientation in which the trenches were milled, with 
the top edge of the lamella facing the ion beam. Material is then sputtered away from 
either side of the lamella with a series of decreasing ion currents, removing 
progressively smaller amounts of material with increasing precision as the lamella gets 
thinner. In contrast to traditional FIB preparation of hard materials, where cleaning 
cross-sections are typically used to remove small amounts of material, creating wedge-
like lamellas that are exceedingly thin at the top, simple rectangular milling patterns are 
used in cryo-FIB to create uniformly thin final lamellas. To remove the material, the 
rectangular milling pattern is placed over one edge of the lamella when viewed from the 
top (or ion beam direction) and milling proceeds until all material within the rectangle 
is removed. This reduces the lamella thickness and removes “curtaining” from the 
surface. All milling steps are performed at 30 kV accelerating voltage, and for softer 
materials such as hydrogels, the initial thinning is usually performed at a beam current 
of approximately 50-100 pA. Depending on the initial lamella thickness, the first 
thinning steps typically remove ~1 µm or less from either side. As the lamella becomes 
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thinner, the beam current and milling pattern size (perpendicular to the face of the 
lamella) are progressively reduced, increasing precision by minimizing probe tails and 
slowing the milling rate for increased control. The final thinning is typically performed 
with 10 pA or less, removing only nanometers of material. As the lamella approaches 
the final thickness, beam deflection, sample drift, and even bending of the lamella can 
occur. As a consequence, the beam shift knobs must be monitored vigilantly, as even a 
small beam drift or deflection of the lamella can rapidly destroy the sample. A protective 
layer on top of the lamella, such as platinum, can help this by decreasing the sensitivity 
of the lamella to probe tails and accidental beam exposure [7]. 
The described cryo-FIB lift-out procedure provides sufficient control to produce 
homogeneously thin lamellas with smooth surfaces. For soft materials, such as 
hydrogels, lamellas down to ~100 nm thick can be produced. An early hydrogel lamella 
150-180 nm thick is shown in Figure 3.7c and 3.7d. For materials more resilient to the 
beam, probe tails do less damage outside the intended milling area, allowing further 
thinning to be performed. An example of a less than 100 nm thick lamella from a solid-
liquid interface protected by a hard metal capping layer is shown in Figure 3.7e. For soft 
materials that lack a protective surface layer but contain a resilient structure larger than 
the final lamella thickness, such as the iron oxide particle localized by EDX in Figure 
3.6f, the resilient structure itself may be used to shield one interface with the soft 
material. In this case, the soft material above the structure is sacrificed, but the lower 
hard-soft interface is preserved. This approach also enables thinning of the lamella to 
less than 100 nm in thickness.  An example of this is shown Figure 3.8, where final 
thinning was performed on only the left half of the iron particle, shielding the soft 
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hydrogel material below and preserving the interface between the two. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Cryo-STEM Imaging, EDX, and EELS 
The quality of lamellas produced by these techniques allows nanoscale structural, 
elemental, and bonding information to be obtained from the sample by cryo-STEM. A 
large range of STEM characterization techniques available for room temperature work 
are also available for cryo-STEM, including HAADF imaging and convergent beam 
electron diffraction (CBED) for structural determination, and EDX mapping and EELS 
to obtain elemental distributions and local bonding information. We demonstrate these 
techniques in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 for iron (oxy-, hydr-)oxide phase crystals grown in 
silica hydrogels and prepared by cryo-FIB lift-out. Figure 3.8a shows a HAADF STEM 
Figure 3.8 Cryo-STEM HAADF images and EDX maps of the hard-soft interface 
between a micron-scale iron oxide particle and the surrounding silica hydrogel in which 
it was grown (900 mM iron chloride; 4 week growth). The hard iron oxide particle was 
used to protect the lower interface with the soft hydrogel material. (a) Cryo-STEM 
HAADF image of the lamella. Ice contamination visible on the sample is due to an 
early non-optimized transfer from the cryo-FIB to the cryo-STEM. (b) EDX mapping 
reveals the distribution of the key elements in the lamella: iron, oxygen, and silicon. 
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image of the hard-soft interface between a micron-sized iron oxide particle and the 
hydrogel in a lifted-out frozen lamella, where the material above the particle was 
sacrificed to preserve the soft hydrogel below the left portion of the particle, as 
discussed above. Additionally, HAADF STEM performed on precursor phase iron 
oxyhydroxide nanocrystals embedded in a silica hydrogel lamella (Figure 3.9a) 
demonstrates nanometer-scale imaging resolution for characterization of hard-soft 
interfaces. The CBED pattern (Figure 3.9a, inset) recorded on the particle confirms its 
crystallinity.  
In addition to imaging the material’s structure, elemental and chemical bonding 
information across the hard-soft interfaces were obtained through cryo-STEM EDX and 
EELS, respectively.  Figure 3.8b shows an EDX map of the micron-sized iron oxide 
particle and surrounding silica hydrogel material, revealing the distribution of silicon 
Figure 3.9 Nanoscale cryo-STEM HAADF imaging and EELS of iron (oxy-, hydr-
)oxide crystals grown in silica hydrogel. (a) Cryo-STEM HAADF imaging reveals the 
nanoscale structure of embedded nanoparticles, and (a, inset) CBED confirms the 
particles’ crystallinity. Cryo-STEM EELS provides elemental and bonding information 
about the surrounding material (b, first column) and the embedded nanocrystal (b, 
second column). Lamellas containing larger crystals, such as the one shown in Fig. 3.8, 
lack hydrogel above and below the particle which allows larger electron doses to be 
applied. This results in an EELS spectrum with improved signal-to-noise ratio (b, third 
column). The sample used in (b, third column) is taken after 4 weeks of reaction while 
all others are taken after 4 hours (900 mM iron chloride). 
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and iron across the interface. Cryo-STEM EELS data acquired from the hydrogel 
embedded nanocrystal shown in Figure 3.9a display a strong iron L-edge and oxygen 
K-edge prepeak (Figure 3.9b, second column), consistent with published reference 
spectra for iron (oxy-, hydr-)oxide phase compounds [180]. As expected, these signals 
were not present in the surrounding hydrogel, instead the O-K fine structure confirms 
the presence of water ice [181]. 
A limiting factor for characterizing soft materials and solid-liquid interfaces by 
cryo-STEM is radiation damage. The critical dose where damage is induced is typically 
substantially lower in soft materials and liquids than in hard materials, which limits the 
obtainable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [87,129,145]. This is evident from the difference 
in SNR of EELS spectra recorded on nanoscale and micron-sized crystals shown in 
Figure 3.9b. The nanocrystal was surrounded by hydrogel, which limited the acceptable 
dose for spectroscopy. However, in the case of the micron-sized particle, no hydrogel 
material remained above and below the particle, which resulted in a substantially larger 
acceptable dose and a greatly improved SNR (last column in Figure 3.9b). However, in 
both cases we have shown that information about the bonding state of the sample can 
be extracted using cryo-STEM EELS.  
 
3.4 Conclusion 
Analytical cryo-STEM techniques combined with site-specific methods for preparing 
bulk frozen soft materials or solid-liquid interfaces will enable high spatial resolution 
characterization of biological, chemical and physical processes that occurs in these 
systems. Recent advances in cryo-FIB techniques have made progress in this direction, 
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including proof of concept demonstrations of lift-out sample preparation methods. Here, 
we have reported developments of this technique that will enable more widespread 
utilization of cryo-FIB lift-out. Label-free in situ localization of subsurface structures 
of interest by EDX mapping, as demonstrated here, dramatically increases their yield in 
the lamellas produced. Additionally, we discussed how to optimize the technique to 
create thin and homogeneous lamellas for cryo-STEM analysis of intact solid-liquid and 
hard-soft interfaces extracted from bulk samples. To demonstrate these capabilities, 
nanometer-resolution HAADF STEM imaging of iron oxyhydroxide nanocrystals 
embedded in a silica hydrogel lamella was performed. Additionally, cryo-STEM EDX 
allowed elemental mapping across the solid-liquid interface of an iron oxide crystal 
grown in a silica hydrogel and cryo-STEM EELS provided local bonding information. 
Our results establish that cryo-FIB lift-out provides a path to access internal solid-liquid 
interfaces with the liquids intact and stabilized by rapid-freezing. In combination with 
analytical cryo-STEM, the technique can deliver nanometer scale structural, elemental, 
and chemical information about these interfaces. As a consequence, cryo-FIB lift-out 
and cryo-STEM will be able to facilitate advancements in fields where nanoscale 
information about solid-liquid interfaces is critical, such as crystal growth, 
biomineralization, and energy materials research. 
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CHAPTER 4 
NANOSCALE MAPPING OF SOLID-LIQUID INTERFACE PROCESSES IN 
LITHIUM-METAL BATTERIES  
 
Solid-liquid interfaces play a critical role in a range of chemical, physical, and biological 
processes, but are often not fully understood due to the lack of high-resolution 
characterization methods that are compatible with both solid and liquid components. 
The interplay between interface chemistry and rough, dendritic deposition of some 
metals, for example, remains unresolved and hampers the development of energy-dense 
rechargeable metal-anode batteries that are durable and safe. Here, we utilize a 
cryogenic electron microscopy approach to directly probe the native structure and 
chemistry of lithium dendrites and solid-electrolyte interphase layers formed on cycled 
lithium metal anodes. We identify two distinct dendrite types, one of which 
unexpectedly consists of lithium hydride and may contribute disproportionately to 
capacity fade. The unique insights into lithium dendrite formation provided here 
demonstrate the potential of cryogenic electron microscopy for probing nanoscale 
processes at intact solid-liquid interfaces in functional devices such as rechargeable 
batteries. 
 
 
 
 
 
(Originally published: Zachman, M. J., Tu, Z., Choudhury, S., Archer, L. A. & 
Kourkoutis, L. F. Cryo-STEM mapping of solid–liquid interfaces and dendrites in 
lithium-metal batteries. Nature (in press)) 
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4.1 Introduction 
 
Solid-liquid interfaces play a key role in synthesizing novel materials [182], 
biomineralization [142], electrocatalytic fuel conversion and electrolysis [116], 
electrochemical energy storage [5,117], and photoelectrochemical electricity and fuel 
production [115,183]. Processes that occur at these interfaces are, however, difficult to 
study due to their complexity and the inherent difficulty of characterizing intact buried 
interfaces at high spatial resolution, necessitating the development of new analytical 
techniques [35]. One example is the formation of dendrites during electrodeposition of 
metals, which is closely coupled to processes at the metal/liquid-electrolyte interface 
[31,118], including the formation of a nanoscale solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer 
typically composed of electrolyte breakdown products [118]. In electrochemical devices 
such as metal-anode rechargeable batteries, these processes and the resulting dendritic 
growths lead to rapid capacity fade and safety concerns. Despite intensive efforts by 
researchers worldwide over several decades [5] these processes are not fully understood 
[184–187]. Rechargeable metal-anode batteries able to live up to the promise of 
significantly enhanced energy density have therefore been elusive. 
Direct observation of the nanoscale structure and chemistry at solid-liquid interfaces 
could significantly aid our understanding of processes occurring in these complex 
systems. Accurate characterization of electrode-electrolyte interfaces is, however, 
challenging due to the volatility of commonly used liquid electrolytes, the high chemical 
reactivity of metal anodes such as lithium, and the fact that the region of interest is an 
interface between two condensed phases of matter. To address this, the liquid is 
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typically removed and the electrode of interest washed and dried before being 
characterized by traditional methods, which alters the structure and chemistry of the 
solid-liquid interface [9]. For example, cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-
TEM) has recently been utilized to image the atomic structure of lithium dendrites 
grown on a copper TEM grid, opening a path to study chemically reactive and beam-
sensitive battery materials [95,99]. However, in this approach the sample was removed 
from its native electrolyte environment to expose the dendrites and ensure electron 
transparency in the electron microscope. 
Here, we adapt a technique used in biology to enable cryo-TEM of hydrated 
specimens, immobilization of liquids by rapid freezing [10], to preserve the liquid and 
native structure at solid-liquid interfaces in lithium-metal batteries (LMBs). To access 
the nanoscale interior structure and chemistry of the dendrites and their interfaces in 
LMBs, we couple cryogenic scanning transmission electron microscopy (cryo-STEM) 
and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) with cryo-focused ion beam (cryo-FIB) 
“lift-out,” a technique we recently developed to prepare buried solid-liquid interfaces 
for cryo-STEM (see Chapter 3) [123]. By maintaining dendrites in their electrolyte 
environment and avoiding potentially structure- and interface chemistry-altering 
washing steps, we discover two families of dendrites coexist on a Li anode, each 
displaying distinct structure and composition. One family has an extended SEI layer, 
while the other has a compact SEI layer. Additionally, while dendrites formed during 
electrodeposition are generally assumed to be composed principally of metal, based on 
the physical deposition mechanisms proposed by formation models [33], we 
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demonstrate the presence of lithium hydride dendrites, which may contribute 
disproportionately to battery capacity fade and failure. 
 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Instrumentation and Experimental Details 
We used an FEI Strata 400S DualBeam Focused Ion Beam/Scanning Electron 
Microscope system (FIB/SEM) to characterize and prepare samples. It was fitted with 
a Quorum PP3010T cryo-SEM/FIB system, which included a liquid nitrogen (LN2) cold 
stage and anticontaminator in the main FIB chamber, a preparation chamber (for sputter 
coating) with separate cold stage and anticontaminator that is attached to the FIB and 
separated by a valve, a stand-alone workstation for freezing and loading samples onto 
the specimen shuttle, and a vacuum transfer device for transporting samples between 
the workstation and prep chamber. In addition, we installed an Oxford OmniProbe 
Cryoshaft on our OmniProbe 200 nanomanipulator, which is thermally isolated from 
the room-temperature shaft by a ceramic section and cooled by a copper braid attached 
to the anticontaminator. Preparation of lamellas by cryo-FIB lift-out was carried out 
using the techniques described in Chapter 3. All milling was performed at an ion beam 
voltage of 30 kV. Trenches to form the initial lamella were generally milled with a beam 
current of a few nA. Thinning of the lamella was first conducted with a beam current of 
hundreds of pA, decreasing with lamella thickness to a final thinning with tens of pA. 
After cryo-FIB lift-out preparation, cryo-STEM samples were transferred back into LN2 
in the workstation where they were loaded into cryogenic sample storage boxes and 
transferred to a large LN2 storage dewar. 
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Cryo-STEM characterization of these samples was performed on an aberration 
corrected FEI Titan Themis operated at 300 kV. The microscope was equipped with an 
X-FEG high-brightness gun and a high-resolution Gatan imaging filter (GIF Quantum 
965) for electron energy loss spectroscopy. Standard Gatan side-entry cryo-transfer 
holders (Model 626 and Model 915) enabled transfer of the samples into the microscope 
and maintained their temperature near -180 ˚C throughout the experiment. The samples 
were loaded into the holder under liquid nitrogen to minimize ice contamination. During 
transfer into the vacuum of the microscope, the sample was enclosed by a cryo-shutter 
which minimizes ice build-up. While throughput of the cryo-FIB lift-out/cryo-STEM 
workflow is continuing to be improved, it can approach that of room-temperature FIB 
and STEM techniques with proper optimization. Multiple lamellas were prepared for 
analysis by cryo-STEM for this project. Examples are shown in Figure 4.1, including 
an uncycled electrode for reference, and two containing type II dendrites. The O K-edge 
Figure 4.1 Examples of lamellas prepared from coin cells for cryo-STEM analysis. (a, 
b) Lamellas containing type II dendrites above lithium electrodes. The lamella in (a) 
contains a F-rich structure as well. Different electrolyte thicknesses and milling 
parameters were used to prepare these lamellas, resulting in different final dimensions. 
(c) A lamella produced from an uncycled electrode, used to obtain reference spectra. 
Note that the increased signal of the uncycled electrode is due to different image 
acquisition parameters, not a material difference. Scale bars 1 µm. 
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reference spectra for Li2O2 and LiOH and the Li K-edge reference spectrum for LiH 
were taken on a 200 kV FEI F20 using the same cryo-transfer holders and loading 
techniques. 
The probe current for EELS maps on the Titan was around 25 pA, confirmed by 
measurement on a direct electron detector with a high dynamic range [188], and pixel 
dwell times were 10-50 ms. The electron dose applied during acquisition of the 
spectroscopic maps shown in the main text was 5x101 to 5x102 e-/Å2. The small bubbles 
in the electrolyte appeared rapidly, beginning by the time the first image was taken, with 
a total dose below 10 e-/Å2. These were likely hydrogen liberated from the electrolyte 
solvent molecules [87], since carbon and oxygen K-edge fine structures in carbonates 
are known to be stable under the beam up to a dose of ~750 e-/Å2 at room temperature 
under a 200 keV electron beam [189]. The threshold damage for these materials under 
our cryogenic conditions using a 300 keV beam should be higher than this [87]. A series 
Figure 4.2 Dark-field cryo-STEM images of electrode-electrolyte interfaces taken 
before and after acquisition of EELS maps, and the corresponding map spectra. While 
some structural modification was present at low doses, likely due to liberation of 
hydrogen, a dose greater than 103 e-/Å2 was required for significant mass loss and 
spectral fine structure modification. In the center set of images above, approximately 
50% of the material remained after the map, as determined by the ADF signal. At 104 
e-/Å2 the material was completely removed in some areas, but the carbonate portion of 
the molecule remained. Doses applied during acquisition of the maps in the main text 
were less than the lowest dose shown here. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. Scale 
bars 200 nm, 30 nm, and 60 nm, left to right. 
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of maps of the electrode-electrolyte interface taken at various total doses are shown in 
Figure 4.2, demonstrating the doses at which different types of damage occur. The 
damage mechanisms of these carbonate solvents are liberation of hydrogen at low doses, 
resulting in structural changes such as the bubbling observed. At doses >103 e-/Å2 mass 
loss becomes significant, and the fine structure of the ~287 eV peak is affected. At 104 
e-/Å2 the mass loss is severe, producing holes in the sample, and leaving behind mainly 
the carbonate portion of the solvent molecules. The fine structure associated with this 
part of the molecule survives high doses, however. These findings are summarized in 
Table 4.1. Based on our damage analysis, we do not expect the fine structure to have 
been altered in the maps taken in the results section, though slight structural 
modifications were present, as expected (Figure 4.3). 
Table 4.1 Threshold electron doses and primary damage mechanisms observed for 
relevant materials. All of the damage thresholds listed are for cryogenic samples under 
a 300 kV electron beam. The primary damage mechanism of lithium is mass loss. While 
a very small amount of oxide can form, this is significantly less than the initial oxide 
impurities in an uncycled electrode, and occurs at >105 e-/Å2. Li2O2 and LiOH both 
initially suffer mass loss at or above 104 e-/Å2, and subsequently begin converting to 
Li2O at higher doses, while Li2O suffers only mass loss and no fine structure change. 
LiH is stable to above 104 e-/Å2, with mass loss occurring above this and little to no 
oxidation. The electrolyte material damages differently at different doses, with slight 
structural modifications occurring at low doses, and mass loss and fine structure 
changes occurring above 103 e-/Å2. At 104 e-/Å2 a significant portion of the mass is lost, 
leaving behind the carbonate portion of the solvent molecules, the fine structure of 
which is still intact at this dose. 
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4.2.2 Reference Spectra Acquisition 
The reference spectra for the lithium metal and Li2O samples were acquired on the Titan 
in similar conditions to above. The Li K-edge for lithium metal was recorded on an 
uncycled lithium electrode, and the Li2O spectrum was recorded on a lithium electrode 
oxidized in the microscope by warming to room temperature and exposing the electrode 
to the beam. Both samples were produced by cryo-FIB lift-out. The electron dose for 
the metal spectrum was 104 e-/Å2, and no change in fine structure was recorded by 
doubling this dose. The oxide spectra were acquired with a total dose of ~102 e-/Å2. 
While we observed that other lithium-oxygen compounds converted to Li2O under the 
beam, no change to the Li2O fine structure was observed at high doses. 
We acquired the lithium peroxide and hydroxide reference materials from Sigma 
Aldrich, crushed them into a fine powder using a mortar and pestle, and pressed a holey 
carbon TEM grid onto the powder to adhere some to the grid. The LiH was prepared in 
an argon-filled glove box due to its air sensitivity, and removed in a sealed vial which 
Figure 4.3 Before and after annular dark-field STEM images of the regions where the 
EELS maps in the results section were taken. Small structural changes were observed 
in the organic materials, which is expected given our damage analysis. This is likely 
due to liberation of hydrogen from the molecules, which occurs at low dose. The fine 
structure is not significantly affected until approximately an order of magnitude higher 
dose than was applied during these maps, which was on the order of 102 e-/Å2. Scale 
bars 300 nm. 
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was opened under liquid nitrogen, eliminating air exposure. The other stable samples 
were also immediately placed under liquid nitrogen after preparation to minimize 
unnecessary air exposure. On the F20, we used a probe current of ~75 pA. A total dose 
Figure 4.4 Example damage series profiles and initial/final spectra taken for lithium 
materials relevant to this study over a range of doses where damage occurs. All spectra 
were recorded at cryogenic temperatures. We found all oxide materials convert to Li2O 
under large doses. Li2O and LiH are primarily affected by mass loss, with no significant 
fine structure changes. Note that maps presented in the main text were acquired at doses 
lower than the dose indicated by the red arrows shown at the bottom of the plots, on 
the order of 102 e-/Å2. 
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<104 e-/Å2 was applied to the oxides during acquisition, which we found was a few times 
lower than the dose necessary to induce a significant O-K fine structure change. The 
LiH Li-K spectrum was acquired with a total dose on the order of 103 e-/Å2, and no 
significant fine structure change was observed under any dose, measured to greater than 
104 e-/Å2. All of the threshold damages for materials relevant to this study and the 
corresponding damage mechanisms are shown in Table 4.1, and examples of damage 
series profiles used to establish these values are shown in Figure 4.4. 
To align the energy axis between the O-K spectra acquired on the Titan and the F20, 
we used the Li2O peak at ~535 eV. The Li-K spectra were close enough to the zero-loss 
peak that no shifting of the spectra was necessary. Additionally, spectra acquired on the 
F20 were bandpass filtered by 0.6 eV to reduce noise below the energy resolution of the 
microscope. This reduced high frequency noise while preserving larger features 
accurately, with only a slight reduction in sharp peaks. An example is shown for the 
Figure 4.5 Comparison of Li2O2 O-K edge spectrum before and after 0.6 eV band pass 
filter. A 0.6 eV band pass filter was applied to the O-K spectra acquired on the F20 to 
remove high frequency noise. This preserved the main features of the edge while 
eliminating those below the instrument’s energy resolution. 
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Li2O2 O-K in Figure 4.5. 
 
4.2.3 Coin Cell Battery Preparation 
Symmetric lithium cells (CR2032 coin cells) were assembled with two lithium 
electrodes (MTI Corp., 450 µm thick) and 1M lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) in 
ethylene carbonate:dimethyl carbonate (EC:DMC) (v:v = 1:1) as the electrolyte. 
Celgard 3501 was used as the separator. We subjected the cells to galvanostatic charging 
for 24 hours at a current density of 1 mA cm-2. A charging profile from one coin cell 
used is shown in Figure 4.6. 
To snap-freeze the samples, slush nitrogen was produced in the cryo-FIB 
workstation by vacuum pumping liquid nitrogen until it solidified. This enabled a higher 
cooling rate and reduced bubbling in the workstation. Slush nitrogen was chosen to 
avoid detrimental interactions of the electrolyte with typical organic cryogens  [104]. 
The coin cells were opened at the cryo-FIB workstation and the electrodes separated 
and immediately plunged into the slush nitrogen to preserve the electrolyte on the 
Figure 4.6 Charging profile from a symmetric lithium coin cell. A constant current of 
1 mA/cm2 was applied to the cells for 24 hours. The resulting voltage profile from one 
of the coin cells used is shown above. 
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electrode. The frozen samples were then transferred into the preparation chamber 
attached to the cryo-FIB, typically sputter coated with a 5-10 nm layer of metal (Pt or 
Au-Pd) to reduce charging, and transferred into the cryo-FIB chamber. Lift-out samples 
produced for cryo-STEM were transferred back to the workstation, where they were 
loaded into cryogenic sample storage boxes under liquid nitrogen and transferred to a 
large LN2 storage dewar. It is important to note that cryo-TEM diffraction on lamellas 
produced by cryo-FIB lift-out showed that the electrolyte was frozen amorphously, and 
remained so through all of the preparation, transfer, and characterization steps, as shown 
in Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7 Amorphous diffraction pattern of the electrolyte recorded in a cryo-lamella 
produced by cryo-FIB lift-out. Cryo-TEM diffraction of the electrolyte on samples 
produced by cryo-FIB lift-out shows that it is frozen amorphously and does not 
recrystallize at any point in the preparation, storage, transfer, or characterization. 
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4.2.4 3D Reconstruction of Cryo-FIB Cross Sections 
To reconstruct the three-dimensional dendrite structures, we used Avizo software 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). Since the geometry of the FIB results in images of the 
cross sections taken at oblique angles to the cross section surface (the electron and ion 
columns are separated by 52 degrees and the sample surface normal is positioned 
parallel to the ion beam for milling), the 30-50 individual images were aligned vertically 
by the position of electrode surface and the appropriate length transformations were 
applied to the images to correct for the oblique viewing angle (y = y’/cosq and z = 
z’/sinq, where y and z are the true object depth and height, respectively, y’ and z’ are 
the observed depth and height, and q is the angle between the electrode surface normal 
and the electron beam). The dendrite and electrode structures were segmented by hand 
within each of the cross-sectional images, and these segmentations were connected in 
the perpendicular direction to reconstruct the three-dimensional structure.  
 
4.2.5 EELS Map Processing 
The large field of view of some EELS maps results in an energy shift of the entire 
spectrum at different points in the map. To accurately map edges and analyze edge fine 
structure across the field of view, the energy axis at each pixel was shifted to the proper 
location. Each map was acquired in DualEELS mode, with both low-loss and high-loss 
regions of the spectrum recorded. The low-loss maps included the zero-loss peak, the 
position of which was used to align the energy axis of the low and high-loss regions of 
the spectra simultaneously, resulting in a flat energy surface across the map. 
To map elemental distributions, standard background subtractions were performed 
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using a linear combination of power laws (LCPL) fit and oversampling with a FWHM 
of 2 pixels to increase the background signal-to-noise [190]. Energy windows wider 
than the fine structure at the edge onset were integrated for elemental mapping, to 
minimize the effects of spatially varying fine structure on the apparent elemental 
concentrations. The fine structure of the edges was analyzed by multivariate curve 
resolution (MCR), which solves for a specified number of linearly independent spectral 
components in the data by means of a local minimization. A non-negativity constraint 
was imposed on the corresponding concentration profiles, since negative concentrations 
are not physical, but the spectra were not constrained. To improve signal-to-noise for 
Figure 4.8 Characterization of dendrite morphologies by cryo-FIB. (a) Coin cell 
arrangement used. (b) Raised regions in the electrolyte, preserved on opened coin cell 
electrodes by plunge freezing, revealed buried dendrite locations. The electrolyte 
surface was sputter coated with a thin metal layer for increased conductivity. (c, d) Two 
distinct dendrite morphologies were observed in serial cross-sectional images produced 
by cryo-FIB/SEM. (e) Three-dimensional reconstructions of the dendrite structures 
highlight the morphological differences. (f) Roughly equal numbers of the two 
morphologies were present across many coin cells. (b)-(d) scale bars, 2 µm, (e), 5 µm. 
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the MCR process the data was typically binned by four (spatially) before analysis. To 
display the spatial distribution of the resulting spectral components, we fit them back to 
the original data using the Matlab QR Solver, which takes advantage of QR factorization 
to minimize the residual of the equation SC = D. In our case, S is the matrix of spectral 
components returned by MCR, C is the matrix of concentrations to be solved for, and D 
is the matrix of original data. Using the original unbinned data (for the type I maps) or 
the original data binned by two (for the type II maps), we produced maps from the 
concentration matrix C for the corresponding MCR spectral components, such as in 
Figure 4.12 below. 
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Lithium Dendrite Morphologies 
Figure 4.8a shows a schematic of the symmetric lithium-metal coin cells used for these 
experiments. These contain 1M lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) in ethylene 
carbonate:dimethyl carbonate (EC:DMC, v:v = 1:1) and a Celgard separator, and were 
charged at 1 mA cm-2 for 24 hours (see Methods). To preserve the electrolyte on the 
electrode surface, the cells were opened and the electrode immediately plunge frozen in 
slush nitrogen. To rapidly explore the morphology of the anode surface, we used cryo-
FIB to mill a series of cross sections through the interface where surface structures were 
large enough to be localized by raised regions in the frozen electrolyte (Fig. 4.8b). We 
imaged each successive cross section (Fig. 4.8c, d), which revealed two distinct deposit 
morphologies that we will refer to as Type I and Type II dendrites. Type I dendrites 
were on the order of 5 µm across with low curvature, while Type II dendrites, 
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conversely, were generally hundreds of nanometers thick and tortuous. We did not 
observe any spatial correlations between dendrite types, or cases where one dendrite 
type clearly formed on the other. To gain insight into their three-dimensional (3D) 
morphology, we reconstructed the 3D structure of the dendrites from the acquired two-
dimensional cross-sectional images (Fig. 4.8e), as has been shown with biological 
samples previously [191]. The electrode contact areas for the individual structures can, 
thereby, be directly compared, revealing the widths of type II dendrite contact areas 
were more than an order of magnitude smaller than those of type I. This suggests type 
II dendrites may become disconnected from the electrode more easily during cycling 
and, in combination with their approximately equal numbers (Fig. 4.8f) and volumes, 
would therefore contribute disproportionately to active electrode material loss and 
capacity fade due to electrochemically “dead” lithium. 
 
Figure 4.9 Schematic of Cryo-FIB lift-out sample preparation process. (a) A buried 
structure or interface is identified for preparation. In our coin cell batteries, raised 
regions of electrolyte were used to localize buried dendrites. (b) Trenches are then 
milled around the site of interest, forming a vertical cross-sectional lamella containing 
the structure or interface. (c) A cooled nanomanipulator needle is then attached to the 
lamella by depositing amorphous ice. The lamella is cut free from the sample and lifted 
out. (d) Finally, the lamella is attached to a TEM grid post with additional ice 
deposition, cut free from the nanomanipulator, and thinned to electron transparency. 
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4.3.2 Nanoscale Lithium Dendrite and SEI Layer Structure and Bonding 
While cryo-FIB/SEM techniques provided valuable morphological information, we 
used cryo-STEM and EELS to obtain high-resolution structural and chemical 
information about the dendrites and their associated solid-electrolyte interphases. Cryo-
FIB lift-out was used to extract cross-sectional lamellas of plunge frozen anode-
electrolyte interfaces from coin cell batteries and thin them to electron transparency. A 
schematic of this process is shown in Fig. 4.9, an example set of SEM images from a 
lift-out is shown in Fig. 4.10, and the specific lamellas containing the dendrites 
displayed in the results section are shown in Fig. 4.11a, b. 
 
Figure 4.10 Cryo-FIB lift-out sample preparation process. (a, b) Trenches are site-
specifically milled around a structure of interest, here a dendrite embedded in frozen 
electrolyte above the anode, leaving a vertical lamella containing the structure. The 
sample is aligned in the microscope so that the electrode surface normal is parallel to 
the electron beam direction in (a), and tilted by 52 degrees to image the lithium 
anode/electrolyte interface and the electrolyte embedded dendrite in (b). (c) A cryo-
cooled nanomanipulator needle is then attached to the cryo-immobilized lamella by 
water vapor deposition from a gas injection system, the lamella is cut free from the 
larger sample, and it is lifted out. (d) The lamella is then attached to a cooled TEM grid 
with a second water vapor deposition, the nanomanipulator is cut free, and the lamella 
is thinned progressively to electron transparency with the ion beam. 
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4.3.2.1 Dendrite SEI Layer Structure and Composition 
High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) cryo-STEM imaging of these lamellas 
immediately revealed an extended SEI layer on the type I dendrite, approximately 300 
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Figure 4.11 Structure and elemental composition of dendrites and their associated 
interphase layers in electron transparent lamellas. (a, b) Electron transparent lamellas 
of both dendrite types, produced by cryo-FIB lift-out. (c, d) An extended SEI layer was 
present on the type I dendrite, but not the type II, as revealed by HAADF cryo-STEM 
imaging. (e, f) EELS elemental maps showed the extended type I SEI was oxygen-rich, 
and the thin type II SEI contained oxygen, but no carbon. The type I dendrite had an 
appreciable oxygen content, while the type II did not. Fluorine-rich structures were 
often observed near both dendrite types. (a) and (b) scale bars, 1 µm, (c)-(f), 300 nm. 
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to 500 nm thick, which was not present on the type II dendrite (Fig. 4.11c, d). The SEI 
layer on the anode in LMBs is commonly believed to be tens of nanometers thick [118], 
largely by analogy to what is known of the self-limiting SEI formed on the graphitic 
carbon anode used in lithium-ion batteries. Our results suggest that a soft, extended 
portion of the SEI is removed by washing during sample preparation for traditional 
characterization techniques, as suggested previously [9]. The remaining portion of the 
SEI observed by these techniques would then be a thin, compact layer. This is 
Figure 4.12 Carbon bonding analysis of the type I dendrite interphase. (a) Spatial 
variation of EELS carbon fine structure showed distinct carbon bonding environments 
present in the electrolyte, SEI layer, and F-rich structure. (b) The increased 290 eV 
carbonate C=O bond peak is consistent with a lithium ethylene dicarbonate SEI layer. 
The C=C bond peak below 285 eV may originate from ethylene gas, a byproduct of 
SEI formation, possibly bound to LiF in the F-rich structure and the source of the 
bubbles in the SEI. Scale bar, 300 nm. 
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significant, in part, because it means substantially more lithium is irreversibly lost to the 
SEI layer than previously thought.  
To examine the elemental distribution and local bonding environment in the SEI 
layers and dendrites, we performed spectroscopic mapping using EELS. In the extended 
type I SEI we observed an increased concentration of oxygen and lithium compared to 
the electrolyte, essentially no fluorine, and a similar amount of carbon (Fig. 4.11e). 
While no extended type II SEI was observed by HAADF-STEM imaging, EELS 
revealed a thin carbon-free, lithium- and oxygen-rich layer on the surface of the type II 
dendrite, approximately 20 nm thick (Fig. 4.11f). Roughly spherical structures up to 
microns in size were frequently observed near both dendrite types (shown near the type 
I dendrite here - Fig. 4.11a, c) but rarely elsewhere in the sample, and these structures 
were fluorine-rich and also contained carbon, oxygen, and lithium (Fig. 4.11e). 
By analyzing the C K-edge fine structure using multivariate curve resolution 
(MCR), we observe distinct carbon bonding environments in the electrolyte, SEI, and 
F-rich structure (Fig. 4.12a, b). The increased intensity of the 290 eV peak, from 1s to 
Figure 4.13 Bonding analysis of carbon near the type II dendrite. (a) Two carbon K-
edge components were present in the electrolyte, but they were not highly localized 
along the dendrite surface as in the type I case. (b) The peaks occurred at the same 
energies, but with slightly different intensities, than the components near the type I 
dendrite. Scale bar, 300 nm. 
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p* transitions at C=O bonds in carbonates [82], suggests a higher density of these bonds 
in the SEI than the electrolyte. This, along with the increased oxygen content, is 
consistent with evidence that the SEI consists largely of lithium ethylene dicarbonate 
(LEDC) in EC-based electrolytes [185,192,193]. Additionally, ethylene gas is produced 
during formation of LEDC from EC [185,192–194], which may explain the large 
bubbles observed in the SEI. The peak below 285 eV corresponds to 1s to p* transitions 
in C=C bonds [82], such as in ethylene. The correlation of the signals corresponding to 
fluorine and C=C bonds in the F-rich structure may indicate ethylene is bound to LiF 
here, the possibility of which has been discussed previously [195]. The C=C peak was 
not present near the type II dendrite, and no significant change in the C bonding 
environment was observed along the dendrite surface (Fig. 4.13). The ~287 eV peak is 
a transition from a 1s to 3p/𝜎∗ hybrid state at C-H bonds [82], and is correspondingly 
reduced in the LEDC of the type I SEI compared to the electrolyte. While no carbon 
was present in the thin type II SEI, the O-K fine structure is consistent with a 
Figure 4.14 Comparison of the Type II dendrite SEI O-K edge with reference spectra. 
The O-K edge of the type II dendrite appeared to be consistent with a combination of 
lithium oxide and lithium hydroxide monohydrate. Spectra are offset vertically for 
clarity. 
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combination of lithium oxide and hydroxide monohydrate (Fig. 4.14). Finally, even 
though we used an electron dose well below the damage threshold for carbonates of 
~750 e- Å-2 [189], small bubbles in the electrolyte were observed after imaging, likely 
due to hydrogen liberated from solvent molecules due to beam exposure as discuss 
previously. These were unlike the larger SEI bubbles, which were inherent to the system 
and not induced by beam exposure. 
4.3.2.2 Revealing Dendrite Compositions 
Elemental analysis of the dendrite interiors by EELS showed the type I dendrite 
contained an appreciable quantity of oxygen, while the type II dendrite did not. No other 
edges between the Li-K at 55 eV and ~730 eV were present, including nitrogen, which 
rules out reactions with air or liquid nitrogen during specimen preparation and transfer 
(Fig. 4.15). The two dendrite types are, therefore, not only distinct in morphology, but 
Figure 4.15 Full spectra recorded from the dendrites (intensities on a log scale). The 
spectra show clear differences in the plasmons and Li-K edges, as well as a large 
difference in oxygen content between the type I and type II dendrites. The small amount 
of oxygen on the type II dendrite is likely water molecules adsorbed on the surface of 
the sample in the microscope vacuum, which would typically react with materials such 
as lithium or sodium at room temperature. No nitrogen was present in either dendrite, 
confirming that no reaction with nitrogen in the air or liquid nitrogen had occurred. 
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also in elemental composition. To understand changes in the local bonding, we 
investigated the Li-K and O-K fine structures (Fig. 4.16a, b). Comparison with reference 
spectra recorded on various lithium compounds revealed the type I dendrite was 
composed of lithium metal, partially oxidized to lithium oxide. The type II dendrite Li 
K-edge, however, was strikingly different than any combination of lithium metal, oxide, 
peroxide, or hydroxide reference spectra, and we unexpectedly found it corresponded 
to pure lithium hydride. While hydrogen gas is known to be prevalent in cycled lithium 
batteries [196], only small amounts of LiH have been observed on freshly exposed 
lithium brought into contact with organic electrolytes by FT-IR [197]. NMR studies 
have revealed appreciable quantities on metal oxide conversion cathodes in lithium-ion 
batteries, however [9]. LiH is metastable in electrolytes since it rapidly reacts with trace 
Figure 4.16 Comparison of EELS fine structure from dendrites and lithium reference 
materials. (a, b) Comparison of the dendrites’ lithium and oxygen spectral fine 
structures with reference materials revealed the type I dendrite was composed of 
partially oxidized lithium metal, while the type II dendrite was uniform lithium hydride. 
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moisture and solvent molecules to form species such as LiOH and Li2O [197]. On large 
LiH structures exposed to the electrolyte, however, these reactions may result in a thin 
passivating layer forming on the surface, stabilizing the material, which is consistent 
with the SEI observed on the type II dendrite. 
In addition to core-loss spectroscopy of the dendrites, we examined the plasma 
resonances of the materials by simultaneously acquired low-loss EELS (Fig. 4.17a-c). 
Fig. 4.17c shows the plasmon peaks for the type I and type II dendrites, at 7.5 eV and 
15 eV, respectively. The type I dendrite plasmon suggests the lithium is only partially 
oxidized. Pure or slightly oxidized lithium has a plasmon peak at 7.5 eV, but highly 
oxidized lithium forms additional resonances at 18 and 30 eV [60], which we did not 
observe. The shoulder at ~13 eV on the LiH spectrum, indicated by the arrow in Fig. 
Figure 4.17 Dendrite compositional mapping by low-loss EELS. (a, b) Mapping of the 
unique lithium metal and hydride low-loss EELS spectra (c) revealed the type I dendrite 
was only slightly oxidized and had small regions of LiH at its surface, while the type 
II dendrite had a lithium particle at the tip. The hydrogen K-edge appears at ~13 eV in 
LiH, denoted by the arrow. Scale bars, 300 nm. 
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4.17c, provides additional evidence for the presence of hydrogen in the type II dendrite, 
due to the 13.6 eV H K-edge. Using the low-loss spectra, we mapped the spatial 
distribution of the partially oxidized lithium and lithium hydride compounds in the 
dendrites (Fig. 4.17a, b). The resulting maps show that, in addition to the materials that 
made up the bulk of the dendrites, small LiH regions were present on the surface of the 
type I dendrite, and a lithium particle was present on the tip of the type II dendrite. Table 
4.2 lists a complete comparison of the dendrite characteristics and Figure 4.18 shows 
diagrams of the two dendrite types and their respective SEI layers. 
 
4.4 Discussion 
While it might be tempting to assume the hydrogen to produce these type II dendrites 
originates solely from the reduction of water impurities in the electrolyte, it was recently 
shown that decomposition of the electrolyte solvent molecules can produce many times 
Table 4.2 Comparison of type I and II dendrite properties. 
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more hydrogen than water impurities, even in electrolytes with water content up to twice 
that of ours. This hydrogen originates from a “cross-talk” mechanism where solvent 
molecules oxidized at the cathode are subsequently reduced at the anode, producing 
hydrogen [194]. By assuming a type II dendrite volume of ~300 µm3 as determined by 
our cryo-FIB measurements, a back-of-the-envelope calculation reveals that the 
maximum density of these dendrites that could form in our cells with water as the sole 
source of hydrogen in our electrolyte (<10 ppm H2O) should be roughly an order or 
magnitude lower than what is actually observed. This suggests a cross-talk mechanism 
may also be contributing hydrogen. The rate of hydrogen production by the cross-talk 
mechanism is a strong function of cell voltage [194], so full cell batteries using higher 
voltage cathode materials would result in production of significantly larger quantities 
of hydrogen. This would exacerbate the problem of LiH dendrite formation in these 
cells, especially when paired with a 5 V-class high-voltage cathode material designed 
Figure 4.18 Schematic of both dendrite types and their corresponding SEI layers. (a) 
Type I dendrites consist of partially oxidized lithium metal with small LiH regions at 
the surface, and have an extended SEI layer consistent with lithium ethylene 
dicarbonate (LEDC) that contains bubbles likely from ethylene, a byproduct of the SEI 
formation. Large F-rich structures are often found near the dendrites. (b) Type II 
dendrites consist of uniform LiH and have a compact Li2O/LiOH•H2O SEI layer. 
Though not depicted, F-rich structures were also observed near type II dendrites. 
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to improve energy density. Potential pathways to hydrogen production exist for any H-
containing electrolyte as well, and therefore all LMB batteries utilizing traditional 
organic electrolytes are likely to suffer from LiH dendrite formation and the associated 
capacity fade. 
Our results therefore suggest that preventing formation of type II dendrites may 
hinge on a careful choice of solvents and salts to eliminate hydrogen-containing species 
in the electrolyte and to form interphase layers to protect the anode surface. One way to 
achieve these goals would be to replace hydrogen in the solvent molecules with other 
elements in order to generate alternative species in the electrolyte. For example, we 
hypothesize that a properly chosen material would result in a H-deprived and F-rich 
environment where sacrificial, low-stability window fluorinated components are 
preferentially reduced at the anode and oxidized at the cathode relative to carbonate 
solvents, resulting in F-rich species in the electrolyte. This would both starve the system 
of hydrogen and promote formation of a beneficial LiF-rich barrier layer on the anode 
surface [92,198], stunting the growth of LiH dendrites and reducing capacity fade. 
While recent studies using so-called high-concentration full-fluoride (HFF) electrolytes 
are consistent with our predictions [199], the high fluorine-donating salt content of the 
HFF electrolytes as currently configured is impractical and expensive. There is therefore 
room to explore alternative materials to achieve the above goals with more normal salt 
contents and a practical electrolyte cost.  
As a test of our above hypothesis, we performed cryo-FIB, cryo-STEM EELS, and 
electrochemical experiments on cells prepared with a full-fluoride electrolyte using a 
lower salt concentration, fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) with 2M LiPF6, and the results 
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are shown in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20. We found this fluorinated electrolyte 
significantly suppressed formation of LiH dendrites, as expected, and additionally 
Figure 4.19 Cryo-FIB and cryo-STEM EELS comparing lithium deposition in cells 
using traditional and full-fluoride electrolytes. (a,b)  Cryo-FIB revealed that the 
dendrite density is significantly lower for the full-fluoride FEC electrolyte than with 
the traditional EC:DMC electrolyte. In the former case, nearly no LiH dendrites are 
present, and the lithium deposition is modified as well, forming broad localized 
depositions. (c,d) Cross-sections of these deposits revealed they are composed of many 
smaller “blocks” in contact, separated by SEI layers. (e) A lamella of this new type of 
deposition was prepared by cryo-FIB lift-out, and (f) cryo-STEM EELS of the Li K-
edge of the material revealed that it is composed of partially oxidized lithium metal, as 
the type I dendrite in the traditional electrolyte was. 
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greatly altered the lithium deposition. Localized structures were still present, but rather 
than “type I” dendrites the deposition was much broader, with an inner structure 
consisting of many smaller “blocks” separated by SEI layers containing C, O, and F. 
These blocks were composed of partially oxidized lithium, as with the type I dendrites, 
confirmed by cryo-STEM EELS of the structures prepared by cryo-FIB lift-out. The 
Figure 4.20 Electrochemical results comparing lithium deposition in cells using 
traditional and full-fluoride electrolytes. (a) Coulombic efficiency measured in a 
lithium vs. stainless steel setup using a constant current density of 1 mA cm-2 and 
capacity of 1 mAh cm-2 was significantly improved for the full-fluoride electrolyte 
compared to the traditional electrolyte. (b) Cycling of a full cell comprising a lean 
lithium anode (50µm) and a nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NCM) cathode (2 mAh 
cm-2) with the full-fluoride electrolyte resulted in a significant decrease in capacity fade 
and improved coulombic efficiency over the traditional electrolyte. The discharge 
capacity is plotted on the left-axis, while the coulombic efficiency is on the right-axis. 
The operating voltage range was 4.3V to 3V. In all figures, the red lines and symbols 
represent results for the EC:DMC, 1M LiPF6 electrolyte, while the black are for FEC, 
2M LiPF6. 
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electrochemical performance was correspondingly enhanced, with higher coulombic 
efficiency and significantly reduced capacity fade in the full-fluoride electrolyte cells, 
as shown in both lithium vs. stainless steel and full cell batteries using a nickel 
manganese cobalt oxide (NCM) cathode. While this demonstrates the feasibility of 
dendrite suppression and improved battery performance by introduction of fluorinated 
electrolytes, these concepts outline above could be further developed by integration of 
the alternative electrolyte species into cross-linkable structures such as those recently 
reported [200]. This would result in a H-deprived and halide-rich electrolyte 
environment that simultaneously forms a lithium halide-rich SEI and elastic interphases 
that are able to flex to accommodate volume change of the Li anode, thus providing 
protection against both LiH dendrites and traditional lithium metal dendrites. 
It is also interesting to note that LiH spectra have been measured by a variety of 
techniques previously, not all in agreement [201–203]. The material’s moisture 
sensitivity may explain the disagreement. While the previous work took precautions to 
avoid air exposure, such as cleaving the LiH in vacuum [201] or transferring it to the 
microscope in an argon bag [202], reactions with small amounts of contaminants could 
still occur at room temperature. Accurate spectra could be obtained either by measuring 
a bulk sample, as the passivating layer would enable the majority of the material to 
remain unreacted, or by maintaining the sample at cryogenic temperatures, since 
reactions with contaminants would be essentially eliminated. As expected, the spectra 
from samples measured in bulk or at cryogenic temperatures are in agreement with each 
other [201,203] and with our data. The difficulty of characterizing unaltered LiH may 
be one reason why LiH dendrites have not been observed before, and is an important 
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example of how cryogenic techniques like cryo-FIB lift-out and cryo-STEM enable 
accurate characterization of systems with reactive materials as well as solid-liquid 
interfaces. 
The lithium particle on the tip and uniformity of the LiH within the type II dendrites, 
as well as their aspect ratio, suggests a root or tip growth mode. Additionally, hydrogen 
is the smallest gas molecule present in the electrolyte during cycling [194,196], and 
grain boundaries have been shown to increase hydrogen diffusion through some metals 
[204]. If this occurs at the electrode surface, it may explain the mechanism behind the 
selective reactions needed to produce uniform LiH dendrites. Hydrogen and lithium ions 
could selectively penetrate into an electrode grain boundary or interface between a 
lithium particle and the electrode and initiate LiH formation. The volume expansion 
from formation of the new material would then force this particle or section away from 
the electrode surface, leading to the observed lithium particle on the dendrite tip (Fig. 
4.17b). Growth would then likely proceed mainly at the base of the dendrite by 
continued diffusion into the dendrite-electrode interface, since the poor electrical 
conductivity of LiH [61] would limit the extent of the reaction elsewhere on the dendrite. 
Figure 4.21 Schematic of proposed root growth of type II dendrites. (a) Hydrogen 
present in the electrolyte diffuses into grain boundaries at the electrode surface or a 
particle-electrode interface during charging. (b) Lithium hydride forms at these 
boundaries and pushes the initial lithium section upwards, creating the lithium particle 
observed on the type II dendrite tip. (c) Growth continues as more material diffuses 
into the dendrite-electrode interface. 
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A schematic of this proposed process is shown in Figure 4.21. While formation of LiH 
is reversible [9], its low electrical conductivity means the reverse reaction would also 
likely only occur at the base. Furthermore, LiH is significantly more brittle than lithium 
metal [205]. These facts, combined with the low electrode contact area of the type II 
dendrites compared to the type I dendrites, suggest that type II dendrites become 
disconnected from the electrode more easily during cycling than type I dendrites. Since 
the total volume and number of both dendrite types is comparable, type II dendrites 
may, therefore, contribute disproportionately to capacity fade due to orphaned or 
disconnected lithium. Additionally, while the thickness of the type I SEI layer means it 
contributes more to loss of lithium material than previously thought, we estimate an 
order of magnitude more lithium is contained within the type II dendrites than the type 
I SEI layers. Minimizing the formation of LiH dendrites is therefore critical to 
improving the longevity of LMBs. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
Growth of dendrites in lithium metal batteries is currently considered only a physical 
deposition process [33] resulting in lithium metal, therefore providing no understanding 
of the formation of dendrites composed of other lithium compounds. It is apparent, 
however, that such considerations are necessary if dendrite formation is to be fully 
understood. While LiH dendrites have not been accounted for in previous growth 
models or observed by other characterization techniques, their contribution to capacity 
fade could be significant. The findings presented here will help reduce capacity fade in 
LMBs by advancing our understanding of dendrite formation processes in these 
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systems. Additionally, they demonstrate the unique ability cryo-FIB and cryo-STEM 
techniques provide to generate new insights about processes at solid-liquid interfaces 
by directly probing the structure and composition of unaltered reactive materials and 
intact interfaces at the nanoscale. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION  
In the work presented here, we developed cryogenic electron microscopy techniques to 
allow the structure and composition of intact solid-liquid interfaces to be characterized 
down to the nanoscale, and these techniques were applied to study processes occuring 
at anode-electrolyte interfaces in lithium metal batteries. In order to establish the 
importance of this research, a brief review of battery operating principles was provided, 
as well as a historical overview of the events that led to lithium metal batteries. The 
technique that provides us with the highest-resolution compositional information is 
electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), and we therefore also summarized the 
physics behind the collective valence and single core-level electron excitations that 
enabled us to perform compositional and bonding environment analyses in this work. 
We additionally described some specific challenges associated with measuring these 
signals in materials present in batteries. Finally, the physics of vitrification, or 
conversion of a liquid to an amorphous ice by rapid freezing, was outlined, as well as 
techniques to achieve vitrification, and previous applications of cryogenic transmission 
electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) to biological specimens. 
In Chapter 2, we described focused ion beam/scanning electron microscopy (cryo-
FIB/SEM) techniques for characterizing intact interfacial layers down to tens of 
nanometers thick on electrodes in devices. We demonstrated how cryogenic 
temperatures allow clean transfers and milling of reactive materials, and showed an 
example where this allowed the native structure and elemental composition of deposited 
lithium to be determined. In addition, we discussed milling and characterization of 
interfacial layers at solid-liquid interfaces in devices with the liquids intact in detail, 
including factors that influence the achievable resolution, examples for potential 
applications in batteries, and future developments that could enhance the capabilities of 
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cryo-FIB/SEM.  
In Chapter 3, we described and demonstrated a cryo-FIB lift-out technique that 
enables site-specific localization, extraction, and preparation of electron-transparent 
cross sections of solid-liquid interfaces with the liquids intact for high-resolution cryo-
scanning transmission electron microscopy (cryo-STEM) characterization. The required 
instrumentation and procedures were discussed thoroughly. Methods for localizing 
subsurface features of interest were described, and Monte Carlo simulations were 
performed to establish their feasibility. A model system of iron (oxy-, hydr-)oxide 
crystals grown in silica hydrogel was used to demonstrate these localization and 
preparation capabilities by preparing electron transparent cross-sectional lamellas of the 
hydrogel material containing iron (oxy-, hydr-)oxide crystals. These samples were 
subsequently transferred to the cryo-scanning transmission electron microscope (cryo-
STEM), where nanoscale high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) cryo-STEM imaging 
of the nanocrystal structure was performed, as well as energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
spectroscopy to reveal the elemental composition of the hydrogen and particles, and 
EELS to provide bonding information. 
Finally, in Chapter 4, we applied all of these techniques to study anode-electrolyte 
interfaces in lithium metal battery (LMB) coin cells. Cryo-FIB milling and imaging 
were performed on the interfaces, revealing the presense of two morphologically distinct 
dendritic structures present on the electrode surface. Serial milling and imaging allowed 
the full three-dimensional structure of these dendrites to reconstructed, which enabled 
their total volume and electrode contact areas to be determined. Cryo-FIB lift-out was 
then utilized to prepare cross sections of each type of dendrite-electrolyte interface for 
analytical cryo-STEM characterization. HAADF cryo-STEM imaging revealed that one 
dendrite type had an extended solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer on its surface, 
around 400 nm thick, while the other did not. In addition, analysis of the carbon K-edge 
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EELS fine structure the near the dendrite-electrolyte interface allowed us to show that 
the material in this extended SEI was consistent with lithium ethylene dicarbonate, and 
that the byproduct of the reaction to form this material, ethylene gas, may be binding to 
lithium fluoride in nearby structures. Core-loss EELS fine structure analysis was also 
applied to the dendrites, in addition to plasmon mapping, which revealed that one 
dendrite type was composed of slightly oxidized lithium metal, while the other was 
composed uniformly of lithium hydride, which had not been observed before. The small 
eletrode-contact areas of these lithium hydride dendrites combined with their physical 
and electrical properties suggests that they may become disconnected from the electrode 
during cycling more easily than lithium metal dendrites. With roughly equal numbers 
and volumes to the lithium metal dendrites, these dendrites could therefore contribute 
disproportionately to the significant capacity fade observed in LMBs.  
Our findings also let us propose potential means to avoid formation of these 
detrimental lithium hydride dendrites. When a fluorine atom is substituted for a 
hdyrogen atom on one of the electrolyte solvent molecules used for this study, 
calculations have shown that it is removed preferentially over the hydrogen, both 
forming a barrier layer of lithium fluoride on the electrode surface and inhibiting 
production of hydrogen in the cell. We therefore proposed that use of a of full-fluoride 
electrolyte solvent of this type could suppress the formation of lithium hydride 
dendrites, and carried out electrochemical, cryo-FIB/SEM, and cryo-STEM 
experiments to test this idea. Cryo-FIB/SEM immediately revealed that the density of 
dendrites in the full-fluoride cells was significantly lower than in the traditional 
electrolyte. Much broader localized deposits were still present, however, and cross-
sectional milling and imaging of these structures revealed that they consisted of 
“blocks” of material separated by thin SEI layers. Cryo-FIB lift-out was then used to 
prepare a cross section of these deposited structures for cryo-STEM, where we 
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discovered that the deposited material was slightly oxidized lithium metal, not lithium 
hydride. In addition, the electrochemical performance of these full-fluoride cells was 
significantly improved. Lithium versus stainless steel cells achieved much higher 
coulombic efficiency with the full-fluoride electrolyte than with the traditional 
electrolyte, and full cells using a nickle manganese cobalt oxide cathode paired with the 
full-fluoride electrolyte maintained their capacity for over 140 cycles, while the cells 
paired with the traditional electrolyte experienced significant capacity fade by 50 cycles. 
The cryogenic electron microscopy techniques described here therefore allowed us 
to discover a new type of dendrite present on LMB anodes, which likely gets washed 
away during the washing and drying preparation steps for traditional techniques, and 
propose initial pathways towards avoiding lithium hydride dendrite formation, and 
additional experiments supported these ideas. Since these dendrites may contribute 
disproportionately to the rapid capacity fade observed in LMBs compared to lithium 
metal dendrites, their discovery and suppression may be critical for improving the 
performance of these batteries. 
Cryo-FIB/SEM, cryo-FIB liftout, and cryo-STEM techniques have thus been shown 
to be valueable tools for characterizing intact solid-liquid interfaces and reactive 
materials down to the nanoscale. These techniques are capable of providing 
morphological information about structures present at these interfaces, as well as high-
resolution structural and bonding information. With solid-liquid interfaces playing an 
important role in a diverse set of systems, these techniques are poised to make a 
significant contribution to a wide range of fields.  
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